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Mr. Michael F. Weber
Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Attention: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP)
Docket No. 70-7001, Certificate No. GDP-1
Transmittal of 2008 Annual Update to Certification Application

Dear Mr. Weber:

In accordance with 10 CFR 76, the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) hereby submits
six copies of the 2008 Annual Update to the certification documents for the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant. The 2008 Annual Update consists of Revision 111 (April 4, 2008) to USEC-01,
Application for United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Certification. Revision 111
includes:

" Changes to the Safety Analysis Report (SAR), Environmental Compliance Status Report, and
Radioactive Waste Management Program to reflect plant changes implemented during the period
March 11, 2007 to April 4, 2008.

* Changes to the Emergency Plan, Fundamental Nuclear Materials Control Plan (FNMCP) and
Gaseous Diffusion Plant Security Program (GDPSP) to reflect plant changes implemented within
the six months prior to April 4, 2008.

The above changes have been reviewed in accordance with 10 CFR 76 and have been determined to
not require prior NRC approval.

Revision bars are provided in the right-hand margin to identify changes. Revision 111 is effective
April 4, 2008. The attached Revision 111 package also includes pages associated with previous
revisions that are being reissued to correct administrative errors. A summary of these administrative
corrections is provided on the removal/ insert instructions.

USEC Inc.

6903 Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, MD 20817-1818
Telephone 301-564-3200 Fax 301-564-3201 http://www.usec.com



Mr. Michael F. Weber
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The Revision II1 changes to the FNMCP and GDPSP contain certain trade secrets and commercial
and financial information exempt from public disclosure pursuant to Section 1314 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 (AEA), as amended, and 10 CFR 2.390 and 9.17(a)(4). In accordance with 10
CFR 76.33(e) and 2.390(b), the Revision 111 changes to this plan are being submitted under separate
cover (USEC letter GDP 08-0008).

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (301) 564-3250. There are
no new commitments contained in this submittal.

Sincerely,

- 7 t9-

Steven A. Toelle
Director, Regulatory Affairs

Enclosures: 1.
2.

Oath and Affirmation
USEC-01, Application for United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Certification, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Revision 111, Copy Numbers 1
through 6.

cc:R. DeVault (DOE)
D. Hartland
J. Henson, NRC Region II
G. Janosko, NRC HQ
M. Miller, NRC Senior Resident Inspector - PGDP
M. Raddatz, NRC Project Manager - PGDP

USEC-01, Copy Numbers 641
(w/o)
USEC-0 1, Copy Numbers 442, 664
(w/o)
USEC-01, Copy Number 697
(w/o)
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OATH AND AFFIRMATION

I, Steven A. Toelle, swear and affirm that I am the Director, Regulatory Affairs of the

United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC), that I am authorized by USEC to sign and file with

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Revision 111 (April 4, 2008) to USEC-01, Application for

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Certification, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, as

described in USEC Letter GDP 08-0007, that I am familiar with the contents thereof, and that the

statements made and matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge,

information, and belief.

5. /
Steven A. Toelle

On this 15th day of April, 2008, the person signing above personally appeared before me, is

known by me to be the person whose name is subscribed to within the instrument, and acknowledged

that he executed the same for the purposes therein contained.

In witness hereof I hereunto set my hand and official seal.

Rita t. Peak, Notary -Public

State of Maryland, Montgomery Countyi I I v1 20My commission expires De, cemberi-A, 2009

'47.
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INTRODUCTION

The United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC or Corporation) hereby submits its initial

Application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for a certificate of compliance for the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) in accordance with section 17010 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954 (AEA), as amended by the Energy Policy Act of 1992, and 10 CFR Part 76.

USEC entered into a Lease Agreement with DOE over portions of PGDP and assumed
responsibility for operations. Pursuant to 10 CFR 76.31, USEC is required to submit an initial
application for a certificate of compliance to the NRC governing its operations at PGDP. In accordance
with 10 CFR 76.35, this Application includes:

technical safety requirements (10 CFR 76.3 5(e));

a safety analysis report (10 CFR 76.35(a));

a quality assurance program (10 CFR 76.35(d));

an emergency plan (10 CFR 76.35(f));

* an environmental compliance status report (10 CFR 76.35(g));

a fundamental nuclear material control plan (10 CFR 76.35(h));

0 a transportation protection plan (10 CFR 76.35(l));

0 a physical protection plan (10 CFR 76.350));

0 a security plan for classified matter (10 CFR 76.35 (k));

* a radioactive waste management program description (10 CFR 76.35(m));

* a depleted uranium management program description (10 CFR 76.35(m));

0 a description of. USEC's funding program for waste and depleted uranium disposition (10 CFR
76.35(n)); and

information from which the Commission can prepare an environmental assessment related to
DOE's "Plan for Achieving Compliance" (10 CFR 76.3 5(c)).
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The following information is provided in accordance with 10 CFR 76.33(a)(2):

Applicant Name, Address and Other Corporate Information

United States Enrichment Corporation
Two Democracy Center
6903 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20817

USEC is a wholly owned subsidiary of USEC, Inc., and maintains its headquarters at the above
address. USEC is neither owned, controlled nor dominated, by any alien, foreign corporation or foreign
government. All shares of USEC are held by USEC, Inc., which is in turn owned by private investors.
USEC is responsible for the operation, maintenance, modification, design, fabrication, and testing of
the GDPs.

The mailing address for PGDP is:

United States Enrichment Corporation
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
P.O. Box 1410
Paducah, Kentucky 42002-1410

Information on Corporate Directors and Officers

The directors and principal officers (those officers identified in Safety Analysis Report Section
6.1) of the Corporation are all citizens of the United States. The business address for all such persons is
Two Democracy Center, 6903 Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, Maryland 20817.
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Table 2.1-1. Buildings and structures leased to USEC.(Continued)

Paducah Facilities Leased to USEC'
DescriptionFacility

C-633-1
C-633-2A
C-633-2B
C-633-3
C-633-4
C-633-5
C-633-6
C-635
C-635-1
C-635-2
C-635-3
C-635-4
C-635-5
C-635-6
C-637
C-637-1
C-637-2A
C-637-2B
C-637-3
C-637-4
C-63 7-5
C-63 7-6
C-7 10
C-710-A
C-7 10-B
C-7 11
C-712
C-720
C-720-A
C-720-B
C-720-C
C-720-Cl
C-720-D
C-720-E
C-720-G
C-720-H
C-720-J
C-720-K

Pump House
Cooling Tower (South)
Cooling Tower (North)
Blending Pump House
Blending Cooling Tower (North)
Blending Cooling Tower (South)
Sand Filter Building
RCW Pump House and Appurtenant Structure
Pump House and Piping
Cooling Tower
Blending Pump House
Blending Cooling Tower (North)
Blending Cooling Tower (South)
Process Waste Heat Utilization Pump House
RCW Pump House and Appurtenant Structures
Pump House
Cooling Tower (South)
Cooling Tower (North)
Blending Pump House
Blending Cooling Tower (North)
Blending Cooling Tower (South)
Sand Filter Building
Technical Services Building and Appurtenant Structures
Gas Cylinder Storage Building
Storage Facility
Gas Manifold
Acid Neutralization Pit
Maintenance and Stores Building and Appurtenant Structures
Compressor Shop Addition
Machine Shop Addition
Convertor Shop Addition
Barrier Storage
Transformer Building
Change House Addition
Warehouse
Warehouse
Air Lock
Instrument Shop Addition

1. Excludes certain DOE Material Storage Areas (DMSAs) within selected facilities, as identified in
Appendix A of the lease agreement, which have been retained by DOE.
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Table 2.1-1. Buildings and structures leased to USEC.(Continued)

Paducah Facilities Leased to USEC'
DescriptionFacility

C-720-L
C-720-M
C-720-N
C-720-NI
C-720-P
C-720-Q
C-721
C-722
C-724-A
C-724-B
C-724-C
C-724-D
C-725
C-726
C-727
C-728
C-729
C-730
C-731
C-732
C-740
C-740-A
C-740-B
C-740-C
C-741
.C-742
C-742-B
C-743

Oxygen Facility
Field Instrument Trailer
Railroad Scale House
Railroad Classification Yard
Instrument Maintenance Trailer
Instrument Maintenance Storage Trailer
Gas Manifold Storage
Acid Neutralization Pit
Carpenter Shop Annex
Carpenter Shop
Paint Shop
Lumber Storage Building
Paint Shop
Sandblast Building
Heat Treating Facility
Motor Cleaning Facility
Acetylene Building
Maintenance Service Building and Adjacent Parking Lot
Railroad Repair Equipment Storage Building
Maintenance Materials Storage Building
Material Yard
Semi-Trailer Unloading Facility
Oil Drum Storage Shelter
Miscellaneous Materials Storage Building
Mobile Equipment Building
Cylinder Storage Building
Drying Agent Cylinder Storage
Office Building

V

C-744 Lubrication Building

1. Excludes certain DOE Material Storage Areas (DMSAs) within selected facilities, as identified in
Appendix A of the lease agreement, which have been retained by DOE.

2.1-14
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Figure 2.1-4. PGDP building lease status. (Continued)
Building Directory

Building Map Building Map Building Map
Number Location Number Location Number Location

C-100 Administ•ation Bldg
C-101 . Cafetenia
C-102 Hospital
C-200 Guard & Fire Headquarters
C-201 B E Bip. Storage Bldg.
C-202 uard Trton BidC-203 Eanergency Ve€lce~lielten

C-203 gnrridC-204 
BldgC-205 _Respirator Issue Bd&.

C-206 Pumper Drafting Pit
C-206-A Storage Taler
C-20O-B Smoke Ttainion
C-207 Fire Taining Facility
C-212 SlineBldg.
C-2 12-A Main Guard Post (Gate 15)
C-215 Portals 18& 19
C-216 Post 47
C-217 Post 43
C-218 Guard Post
C-224 Guard Post
C-225 Guard Post
C-226 Guard Post
C-227 Guard Post
C-228 Guard Post
C-229 Guard Post
C-3OS Central Control Bldg.
C-301 Storage Bidg.
C-302 Operations Div. Data Center
C-303 Saps Cntrl & Data Sys Bldg
C-304 Train & Cascade Office Bldg.
C-304-TI Te-po0• ery Oflfe
C-3IB Purge & Preduct Bid&
C-320C-1 Commwnication Bldg.
C-33t Poces Bldg.
C-333 PronessBldg. "
C-333-A Peed Vaponraation FacislyC-335 P0ocer Bdg.
C-33I Process Bldg.-
C-337-A
C-333-A Feed Vaporzation FacilityC- Redction & Meials Fa-i3ty
C-340-A Procder Bldg.
C-340-B Meials Bldg.
C-340-C Slag Bldg d
C-Sil-ISC*30- SMagsim Stoane Bi

C-340-E EBner. Poe for .1 ril 1ans
C-342 Ammonia Di ociator/Stoe. Fac
C-342-A Asmmonia Dissociator Addition
C-350 Dryng Agetm Sotoage Bldg.
C-360 Toil Teanser & S ooplig Bldg
C-360-A Toll Transfer & Sampling Bldg Annex
C-375-NI Oil Control Dam
C-375-E2 Oil Coniroi Damt
C-375-E3 Oil Conutol Data
C-375-E4 Oil Control Dam
C-375-E5 Oil Control Dam
C-375-E6 Oil Control Dat
C-375-S6 Oil Control Data
C-375-W7 Oil Control Data
C-375-W8 Oil Control Dat
C-375-W9 Oil Comtoi Dan
C-375-17 Plant Sur. Roaff
C-400 Crtg.B
C-400-A .tnen PB Alarto
C-402 Lime House
C-403 Nentralizing Pit
C-404 L-L Rad Waste Bunal Ground
C-405 Containsated Items Incinerator
C-406 T Iicclnthylne Stir Tank
C-408 50-ton Trtt Scale
C-409 Stabilization Bldg.
C-410 Feed Plant
C-410-A Hd Hold.
C-4ll-B Slisde Lagoo

C410-C HL Adn
C-4 IO-D .oinne Storage. cility
C-410-E HF Acid Boe-. Holding Pond
C-410-F H, Storage Bldg. (N)
C-410-_G HP Sit=age Bldg. (Center)
C-410-H HV Storage Bldg. (5)
C-410-1 Ashtereiee Sh elter
C-410-J HF Storage Bldg. B)
C-411 Cell Maintenance Bldg.
C-415 Feed Plant Storage Faciiuty
C-416 EBnipnnte Coig Faciliiy
C-_420 Geensaflt Pleat

C-53 1-i Snitch House
C-531-2 Switctyatd
C-532 Relay Hou
C-533-1 Switch Houe
C-533-2 Switchyard
C-_335l Switc Heat
C-535-2 Switchyard
C-536 Beiay Hntn
C-537-1 Sitct Hoone
C-537-2 Switchyard
C-540-A Oil Puap Hoea '
C-540-B Oil Storage Tank (M W)
C-S4i-C Oil Sterage Tnnk (SW)
C-540-D Oil Stotage Took
C-540-E Oil S 1orage Tak (SW)
C-54 I-A Oil =PumpHo=e
C-5illB OilStoage Tank(S"W)
C-541-C Oil Stortge Tank

C-5i4-D Oil Storage Tank (NE)
C-S41-E Oil Storage Tank (SE)
C-6"0 Steam Plant

E-6
E-5
E-6
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-5
E-5
D-5
D-3
D-3
D-3
D-3
E-5
E-5
E-5
C-9
A-7
D-2
E-5
D-9
D-7
E-S
C-9

'-5
E-6
C-8
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-8
E-6
D-7
E-7
F-7
B-6
B-7
B-8
E-8
E-8
E-8
EB-
E-8
E-8
E-8
E-8
C-6
C-S
C-8

- A-6
C-9
D-9
E-9
G-9
G-9
F-4
D-2
C-3
B-2
F-4
C-6
D-6
C-6
C-6
C-4
C-5
D-6
D-6
D-5
D-4
C-6
C-6
C-6
C-6
C-7
C-7
C-7
C-7
C-7
C-7
D-7
C-6
C-7
D-6
D-S
D-8
E-8

* E-8
E-8
B-6
B-6
B-7
B-7
A-7
E-8
E-8
E-8
E-8
E-8
A-7
A-7
A-7
A-7
A-7
D-5

C-601
C-601-A
C-601-B
C-601-C
C-601-D
C-602
C-603-A
C-603-B
C-603-C
C-603-D
C-633-E
C-603-F
C-603-G
C-603-H
C-603S-
C-604
C-605
C-6S6
C-607
C-61I
C-611-A
C-611-C
C-611-D
C-611-E
C-611-F
C-611-G
C-611-I
C-61 I-K
C-611-0
C-611-P
C-61I-Q
C-611-R
C-611-T
C-611-U
C-6S1-V
C-61l-W
C-611-X
C-61 1-Y
C-611-Z
C-612
C-612-A
C-615
C-615-A
C-61S-B
C-615-C
C-615-D
C-615-E
C-6I5-F
C-615-G
C-615-H
C-615-HI
C-615-H2
C-615-J
C-615-L
C-615-M
C-615-N
C-615-O
C-616
C-616-C
C-6S6-E
C-616-F
C-620
C-631-1
C-631-2
C-631-3
C-631-4
C-631-5
C-63"-6
C-632-B
C-633-i
C-633-2A
C-633-2B
C-633-3
C-633-4C-633-5
C_633-6
C-634-B
C-635-1
C-635-2
C-635-3
C-635-4
.C-635-3
C-635-6
C-637-1
C-637-2A
C-637-2B
C-637-3
C-637-4
C-637-5
C-637-6
C-709
C-710
C-710-A
C-711
C-72.
C-720-A
C-720-B
C-720-C
C-720-Cl

Nitrogen Generator Bldg. Addition
Steam Plant FPl Star Tank (Cntr)
Steam Plant Fmel Star Tank (S)
Steam Plant Oil Pump House
Steam Plant Fuel Stir Tank (N)
Coal StoarYard
Nitrogen Manifold Bldg.
Nitrogen Storage TankNiuegea Reneivee (IN)Nitrogen R=civer (N)

Nitrogen Storage Tonk (E)
Nitrogen Storage Tank (Cter)
Nitrogen Storage Tank (W)
Nitrogen (lrerator-Contml House
Nitangen C=rntoo-Tower Am
Uiifites Mainrace Bldg
Substation Bldg'
Coal Crasher Bldg.
Bon. Air Compt-sor G(e. Bldg.
Water Traanent Plant
Bldg. and Shop Storage
Floecniator Basin
Settling Basin (NE)
sel2ing Bin (NW)
Settling Basin (SE)
Settling Basin (SW)
Clear Well
Nttmbler 4 Lagoon

Saru ter Storage Took

113= Wa.er Line Boosaer Sta.
* Water Tank-RCW Fire Water
Booster Pump Station (Plant Water)
Seftening Facility (Weot)
Sludge Lagoon
Sludge Lagoon
Softening Pacility (East)Recycle La goon
Placotnatot Basin
NW Pilot Pump and Treat
Pump and Treat Decon Pad
SOsage Disposal Plant
Priary Setlig Taok

F ling ank
Control Bldg.
Dipster
Tntckliig Filter
TricklinFlter
Seeage Li Station
Srange Lift Station
S LiageLft Station

SaaLi• StationLift Sest'on

Oil Control Monitoring Station
Oil Control So9sSauio

Oil Containment Lagoon
Oil Control Bidg.
L id Pollution Abatement Facility
Lif Station
S"%2=a

Air Compreessor Raom

B on

Bldtng Cooling To= r (Wesl)
Blending Cooling Teter (East)
Acid Storage Tank

P7House

m7ng Tose (South)
Cooling Tower (North)
Blending Pt H
Blending Cooling Tose (N)
Blending Cooling Tower (S)
Sand Filer Bldg.
Acid Storage Tank
Pup House & Piping
Cooling Toner
BlendingPanH He
Blending Cooling To.er (No.th)
Be=din QColing T SPen, (Somhl)
Prum ateHa tii rp Hous

Cooling To-er (South)
Cooling Tower (North)
Blending -pn House
Blending Cooling Tower (North)
Bleeding Cooling Tower (South)
Sand Filter Bldg.
Plant Laboratory Annex
Technical Services Bldg.
Gas ylder Storage Bldg.
Gas Maiold
Maintenance and Stores Bldg
Compressor Shop Addition
tcactine Shop Addition
Convertor Shop Addition
Bartier Storage

D-5
D-5
D-5
D-5
C-5
C-5
D-5
D-5
D-5
I-5
D-5
D-5
D-5
D-5
D-5
D-5
D-S
C-5
D-5
E-1
E-I
E-I
E-I
E-i
E-i
E-i
E-2
D-2
C-7
D-5
A-6
C-7
E-5
E-S
E-S
D-I
E-S
C-1
E-1
A-3
B-3
E-3
E-3
E-S
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-5
C-6
C-8
F-5
E-6
D-3
D-3
F-2
D-3
A-5
A-6
A-5
A-4
E-8
C-7
C-7
CB7
C-7
C-7
C-7
C-7
F-8
F-8
F-8
G"-
F-8
G-8
F-S
G-S
C-6
C-5
B-5
B-5C-5
B-6
B_8
B-9
B-8
1B-8
B-8
C"8
C-8
D-6
E.6
E-6
E-6
D)-5
D-5
D-5
D-5
D)4

C-720-D
C-720-E
C-720-G
C-720-H
C-720-J
C-720-K
C-720-M
C-720-N
C-720-NI
C-720-P
C-72 I
C-722
C-724-A
C-724-B
C-724-D
C-725
C-726
C-727
C-728
C-729
C-730
C-731
C-732
C-733
C-740
C-740-A
C-740-B
C-740-C
C-741
C-742
C-742-B
C-743
C-744
C-745-A
C-745-B
C-745-BI
C-745-C
C-745-D
C-745-E
C-745-F
C-745-G
C-745-H
C-745-J
C-745-K
C-745-L
C-745-M
C-745-N
C-745-F
C-745-Q
C-745-R
C-745-RI
C-745-S
C-745-T
C-745-U
C-745-V
C-746-A
C-746-B
C-746-C
C-7=1-Cl
C-74l-D
C-746-E
C-746-El
C-746-F
C-746-G
C-746-HI
C-746-H2
C-746-H3
C-746-H4
C-746S-K
C-746-L
C-746-M
C-746-P
C-746-Pl
C-705-Q
C-_7I-QI
C-_74-1
C-746-S
C-7So-SI
C-746-T
C-746-V
C-747
C-747-A
C-747-B
C-747-C
C-O74-A
C-748-B
C-749
C-750
C-752
C-752-A
C-752-C
C-753-A
C-754
C-754-A
C-755
C-757
C-800
C-801
C-S02
C-81S
C-81S

Transformer Bldg.

W = =ng~ Additten

Wariehouse
Air Lock
Instrument Shop Addition
Field lstrommnet Trailer
Railroad Scale House
Railroad Classification Yard
Instrument Maintenance Trailer
Gas Manifold Storage
Acid Neutralization Pit
Carpenter Shop Annex
Catpenter Shop
Lumber Storage Bldg,
Paint ShopSan~lstB

Heat Tontin'acilitMatte Cleanoog Facility

Manitenanc arvices Bldg.
Railroad Repait BEpip. &Sine Bldgr =im Matetials Storage Bldg

Waste Oil . Chemical Storage Fan
Material Yard
Semi-.oriler Urldodieg Facility
Oil Drum Storage , acily
Miilanees Matetials Storage Yd
Mobile Bquiptaent Bldg.
Cylinder Sioge Bldg
tng A Cylinder Storage
01ca Bldgz.

Lubrication Bldg.
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard Office
il-Ton Cy•inder Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Kellogg Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Soage Yard
SO rd .Cinder Storge Yard
ForeigCylinder StorageYard
Cylinder torage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Cliangeont Bedlding
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage Yard
Cylinder Storage YardCylinder Storage Yard
Norttl Wanehoosse
South Warehouse
Clean Srap Yard (North)
Clean Scrap Yard (South)
Classified (etYard

Contaminated Scrap Yard (Soau)
Clasibed Sctap Burial Yard
Electric Equipment Storage
PEM Storage Slab
PEM Storage Slab
PEM Storage Slab
Nickel Ingot Storage Slab
Sanitary Landill (Abandoned)
Tractor Storage Am (Landfill)
Waste Aslael Stoage Facility
Scrap Metal Yard (Real)
Scrap Metal Yard (West)
GIorensal Storage Building
High sayWagte Storage Facility
Organic Wste Storag A-eArea

I~fU v= Bl~dg.

Inr Landfill
BR Storage Pad
Bana Arm (lmactn)
Burial Am (Inactive)
Burial Am (Inactie-)
Oil Land Farm Am
KOW pi Am (inacte)
Burial Arm (las~eete)
Uranum Scrap Burial Yard (loot.)

?R B.ase Holding Facility
ER Waste Storage Facility
Off-site Decontamination Fed
TSCA Storage Facility
Les-Level Waste Storage
Lea-Level Waste Storage
Trailer Cotaplex
Solid &i L-L Waste Pronessirg Ftc.
Matorcycl Pud Arm
OhloAe u hle
Met. Tower
Parking Amta (C-100)
Parking Amra (C-720)

D-4
D-4
E-4
EB-
D-5
D-5
D-5
G-3
0-3
D-7
D-5
D-5
D-4
D-4
D-4
D.4
C-5
D)-6
D-5
D-5
E-5
D-
D-4
D-4
D-4
E-4
D-4
E-4
D-4
D-4
B-3
E-4
D-4C-3
C-3
B-4
B-4
G-7
D.-
G-6
F-7
A-8
B-8
G-6
G-7
H-6
H-7
H-7
G-7
G-8
G-8
H-6
Hi7
H-7
G-8B-5
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cascade building. The actuation of the manual switch inputs a signal into the PLC. The PLC controls the
solenoids which in turn operate the autoclave containment valves. When one of these devices is actuated,
containment valve closure is initiated for each facility autoclave. The system is used upon confirmed UF6
outleakage to. mitigate the release.

Activation of this system produces audible and visual alarms at the autoclave local control panel, in
the feed facility OMR, in the ACR of the adjoining process building and in the C-300.

3.2.5.7 UF 6 Detection Systems

The UF6 Release Detection Systems monitor the autoclave facilities and provide alarms at the
facility and the corresponding process building ACR.

Detectors in these low voltage systems cover the autoclave heated housings, the autoclave heads
above the pipe trenches, the jet stations, and the building C-337-A west wall. The detectors are
connected to control panels in the respective facility OMR that monitor detector status, provide a means
to test the detectors, and process output signals from the detectors to produce the appropriate alarm
indications. Multiple detector heads may be connected to a control panel for redundant detector
coverage.

System alarms alert facility personnel to take appropriate mitigative action in the event of a UF6
release as discussed in Section 4.3.2.2.4, Evacuation of the U1F6 Handling and Storage Facilities (External
Event).

The system control units consist of supervisory circuits for monitoring the status of the detectors
circuits, a supervised audible alarm signal circuit, and a power supply for converting 120 VAC power to
24 VDC for the detector circuit. Trouble alarms are activated in the event that the voltage drop across a
supervised circuit indicates a malfunction or discontinuity. The control panel also contains relays to
activate the alarm devices. An output signal from a detector energizes an alarm circuit relay that latches
in the "on" position until manually reset.

Detector actuation in building C-333-A results in audible and visual alarms at the detector system
control unit in the C-333-A OMR, rotating beacons are illuminated and the valve position indicator lamps
begin to flash on the control panels of the #IN and #IS autoclaves. In addition, audible and visual
alarms are activated in the C-333 ACR.

Detector actuation in building C-337-A results in audible and visual alarms at the detector system
control unit in the C-337-A OMR, activation of rotating beacons and flashing of the valve position
indicator lamps on the control panels of the #1E and #1W autoclaves. In addition, audible and visual
alarms are activated in the C-337 ACR.

C-337A is equipped with a UJF 6 Release Detection System that provides a trip signal for isolation of
UF6 if a large release to atmosphere occurs in that facility. Isolation of a large UF6 release will mitigate
the potential for a nuclear criticality by limiting the mass of material that could be available to collect in
an unsafe geometry. The UF6 Release Detection System is designed to energize the Autoclave Manual
Isolation System in the event that four or more output signals are received from UF6 detector head
actuations in C-337A. This system may be bypassed using a manual bypass key switch. When the
system is bypassed, its safety function is accomplished by continuous monitoring by operations. In the
event of a large UF6 release, operators would then actuate the Autoclave Manual Isolation System. The
Autoclave Manual Isolation System is discussed in Section 3.2.5.6.
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This system is composed of the UF6 detector heads at each autoclave, the piping trench, and the jet
station in C-337A. The detector heads utilize 24 VDC power that in turn relies on 120 VAC power. The
24 VDC supply and its 120 VAC source are electrical support systems.

The Feed Vaporization Facilities UF6 Release Detection Systems have the following alarm

indications.

* Detector actuation illuminates an alarm lamp on the PG system control panel in the OMR.

* Detector actuation causes audible and visual alarms to actuate in the local area.

* Detector actuation causes audible and visual annunciation in the OMR, the process building ACR.
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3.3.2.1.3 Housings

Cells, booster stations, and UF6 piping are enclosed in a housing of ribbed galvanized sheet metal
and non-metallic sheets attached to steel framing. The housing retains heat so that the UF6 is maintained
in the gaseous state as required by the process. The framing and housing enclosing cells and booster
stations are not part of the building framing and are supported by the cell floor.

The Cascade Equipment Housings in buildings C-33 1 and C-335 are important to safety as described
in Section 3.15. These housings provide a barrier (impede the flow) in case of the release of U176 from a
U176 Primary System failure:, within the housing. This function is attributed to the cascade piping and
equipment housings in areas of the cascade that are intended to be operated above atmospheric pressure.

The cell BP housing is supported above the cell floor by the continuous steel framing of the
mezzanine separating each unit into halves. Unit BP housing is supported by the steel framing running
the length of the building. A system of grating platforms, connected by grating walkways, is provided
above the cellBP housing. Stairways provide access to the platforms and walkways from the cell floor.

3.3.2.1.4 Cranes

The cell floor area of each building is served by eight permanent 15 ton overhead bridge cranes. The
cranes travel on rails supported by the building columns and can travel the entire length of each unit.
These cranes are used to handle heavy process equipment during maintenance, modification, repair,

* and/or replacement. They are also used to transport equipment to and from the, cell floor through floor
hatches located over the truck alley. When not in use, the cranes are normally stationed over the truck
alley.

Temporary 2 ton cranes may be installed in each mezzanine bay between cell rows when heavy
valves and/or equipment in this area must be handled. If left in place for an extended period of time,-
these cranes are stationed over the truck alley when not in use. These cranes are also capable of traveling
the. unit's length, but rail stops prevent them from traveling over the unit BP housing.

The cranes in the "00" buildings are not important to safety since they are restricted from moving
heavy equipment above and/or around cascade equipment that is operating above atmospheric pressure.,

3.3.2.2 C-333 and C-337, "000" Type Buildings

Just as in the "00" buildings, the enrichment facility structures of C-333 adC-337 are important to
safety as described in Section 3.15. The process buildings provide a significant role in minimizing both
the on-site and off-site consequences of any releases of U176 and ensure that the following safety functions
are accomplished:

*Provide limited holdup of U176 releases to allow deposition of uranium and slower release rates to the
atmosphere.

*Maintain structural integrity during evaluation basis natural phenomena events (i.e., earthquakes, high
winds, and flooding) to' the' degree needed to prevent failure of the U176 Primary System (see Table

- 3.15-10 for the natural phenomena capacities of the buildings).
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Also, the Cascade Equipment Housings in buildings C-333 and C-337 are important to safety as
described in Section 3.15. The housings provide a barrier (impede the flow) in case of the release of UF6
from a UF6 Primary System failure within the housing. This function is attributed to the cascade piping
and equipment housings in areas of the cascade that are intended to be operated above atmospheric
pressure. See Section 3.3.2.1.3 for a discussion on housings.

These buildings are very similar in construction to the C-33 land C-335 buildings. The description
of the C-331and C-335 buildings and their.two floors generally applies to C-333 and C-337, with the
following exceptions.

The C-333 and C-337 buildings are approximately 1,098 ft x 970 ft in overall plan dimensions and
are approximately 83 ft high. Each building consists of 30 individual'structural sections arranged in a 5 x
6 column matrix. Each section is separated by expansion joints. Four complete and two partial structural
sections form a building unit. These buildings have six such units. Each building consists of a ground
floor on grade, a cell floor, and a three-level mezzanine bay. The mezzanine levels are located at 40 ft, 50
.f, and 64 ft, respectively, above ground level. In addition, crane bays that permit crane movements are
located approximately 68 ft above grade. Each of these buildings consists of five individual structures in
series. The two end frames consist of two crane bays, two mezzanine bays, and a exterior bay. The first
interior frame (one on each side) consists of two crane bays and two mezzanine bays. The center frame
consists of two 62 ft wide crane bays, one 96 ft wide crane bay, and two mezzanine bays.

3.3.2.2.1 Ground Floor Differences

The C-333 and C-337 ground floors measure approximately 1,052 ft x 970 ft and the ceilings are
approximately 28 ft 6 in. above the floors. The ground floor portions of building columns are encased in
concrete.

Basically, the equipment housed on this floor is the same as that housed on the C-331 and C-335
ground floors. However, in C-333 and C-337 the equipment is in six distinct rectangular groupings, one
for each unit. Each lube oil pit contains two lube oil drain tanks. The coolant transfer/recovery station
includes two coolant drain (storage) tanks. The cell servicing area includes two surge drum rooms, a
holding drum room, and an out of service cold recovery room. The holding drums and cold recovery
equipment in C-333 and C-337 are currently out of service.

In addition, C-333 and C-337 have 12 air intake enclosures, 30 open steel stairways connecting the
ground and cell floors, and two depressed truck/railroad spur alleys with five individual loading docks at
the ground floor level.

3.3.2.2.2 Cell Floor Differences

These buildings each have 6 units, each unit consisting of 10 cells. Each cell consists of 8 stages for
a total of 480 stages per building. Two typical "000" cells are shown in Figure 3.3-5.

Cell BP piping and housing runs between units and unit BP piping extends through the center of the
buildings.

Each cell is served by two coolant condensers. The condenser platforms are at a different height and
arrangement in the "000" buildings.
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3.3.3.2 UF 6 Inventory Control and Assay Monitoring

3.3.3.2.1 UF 6 Inventory Control

The inventory control system at.PGDP consists of large Hortonsphere surge drums in the C-315
surge and tails withdrawal building, banks of surge drums in each "00" and "000" process building, and
F/S units in the C-331, C-333, C-335 and C-337 buildings. The inventory control system is
fundamentally a pressure control system with an automatic control valve in the "B" outlet pipe of every
cascade stage. UF 6 inventory can be stored in the surge drums and/or F/S as needed and then returned to
the cascade as required. Without the surge drums and/or F/S, the only means of inventory. control would
be through varying the feed and withdrawal rates. This type of control would be both sluggish and
imprecise.

The C-315 building contains two 20,000 cubic foot Hortonspheres, that supply surge volume for
handling inventory fluctuations in the cascade. Flow to the C-315 building is from C-33 1, normally
through "B" stream surge and waste boosters.

Normally, one Hortonsphere is on-stream while the other Hortonsphere is maintained at a low
pressure for use as a local process evacuation source. The on-stream Hortonsphere is controlled at a
nominal 10 psia for High .Speed Centrifugal operation and a nominal 5 psia for Normetex operation, while
the inlet to the UF6 condensers is controlled at approximately 30 psia to maintain the proper condensing
pressure. Operation of the C-315 compressors and UF6 condensers are discussed in Section 3.5.

Each "00" and "000" cascade building has surge drums, which are used for evacuation, purging and
cell treatment activities. The surge drums are large cylindrical vessels made of steel mounted with their
long axis horizontal. Surge drums that contain UF6 are operated below atmospheric pressure. Surge
drum pressures can be monitored from the C-300 Central Control Building and the appropriate ACR. No
high or low pressure alarms or trips are associated with the surge drums. Surge drum temperature and
pressure are controlled to maintain UF6 in the gaseous phase so that uncertainty in the UF6 inventory is
minimized. See Section 3.3.5.9.7 for detailsregarding NMC&A reliance on surge drum pressure and
room temperature instrumentation. See Section 3.3.5.1 for further discussion of surge drums.

Freezer/Sublimer (F/S) units installed in C-33 1, C-333, CG335, and C-337 buildings allow the excess
UF6 inventory to be removed from the cascade by solidifying it in storage vessels and then returning it to
the cascade by sublimation when required. F/S are discussed in Section 3.3.4.6.

3.3.3.2.2 Assay Monitoring

The function of the mass spectrometers (also called assay machines) is to monitor assay. The mass
spectrometer traps and analyzes the sample and then records the assay. This information can be used to
control target assay.

The assay mass spectrometers use ionized UF 6 gas to measure the relative number of 235U ions.
Mass spectrometers are equipped with one mechanical vacuum pump and one chemical trap. These traps
may be filled with sodium fluoride (NaF) or a mixture of rock salt, alumina and soda lime. The traps are
in use when pumping the system down to vacuum conditions.
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Mass spectrometers are utilized in the cascade buildings (C-310, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337).
The C-3 10 mass spectrometers (one for normal use and one for backup use) function to monitor product
assay limits. In C-33 1, one mass spectrometer is used to monitor the tails assay and one is used to
monitor the BOL assay. The mass spectrometer in C-335 monitors the TOL assay. Buildings C-333 and
C-337 have one mass spectrometer each to monitor assay limits.

The mass spectrometers are important to safety as described in Section 3.15. 120 VAC power
supports the assay machine instrumentation, computer, and -the solenoid isolation valves. Upon loss of
power the assay machine has no indication, no power available lights, the computer screen is blank
indicating to the operators that a problem exists, and the block valves fail shut. The assay monitoring
system is therefore fail safe.

3.3.3.2.3 Inventory Instrumentation

The Inventory Instrumentation Required for Nuclear Material Accountability is important to safety
as described in Section 3.15. Inventory instrumentation is used to monitor and account for special nuclear
material that PGDP uses. The Inventory Instrumentation performs a safeguarding function by providing a
means to demonstrate compliance with Nuclear Material Control and Accountability (NMC&A)
requirements. (See the Fundamental Nuclear Materials Control Plan (FNMCP) for more details). Various
types of inventory instruments are used to perform this function.

One component of the inventory instrumentation is the freezer/sublimer weight instrumentation.
This weight monitoring instrumentation accounts for the amount of uranium in each vessel and ensures
that the freezer/sublimer vessels are not overfilled causing a vessel rupture. This system is discussed
further in Section 3.3.4.

Another type of inventory instrumentation is the unit Datum System pressure instrumentation for
cascade pressure control. The Datum System provides precise control and measurement of cascade
pressures and is of primary importance to account for uranium in the cascade. This system is discussed
further in Section 3.3.5.

The waste drum scales, located in C-310, C-333, and C-335 are also part of the inventory
instrumentation for accountability. The waste drum scales are used to determine the total weight of
drums containing contaminated waste material. Another component of the inventory instrumentation is
the waste drum monitor, which consists of a computer system with detector processing software and
associated hardware. Waste drum monitors are designed and maintained to characterize the uranium
contained within waste drums to determine storage and spacing requirements for each drum.

Flowmeters are used while taking inventory to estimate the amount of material in a partially filled
cylinder during the feeding process. The flowmeters are located in the feed facilities (C-333-A and C-
337-A) and the readouts are in C-333 and C-337, respectively. These components are discussed further in
Section 3.2.1.3.

3.3.4 Equipment Description

Cascade equipment is sized to correspond to its required function in the enrichment process. PGDP
has three sizes of equipment: 2X, "00", and "000"

,) -, 1
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3.3.4.3.3.2 Motor Load Indicators

Motor load indicators (ammeters) for the "00" and "000" building enrichment compressor motors are
important to safety as described in Section 3.15. The primary function of the motor load indicators is to
provide an early indication of abnormal compressor operation. Significant ampere load changes can be
quickly investigated and appropriate action taken.

Ammeters for each enrichment cascade compressor motor are located in each building ACR.
Ammeters in the CCF in C-300 read total cell current for the enrichment cascade compressor motors.
Other ammeters exist for inter-building compressor motors and C-3 10 cell loads, but these are not
required to accomplish the safety function.

A light and an audible alarm are provided in the respective ACR to indicate when any individual
compressor motor or all compressor motors in a cell experience an overload or underload. A light and an
audible alarm are also in the CCF to monitor any overload or underload in each .cell. The affected stage
motor load light also illuminates. These circuits use 125 VDC from the respective building alarm DC
system. These features are not required to accomplish the safety function.

Current transformers attached to the input of each compressor motor provide an input to the ACR
ammeter and overcurrent relay relative to the motor load. This is a closed loop circuit and requires no
support power. For C-331 and C-335, the total cell current is provided to the CCF ammeter from an ACR
current transformer that measures the sum of the individual inputs from the stage motor current
transformers. For C-333 and C-337, a current transformer on the 13.8 kVAC bus feeding the stage
motors supplies a total cell current input for the CCF ammeter.

3.3.4.4 Piping, Flanges, and Valves

Process piping, with its associated flanges, valves, and expansion joints, is the transport system that
moves the UF6 from compressor to converter, cell to cell, and building to building. The use of
interbuilding process piping eliminates the need for cascade feed, product, and waste facilities in each
process building.

Process piping is heated either by routing the piping through heated enclosures or by steam tracing
and insulation, where heated housings are not practical, to maintain the UF6 in a gaseous state.

The arrangement of stage equipment within process cells minimizes the length of connecting piping
'to minimize nonproductive process losses.

Connecting pipe headers called interbuilding tie lines are used to move UF6 between buildings.
These lines vary in length from a few hundred feet to several thousand feet and are elevated to clear
obstacles such as roadways. Housings that enclose the tie lines are steam-heated to prevent UF6
freeze-out.

Cell block valves and bypass valves are normally fully opened or closed and are only operated when
equipment is taken off-stream or placed on-stream. Block valves are also occasionally used to control
flow by pinching, or partially closing, the valve. Expansion joints are provided at appropriate locations to
allow for thermal expansion and small misalignment of process piping.
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3.3.4.4.1 Piping and Weld Joints

Cascade piping and process equipment are connected by flanged joints, which are referred to as
Van-Stone flanges. Van-Stone flanges are made up of two 3 in. high (maximum) mating flanges with or
without a spacer (up to two inches in length) with peripheral butt welds joining the flanges and spacer, if
equipped, to provide a seal weld. This type of flange connection was adequate for sub-atmospheric
operation but tests indicated that inadequate welds must be detected and repaired before operation at
above-atmospheric pressure. (Cascade piping is installed and soap-tested to at least 5 psig.) The flanged
joints on "B" line piping greater than 30 in. in diameter are reinforced with C-clamps unless the pipe
flange is cut down to a 1 in. or less height and rewelded. The "A" line piping greater than 30 in. in
diameter is clamped where the potential for exceeding atmospheric pressure exists.

New fabrication that involves welded joints is performed by welders qualified in accordance with
ASME Code (Section IX).

3.3.4.4.2 Interbuilding Piping

For obvious practical considerations, such as efficient equipment layouts, time of construction, and
fire protection, the diffusion cascades are housed in multiple buildings with each building housing
different equipment sizes and functions. The necessary operating facilities and auxiliary services are
housed in the building with the cascade cells.

Because the process cells in separate buildings must be connected to form the cascade, the UF 6
process gas must be transported between buildings by means of interbuilding pipe lines. In some cases
booster compressors are required to compensate for energy losses in long pipe lines. The interbuilding
piping is always above ground and is contained in a thermally insulated housing provided with steam heat
to prevent freeze-out of the process gas. The interbuilding piping consists of large "A" and "B" stream
process lines between the buildings along with feed and evacuation lines. The largest interbuilding lines
are those that transport process gas between the "000" size process equipment and the "00" size process
equipment. At each "00"7"000" building interface, five lines, contained in two tie lines, are required.
Two lines connect the top stage of the C-331 or C-335 stripping cells, and three lines connect the top
stage of the C-333 or C-337 enriching cells with the bottom stage of the C-331 or C-335 enriching cells.

-A similar but smaller interbuilding line is required between the top stage of the C-335 cells and the
bottom stage of the C-3 10 cells. Smaller lines are also used for the top overlap and bottom overlap lines.
The UF6 pressures in the "B" line streams can approach and go above atmospheric pressure as the power
levels increase. Due to interbuilding tie-line support structure deficiencies, administrative controls ensure
that interbuilding tie-line process piping that contains UF6 is maintained below atmospheric pressure.
The interbuilding process piping in the C-331/C-333 tie-line is exempt from this administrative
requirement since deficiencies in the C-33 1/C-333 tie-line support structure have been corrected such that
the tie-line structure will be adequate to resist service level and natural phenomena loading as described in
the SAR for above atmospheric conditions.

3.3.4.4.3 Cell Block Valves

The function of the block valves in the system• is to isolate cells or other major UF6-containing
process equipment (e.g., F/S), allowing the equipment to be taken out of service for repairs. The primary
cell block valves in the system are large dual disc gate valves equipped with motor operators that allow
the associated valves on a cell to be operated rapidly and in unison from a single push button when
placing a cell on-stream or off-stream. Motor operated valve (MOV) closure time is dependent upon
valve size with larger MOVs requiring more time to close than smaller MOVs.

Motor-operated Bayard block valves (Model G- 17) are used in the cascade as cell block valves from
20 in. to a maximum size of 42 in. Bayard valves require large bonnet chambers to accommodate the
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3.3.4.8.2 Freezer/Sublimer Process

In addition to the administrative controls in Chapter 4.0 and those controls covered by programs and
plans, the following ensure safe operation of the freezer/sublimers:

* Valve control procedures are followed to protect from inadvertent valve openings to atmosphere.

* Purging of cells is done prior to opening the freezer/sublimers to atmosphere.

3.3.5 Auxiliary Equipment

The cascade is made up of large equipment which is used directly in the separation of uranium
isotopes. This equipment must be powered, cooled, instrumented, and serviced for maintenance in order
to function efficiently. Systems that perform the above are referred to as auxiliary equipment and are
important to the overall operation of PGDP. The auxiliary systems, that support isotope enrichment
operations, and other support equipment will be discussed in this section. The auxiliary or utility systems
that support plant operations, but are not directly concerned with isotope enrichment are discussed in
Section 3.9.

3.3.5.1 Purge and Evacuation Systems

During normal operation, small amounts of light molecular weight contaminants (from seal buffering
systems, buffered valves, and expansion joints) or small coolant leaks enter the cascade equipment. If the
inleakage becomes excessive or another malfunction occurs, the situation requires isolating the affected
system and evacuating the system to repair the leaks and/or malfunction. Therefore, during operation of
the cascade, there are times when equipment must be removed for repair.

Evacuation of the affected cell is accomplished through the use of one of the cell evacuation systems.
These include the purge and evacuation (P&E) stations and the wet air evacuation systems. The choice of
the system used depends upon the type and quality of material in the cell. Other considerations are the
pressure level and the rate of evacuation required.

The wet air evacuation system is used to evacuate equipment/portions of the cascade that have been
opened to atmosphere or have been in standby, prior to returning these systems to service. This
evacuation removes contaminants that may interact with the process gas to form deposits or undesirable
by-products within the UF 6 enrichment cascade. The wet air system may also be used to obtain a UF6
negative or HF (hydrogen fluoride) sweeping of various cascade systems or components.

When an operating cell must be evacuated, using the P&E pumps, it is typically isolated and the UF6
is fed back into the cascade. The cell is then valved to the low-speed P&E pumps or the dual speed P&E
pumps in low-speed mode by opening the motor-operated evacuation valve and the remaining UF6 is
returned to the cascade or stored in surge drums. After it is determined through pressure readings that
only trace amounts of UF6 remain, the high-speed P&E pumps or the dual speed P&E pumps in high-
speed mode are used with the discharge valved to the cascade or to the surge drums listed in Table 3.3-2.
A sweeping purge of dry air is used to purge the cell to a UF6 negative, which is defined as less than 10
ppm at atmospheric pressure.
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Each cascade building has several banks of surge drums that are used for four primary functions.

" To ensure stable operation of the cascade, large volumes of "lights" (N2, 02, and coolant mixtures) or
UF 6 may be evacuated or purged from the cascade and stored in the surge drums. The mixtures may
then be returned to the cascade at the appropriate assay match point at a controlled rate or pumped to
the atmosphere through chemical traps to remove any remaining UF6.

* For cell maintenance activities, the surge drums are used in obtaining a cell negative. Various banks
of the surge drums are used in reducing the pressure in the cells as much as possible. The purge gases
and UF6 from the cells are returned from the surge drums to the cascade at a later time.

" During cell treatments, the drums are used to hold the UF6 generated by the treatment gases and other
reaction product gases. These gases are returned to the cascade at controlled rates.

" To handle periodic shifts that can occur in the cascade inventory, either planned or unplanned.
Planned shifts in inventory are usually performed in a controlled manner to prevent adverse cascade
conditions. They may be initiated to change power levels, perform maintenance on cascade
equipment, maintain cascade balance, etc. Unplanned shifts in inventory can be more severe and are
usually due to equipment failure or operational anomalies.

In addition to these functions, the surge drums may be used to provide backup storage of product
material should C-3 10 equipment become unavailable for a short period of time.

Table 3.3-2 shows the location of the surge drum banks and their volume capacity. Product material
can be stored only in those surge drums covered by a Criticality Accident Alarm System. The drum
pressure and room temperature are controlled to maintain UF6 in the gaseous phase.

Each bank of surge drums is enclosed within an insulated housing. These housings are heated and
maintained at an elevated temperature to prevent solidification of the process gas.

When obtaining U1F6 negatives on cells and equipment during cell maintenance activities, the surge
drums are used in conjunction with the P&E stations. The P&E pumps are valved into cells and
discharged to the drums during the purge and evacuation process. The P&E pump stations are also used
when returning the contents of the surge drums to the cascade.

Visual indicators for monitoring the surge drum pressure are located on ACR panels in each building
and in the C-300, Central Control Building. Indicators for monitoring the temperature of the surge drum
rooms are located at the drum rooms.

3.3.5.2 Plant Air System

Dry compressed air is one of the utilities required at PGDP for plant operations. Pneumatic
instruments, controllers, and valves are used for control of the many plant processes. Air is also used in
the enrichment process for the purge and evacuation of cascade components. In addition, air is used for
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Each of the "00" and "000" cascade buildings contain several banks of surge drums for use in UF6
processing. The banks of surge drums are enclosed in insulated rooms. For operation of the surge drums,
the surge drum temperature and pressure levels are maintained to keep both HF and UF6 in the gaseous
phase. To maintain the gaseous state requires accurate indications of the pressure and temperature of
these drums.

For pressure indication, each bank of surge drums is connected by small tubing to a pressure
transmitter or transducer usually located in the surge drum room. This transmitter sends its output signal
to the. Area Control Room panels and the C-300 Central Control Building. Surge drum bank pressure
recorders are located in the area control room.

The drum room ambient temperature is monitored and indication is provided at each drum room.

The support systems for the Surge Drum Pressure Instrumentation are plant instrument air and 120
VAC electric power back to the first breaker. The 120 VAC is supplied to the instrumentation from the
ACR terminal cabinet. Upon loss of the 120 VAC electric power, the drum instrumentation would be
affected indicating the presence of a problem. The pressure could then be read by connecting
instrumentation to the local valve panel. Upon loss of the plant instrument air, the pressure transmitters
would drop to a 0 psig output. This would cause the Recorder to indicate less than zero. This would
indicate -a problem with the instrumentation. The pressure could then be read by connecting
instrumentation to the local valve panel (individual drums can be valved in for a reading). These support
systems are 'important to safety as described in Section 3.15 and are discussed in more detail in Section
3.9.

3.3.5.10 Process Lube and Hydraulic Oil Systems

Each cascade unit is provided with a lubricating system to maintain a continuous supply of oil to the
compressor and motor bearings. This same system supplies oil to operate the hydraulic stage control
valves in the "000" buildings. The nominal building lube oil capacities (including supply tanks, drain
tanks, headers, and piping) are:

C-33 1, C-335 The capacity for the system is approximately 60,000 gallons.

C-333, C-337 The capacity for the system is approximately 135,000 gallons.

C-315 The capacity for the system is approximately 375 gallons.

C-310 The capacity for the system is approximately 14,000 gallons.
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3.3.5.10.1 Process Lube Oil System

The process recirculating oil system is designed to maintain a continuous and adequate supply of
lubricating oil at a controlled temperature and free of abrasive matter to the bearings of axial compressors,
centrifugal compressors, and electric motors of the cascade process equipment. The unit lube oil systems
also serve the booster pumps and motors as well as hydraulically operated stage control valves in the
"000"-size equipment.

Individual units within the cascade areas are equipped with recirculating lube oil systems, which
include recirculating pumps, oil strainers, supply and drain tanks, and an oil cooler. This equipment, I
coupled with the necessary supply, drain and vent piping, and the instrumentation for manual and
automatic control, comprises the basic components of the system (see Figure 3.3-21).

Oil is pumped from the unit drain tank to the unit supply header and supply tank by means of lube oil
pumps. This oil is filtered through a lube oil strainer and is cooled by a water-cooled heat exchanger. Oil
flowing to each cell is filtered through a second oil strainer before entering the equipment bearings. One
lube oil pump will supply more oil than is required for one unit of compressor and motor bearings.
Surplus oil is pumped to the oil supply tank and overflows through a weir, which is located near the top of
the tank. The overflow oil drains into the drain tank.

3.3.5.10.1.1 Drain Tank

Each unit in the "00" cascade buildings has a single drain tank. The "000" cascade buildings contain
two drain tanks in each unit. Excess lubricating oil in the supply tank is returned to the ground floor drain I
tank along with the system oil drain. The drain tank provides one of the main reservoirs for the lube oil
inventory in each unit and can contain the entire normal inventory of the system when a unit is shut down.

All building lube oil systems have level indication and alarms on the drain tanks. The level-indicator
alarms close a set of electrical contacts that actuate a low-level alarm to warn personnel of a low-level
drain tank condition.

A retaining dike around the drain tanks and pumps is capable of holding the normal quantity of oil
contained in the system in the event a rupture or leak occurs in the pit area. However, in the event of an
oil spill and a fire that activates the sprinkler system, the liquid capacity of the pit could be exceeded. To
prevent a mixture of oil and water from spilling out over the dike area, a liquid sump pump has been
installed at each lube oil pit, which discharges to the storm sewer, although a portable line can be
connected to it to reroute the discharge elsewhere. This pump can be started manually from -the local
control panel at the pit or will start automatically when liquid level in the pit becomes excessive and/or
upon actuation of a sprinkler system over the lube oil pit.

3.3.5.10.1.2 Recirculating Pumps

One of the recirculating pumps is operating continually to supply lube oil to the unit supply header
and the supply tank.
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pump, the slurry transfer pump, and the filtrate pump will trip. Should the liquid level reach the second
level switch, a visual and audible alarm will sound. The slurry transfer pump recirculates solution in the
precipitation tanks. Sodium hydroxide is used to precipitate the uranium. The NaOH solution is blended
with the uranium solution by recirculating the contents of the precipitation tanks using the slurry pump
and valving the mixing tank to the venturi eductor on the solution recirculation line or the suction side of
the slurry pump. The mixing tank. can also be used to receive uranium solutions from other facilities,
such as C-710, or solutions drained from C-409 during maintenance or sampling.

After the solution has been thoroughly mixed by recycling the solution, the pH of the solution is
checked. Nitric acid is available at the dissolvers to add acid if the pH is above 2.0. This nitric acid
addition is performed in an similar manner to the acidification process at the acidifying tanks.

Precipitate (sludge) generated by the NaOH system is stored in 5.5 gallon drums. The slurry transfer
pump then transfers the remaining solution to the rotary vacuum precipitation system.

The rotary vacuum precipitation system consists of a rotary drum filter, filtrate receiver, vacuum
pump, mist eliminator, silencer-separator, precoat tank, mixer and pump, and a filtrate transfer pump.

The silencer-separator separates condensate from the vacuum pump discharge and decreases the
sound level emitted from the system. The precoat tank is designed to mix precoat material (diatomaceous
earth) into a slurry prior to applying the coating to the rotary vacuum filter. This precoat mixture is
pumped to the top of the rotary drum unit. The filtrate pump takes suction from the filtrate receiver and
discharges it back to the precipitation tanks or to the filtrate tanks.

A series of eight filtrate tanks are used to collect the filtered solution from the rotary vacuum filter.
All eight tanks are used as one set of tanks. One of the tanks is equipped with a liquid level sensor.
Should the liquid level reach the level switch, a visual and audible alarm will sound. The filtrate transfer
pump takes suction from the filtrate tanks and discharges it either back to the filtrate tanks or to a portable
tank, When the filtrate sample has been analyzed and results received, the tank contents are pumped to a
portable tank or other storage system for proper disposition.

All storage, acidifying, precipitation, and filtrate tanks share a common overflow and vent line. If a
tank should overflow, the overflow is discharged onto the stainless steel floor pan. The vent line exhausts
to the floor pan.

3.8.2.2.3 Filtrate Monitoring

The filtrate receiver tank utilizes two level monitoring systems to control the level of solution in the
filtrate receiver tank and minimize the risk of a criticality accident due to excessive volume. Solution is
pulled into the filtrate receiver tank via a vacuum pump from the system and pumped out to other holding
tanks using a filtrate pump. The vacuum pump is required to be operational prior to introducing solution
into the system and must be operational to introduce solution into the filtrate receiver tank. One set of the
level controls is used to start and stop the filtrate pump based upon the amount of solution in the filtrate
receiver tank and is used for normal system control. This system provides for low level, high level, and
high-high level alarms and functions to start the filtrate pump on a high level condition and shuts the
filtrate pump down on a low
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level condition. In addition, another set of instrumentation is used to monitor the level of solution in the
tank and provide another high-high level sensor to detect the condition and shutdown the vacuum pump.
Shutting down the vacuum pump stops the flow of solution into the filtrate pump.

Both level control systems use 120-volt AC power supplied from a 480/120-volt control transformer.
The 480-volt supply for this monitoring system is the same as for the pumps associated with the system.
Loss of either the 480-volt or 120-volt power will result in shutdown of the system.

The filtrate monitors are important to safety as described in Table 3.15-3.

3.8.3 Fluorine System

The fluorine system primarily consists of C-410-K, C-410-D, and the distribution piping, valves, and
instrumentation (see Figure 3.8-1). Fluorine is purchased as a 20% fluorine/80% nitrogen molar mixture
and it is delivered to PGDP in DOT-approved multi-tube trailers. A full DOT-approved trailer nominally
contains 1800 lbs of fluorine at 2000 psig that is distributed in eight separate tubes (i.e., nominally 225 lbs
of fluorine per tube). One nominally full and one nominally empty (i.e., heeled) multi-tube trailer may be
stored in both the C-745-A and C-745-B storage yards. When needed, a full multi-tube trailer is moved to
C-410-K, Fluorine Facility, where the gas pressure is reduced to defined levels and is then fed to the
storage tanks or the pressure reducing manifolds in C-410-D (Fluorine Storage Building). The pressure
of the gas mixture is further reduced at the C-410-D pressure reducing manifolds then fed to the fluorine
distribution header for distribution to other plant locations. Fluorine is distributed from C-410-D as
needed through a piping system to the Purge and Product Building (C-3 10), the Process Buildings (C-33 1,
C-333, C-335, and C-337), and the Drying Agent Storage Building (C-350). The amount of fluorine
stored in C-745-A/C-745-B storage yards and the C-410-D/C-410-K complex exceeds the threshold
quantity for fluorine defined in 29 CFR 1910.119, Appendix A. Therefore, the design and operation of
these facilities require the implementation of elements for process safety management identified in this
regulation.

This section addresses only the receipt, storage and distribution of F2 to the above buildings. The
utilization of F2 is addressed in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. The F2 System is important to safety as
described in
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transformers in the yard have automatic fire sprinkler systems and equipment is located to provide
isolation and segregation, to reduce the spread of fire.

3.9.1.1.2.3 Oil Circuit Breakers

OCBs have a dual use. They are used for opening and closing circuits to energize or de-energize
equipment. This use is commonly associated with normal power system operations. Secondly, they are
used to isolate electrical faults and overloads when initiated by the protective relay systems.

• There are many OCBs in the switchyards. The OCB's employ an air-operated, charged-spring
operating mechanism. Compressed air closes the OCB interrupter contacts and charges the OCB opening
spring. The charged spring provides a fail-safe means of opening the OCB.

Safe operation and maintenance of the OCBs are assured in several ways. In addition to physical
separation of the units to minimize spread of fire and explosion damage, each is provided with an.
automatic fire protection sprinkler system. Malfunctions are reduced by use of the charged-spring design
and a protective relaying system for controlled operation during abnormal conditions. In addition to the
normal relaying, each breaker has a breaker-failure back-up relaying scheme. If a breaker. fails to open by
primary relay operation, adjacent breakers will operate to isolate the fault.

Auxiliary systems for the OCBs consist of a self-contained compressed air supply that consists of an
air storage tank and compressor for each OCB. A normal and alternate power source is provided for the
compressor motor to improve reliability.

3.9.1.1.2.4 Power Transformers (161-kV and 14-kV)

The power transformers reduce the line transmission voltage, 161-kV, to the nominal 14-kV
distribution voltage. The OCB arrangement ("breaker-and-a-half scheme") provides two OCBs to control
the source electrical supply to each of the transformers. Only one breaker is required to feed the
transformer. However, the second breaker provides an alternate source of power during maintenance and
provides additional system reliability.

There are many transformers in the various switchyards. One transformer in each of the four
switchyards is designated as the reserve unit and can be used as a replacement for any other transformer
in that particular yard. Each transformer has a tap-changing mechanism used to raise or lower the
secondary voltage as required. This tap-changer is controlled either manually or automatically at the
switch houses, or manually at the CCF, located in the C-300 Central Control Building. Some
transformer's load tap changers can be DC powered and operated on batteries or manually. Some
transformer's load tap changers can be AC powered and operated manually upon the loss of AC power.

Each transformer is protected from fire by physical separation and by automatic fire sprinklers. The
gas blanket on the transformer is sampled periodically for products that indicate internal electrical arcing
and incipient faults. Lightning arrestors are installed on the transformer terminals.

Transformers are protected by an electrical relaying system which isolates and de-energizes the unit
when faults, overloads, and other abnormal conditions occur. This back-up relaying scheme enhances the
reliability of the system.
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3.9.1.1.3 14-kV Distribution System

The 14-kV distribution system is used to provide power to various substations throughout the plant.
The 14-kV distribution system is composed of five major types of electrical equipment:

* Transition bus ductwork

" 14-kV switchgear

* 14-kV feeder cables

" 14-kV synchronous condensers

* 14-kV static capacitors

The transition bus ductwork transfers power from the low voltage terminals of the power
transformers to the 14-kV switchgear. The switchgear then transfers power to the process transformers
and auxiliary transformers via 14-kV feeder cables. The synchronous condensers and 14-kV static
capacitors are used for power factor improvement and voltage regulation. They are connected to the
*14-kV switchgear via electrical power feeder cables.

3.9.1.1.3.1 Transition Bus Ductwork

The 14-kV power is supplied from the transformers to the switchgear via isolated phase bus ducts,
each consisting of a metal enclosure containing insulator-supported conductors.

The main current carrying parts of the bus duct are protected by zones of relaying used to detect
faults within the protected zone.

3.9.1.1.3.2 14 kV Switchgear

The 14-kV switchgear provides the means for disconnecting and protecting electrical equipment.
Each switchgear typically has multiple adjacent air-operated circuit breaker (ACB) cubicles, each
containing an ACB and interconnecting bus conductors. A common 14-kV bus is connected to each
ACB. Each unit is composed of various combinations of cubicles. A typical switchgear feeder cubicle
contains an ACB with the necessary electrical bus conductors to receive power from the 14-kV bus and to
supply power to process distribution 14-kV feeder cables. Each ACB cubicle contains an air-operated
opening and closing mechanism and instrument and current transformers for monitoring the amount of
current flowing through the breaker and feeder. One cubicle of the switchgear is reserved for the bus
potential transformers which are sensing devices for relaying and voltage monitoring. When required, the
switchgear also has breakers to connect the switchgear bus to the synchronous condensers and 14-kV
static capacitors. Each ACB contains manually operated disconnect switches which, when opened,
physically disconnect the ACB from sources of electrical power and allow routine maintenance to be
performed without removal of the entire switchgear from service.

To assure proper operation of the air-operated ACB opening mechanism, minimum air pressure is
maintained by an air compressor system in each switch house.
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3.9.1.2.2.2 Diesel Generators and Process Building AC Power Failure

The stage motors stop during a power failure reducing the cell pressure to subatmospheric. Diesel
generators start automatically to furnish power to close valves in order to prevent assay mixing and to
allow stage pressures to be monitored.

3.9.1.2.2.3 Diesel Generators and Process Building DC Power Failure

The DC control systems in the cascade control power to the process motors. Reliable and safe
operation of the AC power equipment depends upon a constant and secure DC control power. This
reliability is provided by the diesel power generators and storage batteries.

Reliable operation of cascade.. operations equipment that is important to safety or critical to plant
operations is essential during total building power failures. Under the present system, backup generator
power can be supplied to the following:

1 . Selected seal exhaust pumps,

2. Motor-operated valves,

3. Datum pump motors,

4. Line recorders,

5. Mass. spectrometers, and-

6. Lighting and battery chargers in C-33 1, C-333, C-335, C-337, and-C-3 10.

3.9A1.2-3 Diesel Generator Starting, ,Operation and Testing

Diesel generators are maintained so that they can be started and operated automatically and pick-up
the load automatically when AC power fails. If automatic start fails, the diesel generators can be started
manually. The diesel generators are started by compressed air from storage tanks. The readiness of the
'backup diesel generators is ensured by regular maintenance, periodic starting, running and testing.

3.9.1.3 DC Electrical Systems

3.9.1.3.1 DC Systems Overview

There are numerous independent DC electrical power systems within the plant. A typical DC power
system consists of a battery, rectifier(s), a distribution cabinet (contains the respective circuit breaker load
served by the battery), and the necessary wiring circuits that serve the various DC loads. Each rectifier
(battery charger) is powered from a 480-volt AC or lower voltage power source. The rectifier produces
DC output power that supplies the various DC loads and also charges the battery. In the event of failure
of both the "normal" (off-site power) AC power and the "back-up" (on-site diesel generator), if one
exists, AC power sources that serve a rectifier, or in the event of a direct failure of the rectifier, the battery
assumes the rectifier load. The DC battery serves the same loads as the subject rectifier.
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The DC electrical power system for alarm power consists of only a rectifier and a distribution
cabinet. If AC power to the rectifier is lost, of if the rectifier itself fails, the system is automatically
transferred to the control power DC system via an automatic transfer switch.

The DC control and alarm power for C-300 are part of the same system. The primary system
consists of a rectifier and distribution cabinet which normally supply the loads. A battery with its own
battery charger is connected to the system via a transfer switch. If the AC power or rectifier fail, the
system is automatically transferred to the battery.

There are multiple batteries of varying voltages, and multiple battery rooms, in many buildings.
These multiple batteries and their' associated distribution cabinets and wiring are often collectively
referred to as the "DC System," the "DC Power System," the "DC Power Distribution System" or by
other similar terms. These various batteries include several specific voltage levels (for example, one
voltage level is the "250-volt DC power system"). The plant has 250, 125 and 48-volt batteries and
associated.DC Power Distribution Systems.

There are numerous independent DC electrical power distribution systems of the same or a similar
configuration that operate at the same voltage level within various buildings at the plant.

The purpose of the various DC electrical power systems at the plant is to assure the uninterrupted
supply of control and alarm power to systems and components that are important to assuring safe
operation of plant systems and equipment as well as assuring the safety of personnel. Some of the various
DC electrical systems are also important to the uninterrupted operation of various plant production
processes. The portion of the DC power distribution system that is important to safety as described in
Section 3.15 is listed in Tables 3.9-3, 3.9-4 and 3.9-5.

3.9.1.3.2 DC Systems Applications

3.9.1.3.2.1 Switch Houses and their Associated Relay Houses and Switchyards

Certain DC electrical loads that are important to safety or critical to plant operations that are located
in the switch houses, and their associated relay houses and switchyards must continue to receive reliable
DC power even during a loss of both normal and back-up AC power. To ensure this, a 250-VDC station
battery is located in each switch house. The power from the 250-VDC batteries is distributed through
250-VDC buses. Each of these 250-VDC batteries and their associated 250-VDC bus configuration
provides a highly reliable backup power system.

DC loads that are important to safety or critical to plant operations that are located in the switch
house and associated relay house and switchyard are powered from the switch house 250-VDC bus
system. Battery chargers that are connected to the buses power the 250-VDC buses located in the switch
houses. Through the 250-VDC buses, the battery chargers also maintain the station batteries in a fully-
charged state of readiness by supplying a charge to the batteries as long as the battery chargers are
receiving AC power. Each switch house battery has two battery chargers. There is one charger for
normal service and one spare charger for use should the normal charger fail or should the normal charger
be out of service for maintenance. When both normal and back-up battery chargers are not available to
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supply these important DC loads, the DC buses and associated loads are supplied from stored energy from
the respective 250-VDC batteries.

The 250-VDC system in the switch house supplies power that is necessary to operate the DC
powered 161-kV transformer tap changers (manual or automatic), oil circuit breakers (OCBs), 14-kV air
circuit breakers (ACBs) control circuit, switch house relay functions, alarm systems, and backup lighting
for the switch houses and their associated relay houses. A control panel located in each switch house
control room distributes, monitors and, controls the DC System power that is associated with the
respective switch houses, relay houses and switchyards.

A DC electrical system is also used to provide power for the protective relay system and other
systems in the switch houses, relay houses and switchyards that are important to safety or critical to plant
operations.

Loss of DC control power to loads that are important to safety or critical to plant operations can
occur. This occurrence is highly unlikely. If protective relaying capability is lost for any reason, the
affected equipment is manually shut down until repairs are made.

3.9.1.3.2.2 Process Building DC Power

The process building local control panels require 250-volt DC power to control breakers in the,
switch houses, process substations and process auxiliary substations. 125-volt DC control and back-up
alarm power is required in the ACR and for selected backup lights. 125-volt DC also provides power to
the CAAS horns and lights.

A rectifier with a three-phase 480-volt AC input provides DC power in each unit and charges the
battery. If the rectifier fails, the battery will carry the load until AC power is restored. The system
consists of a battery, an AC rectifier (battery charger), a DC power distribution cabinet, and all wiring
circuits necessary to connect the load. The referenced equipment is located in each battery room in each
process building. If the battery charger's normal power source is lost due to a total building power failure,
it will automatically be fed by the building backup diesel generator (refer to Figures 3.9-4, 3.9-5, 3.9-6
and 3.9-7 for the DC power distribution system supporting the shutdown of the stage compressor motors
and the C-315 high speed withdrawal motors).

The DC control systems are important in the cascade to provide control power to the process
equipment protective devices. Reliable and safe operation of the AC power equipment depends upon a
constant and secure DC control power. The diesel power generators and storage batteries provide this
reliability.

3.9.1.3.2.3 Central Control Facility (CCF)

The CCF requires 125-volt and 48-volt DC Power to assure that operations functions can be
successfully accomplished.

125-VDC power is required at the CCF for shutdown of compressor motors in buildings C-310, C-
331, C-333, C-335 and C-337, as well as the shut-down of P&E and interbuilding booster pump motors
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(see Figures 3.9-4, 3.9-5, and 3.9-6). Additionally, 125-VDC power is required for emergency lighting,
local substation control power, OCB'control, ACB control and communications.

A rectifier with a 480 VAC input serves the DC power load and charges the battery. The 125 VDC
system consists of a battery, battery 'charger, DC power distribution cabinet and necessary wiring circuits
to connect the load. The battery is located in a battery room in the basement of C-300. The supporting
equipment is located in adjacent rooms.

48-VDC power is required at the CCF for illumination of the "loss of 120 VAC power" indicator
lights on the Control Console. 48-VDC power is also required to support the actuation of the CAAS
building horns and lights, as well as operation of the evacuation alarm system.

A rectifier with a 120/208 VAC input serves the DC power load and charges the battery. The 48
VDC system consists of a battery, battery charger, DC power distribution cabinet and necessary wiring
circuits to connect the load. The battery is located in a battery room in the basement of C-300. The
supporting equipment is located in adjacent rooms.

3.9.1.3.2.4 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

The SCADA system provides monitoring and/or control of selected portions of the plant electrical
system. Information provided by SCADA maximizes the operator's effectiveness in monitoring and
controlling selected portions of the plant electrical system. The SCADA system provides data such that a
single component failure will not compromise the overall performance of the system.

3.9.2 Water Systems

Facilities are provided for the treatment of supply water and the treatment of waste water. Facilities
and piping systems are provided for the distribution of supply water and the, removal of waste water.

Raw water is taken from the Ohio River, treated and supplied for numerous, varied uses. Raw water,
normally treated by softening, flocculation, disinfection, and settling is referred to as settled water and is
divided for use in the sanitary and fire water system (SFWS) and plant water system (PWS). Settled
water for use in the SFWS is filtered, post disinfected and used to supply potable water, fire water, the
chilled water system and other uses. Settled water for use in the PWS receives no further treatment and is
used to supply the recirculating cooling water (RCW) system and the High Pressure Fire Water System
(HPFWS), (see Figure 3.9-8 for a general schematic diagram of the various plant water systems and their
inter-connections).

Waste water streams are treated as required to meet the effluent limitations of the Kentucky Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (KPDES) Permit prior to discharge into receiving streams. Waste water
streams are treated at various treatment facilities, for example, the C-615 Sewage Disposal Plant,
Collection System and Appurtenant Structures, or the C-616 Liquid Pollution Abatement and Appurtenant
Structures.
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The C-616-F Full Flow Lagoon receives the effluent of the waste water treatment plant. Sludge
generated in the clarifiers is routed to the lagoon for storage. Liquid and solid effluents are sampled and
analyzed in accordance with accepted methods to ensure compliance with the KPDES permit.

3.9.4 C-615 Sewage Disposal Plant, Collection System and Appurtenant Structures

Sanitary sewage is waste water from various plant sanitary conveniences, cafeteria kitchen wastes,
shower water, C-400 Cleaning Building. and Appurtenant Structures, floor drains in some buildings, and
small users of once through cooling water.

The sanitary sewage system consists of a collection system, flush tanks, lift stations, and a treatment
plant at C-615. The collection system is a network of piping and manholes that carry the waste water
from plant buildings to the C-615. Flush tanks are located at points of low flow to prevent solid buildup
in the piping. Lift stations pump waste water from low to higher elevations to maintain gravity flow in
the collection system.

The C-61 5 uses physical, biological and chemical treatment methods prior to. discharging its effluent
to Big Bayou Creek. The C-615 facility normally utilizes primary and secondary settling for the removal
of settleable and floatable solids with anaerobic digestion. Biological oxygen .demand is reduced by a
trickling filter. KPDES permit-required samples are reported. The C-615 treats sanitary sewage to
comply with the limits set forth in the KPDES permit.

3.9.5 Plant Steam and Condensate System

The C-600 steam plant consists of three steam-generating units, associated auxiliaries, and some
other systems unrelated to steam generation. All generating units can burn fuel oil, two can burn
pulverized coal, and one can burn natural gas. The steam plant supplies saturated steam continuously and
on demand to specified buildings. Steam is distributed at approximately 100 psig through above-ground
pipelines that form a looped distribution system. The pressure may be reduced to desired operating
pressure inside buildings at steam reducing stations.

The condensate system piping follows the same routes as the steam system piping. This system
functions as a method of removing the water formed by the cooling of the steam via steam traps. A
portion of the condensate formed is returned to C-600 for reheating.

An exception to this flow of condensate is the autoclave areas. The condensate formed in the
C-333-A Feed Vaporization Facility, C-337-A Feed Vaporization Facility, and C-360 are routed into
condensate drains or appropriate waste containers (Sections 3.2 and 3.6).

3.9.6 Plant Air System

Dry compressed air (may also be referred to as "plant air", "compressed air", "instrument air",
."process air", "air" or by other terms containing the word "air") is required for plant operations.
Pneumatic instruments, controllers, and valves are used for control of the many varied processes within
the plant. Dry compressed air is also used in the enrichment process to operate purge and evacuation
systems. In addition, dry compressed air is used for plant support production equipment operations,
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steam plant operations, laboratory facilities, test facilities, maintenance functions, and other
miscellaneous uses. Compressed air is also the source of air that is used to operate ACB opening
mechanisms. The important to safety systems (as described in Section 3.15) that are supported by plant
air are listed in Table 3.9-6.

Dry compressed air is normally supplied from three air compressor stations, C-600, C-620 Air
Compressor Room, and C-335. An auxiliary compressor station in the C-607 Emergency Air Compressor
Generator Building provides a backup supply source of dry compressed air. The various air compressors
have different drive mechanisms. The C-600 compressed air station has both steam driven and
electrically driven compressors. The air compressors in C-620, C-335 and C-607 are electrically driven.
C-607 has a backup emergency diesel generator equipped with an automatic transfer switch that can
power the air compressor system iný C-607 if failure of the normal AC power supply should occur. Air
compressor stations may be operated separately or together to maintain a sufficient feed supply of dry
compressed air to the plant air distribution headers. Pressure reducing stations are located in required
areas to provide appropriate reduced! pressures for various applications.

3.9.6.1 Auxiliary Equipment

The air compressor auxiliary equipment at the three production stations is not identical; however, the
process is similar in all cases. The function of the air compressor auxiliary equipment is to remove
atmospheric particulates, moisture, and oil from the compressed air prior to the air entering the
compressed air distribution system.

The air compressors at the three production stations have inte coolers between stages. Each unit has
afiercoolers. The intercoolers and aftercooler are cooled With waterfrom the SFWS, RCW, and/or chilled
water systems. Drains are provided on the air side of the coolers Io continuously drain off moisture and
oil that condense from the compressed air.

After leaving the aftercooler, the air stream entersa recevr The receiver is a large tank that
*provides a surge volume, dampens; pressure pulsations and coletscondensed moisture. Accumulated
moisture is discharged from the bottom of the receiver tank.

Air leaves the receiver and passes through air drying beds. The air drying beds are large vessels
filled with drying media, arranged in groups of two so that one bed can be renewed while the other bed is
being used to dry the compressed air. A pair of drying beds and associated equipment is considered a
drying unit. Air leaving a drying unit passes through a. filter designed to trapentrained drying media that
may pass through the dryer beds. Air stream moisture content is normally continuously monitored with a
hygrometer to confirm that the air moisture is within acceptable limits.

To maintain a constant air header pressure, the total air supplied must equal the total usage on
demand. Compressed air demand varies; therefore, a means of controlling the compressor output is
necessary. The different models of compressors use various methods for matching compressor output to
system demand. These methods vary from changing the compressor speed to the use of clearance
pockets.
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3.15.10.5.2.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.1.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.2.4. System Classification

The autoclave high pressure isolation system is classified as a Q system. See Section 3.15.2.1.4.

The autoclave high pressure isolation system is also indentified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this
system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.2.5. Boundary

The Q and AQ-NCS boundaries for the autoclave high pressure isolation system are defined in
Tables 3.15-1 and 3.15-3, respectively.

3.15.10.5.3 Autoclave Steam Pressure Control System

3.15.10.5.3.1. Safety Function

The autoclave steam pressure control system maintains a maximum autoclave steam pressure of 8
psig for NCS purposes. This maximum pressure corresponds to a maximum temperature of 235°F
(1131C). This temperature limit is used to control UF6 releases from, and moderator intrusion into UF6

systems. It acts as a moderation control.

3.15.10.5.3.2. Functional Requirements

See Section 3.15.2.7.2.

3.15.10.5.3.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.7.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.3.4. System Classification

The autoclave steam pressure control system is classified as AQ (see Section 3.15.2.7.4).

The autoclave steam pressure control system is also identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this
system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.3.5. Boundary

The AQ and AQ-NCS boundaries for the autoclave steam pressure control system are defined in
Tables 3.15-2 and 3.15-3, respectively.
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3.15.10.5.4.1. Safety Function

The UF6 Release Detection System shall initiate UF 6 line isolation when any combination of four
or more output signals are received from UF6 detector head actuations in the C-337A facility. This action
is required to ensure that the release of UF6 and its reaction products for isolable events outside the
autoclave are maintained below levels that could result in a nuclear criticality.

I

3.15.10.5.4.2. Functional Requirements

The UF 6 release detection system shall be capable of isolating all C-337A autoclaves when any
combination of four or more output signals are received from UF6 detector head actuations.

3.15.10.5.4.3. System Evaluation

See Section 5.2, Appendix A.

3.15.10.5.4.4. System Classification

The UF6 release detection system in C-337A is identified as an NCS AEF. Therefore, this
system is classified as AQ-NCS.

3.15.10.5.4.5. Boundary

The AQ-NCS boundaries for the UF6 release detection system in C-337A are defined in Table

I

3.15-3.

3.15.10.5.5 High Cylinder Pressure System

3.15.10.5.5.1. Safety Function

The high cylinder pressure system, for use during the controlled feeding mode, shall isolate the
steam supply to the C-337-A, 5E and 5W autoclaves to ensure the cylinder pressure is maintained <22
psia. The UF6 cylinder high pressure system prevents over-pressurization of a damaged or overfilled
(category C) UF6 cylinder during the heating process. This pressure could be the result from excessive
"light" gases or overfilling. The system contributes to nuclear criticality safety by preventing the release
of UF 6 to areas with unfavorable geometry.

3.15.10.5.5.2. Functional Requirements

See Section 3.15.2.6.2.

3.15.10.5.5.3. System Evaluation

See Section 3.15.2.6.3 and Section 5.2, Appendix A.
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Table 3.15-3. Boundary Definition for NCS AEF Structures, Systems, and Components.

System Facility Boundary Definition Support Systems

Autoclave Water Inventory C-333-A 1. Level probes and level switches (2) No support systems are required

Control System C-337-A 2. Steam block valves, thermovent block valve
(Sections 3.15.2.5, 3.15.5.5, C-360 3. Solenoid valve and piping to block valves (operates the

3,15.10.2.1, and 3.15.10.5.1) steam block valve)
4. Programmable logic controller in C-333-A and C-337-A

(includes input/output modules)
5. Connecting electrical signal and pneumatic lines

Autoclave Steam Pressure C-333-A See Table 3.15-1 No support systems are required

Control System C-337-A
(Sections 3.15.2.7, 3.15.5.7, C-360
3.15.10.2.3, and 3.15.10.5.3)

Freezer/Sublimers (F/S) C-331 The boundary applies to all the F/Ss exposed to greater than or 480 VAC power - Required for inlet "B"

High-High Weight Trip C-333 equal to 1.0 wt.%235U. The F/S High-High Weight Trip line valve to close

(Section 3.15.10.1.4) C-335 System boundary includes:
C-337 1. Weight monitoring instumentation 120 VAC power - Required for weight

2. Interconnecting circuitry measurement channel to provide an output.

3. Motor operated UF 6 inlet "B" line valve
4. 480 VAC breaker for the inlet "B" line valve 24 VDC power - Required for control

5. 24 VDC power supply to control relay for inlet "B" line relay contacts to close thereby allowing
valve close contactor coil 480 VAC power to be supplied to inlet

6. 120 VAC power supply back to the first breaker "B" line valve close contactor coil.

Autoclave High Pressure C-337-A See Table 3.15-1 See Table 3.15-1

Isolation System C-360
(Sections 3.15.2.1, 3.15.5.1,
3.15.10.2.2, 3.15.10.5.2)

High Cylinder Pressure System C-337-A See Table 3.15-2 No support system is required.

(Section 3.15.2,6, 3.15.10.5.5) (A/C's

5E & 5W
only)
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Table 3.15-3. Boundary Definition for NCS AEF Structures, Systems, and Components (continued).

System Facility Boundary Definition Support Systems

Text Deleted

Text Deleted
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Table 3.15-10. Natural Phenomena Capacities of Buildings. ~CD

Wind
Seismic (note 1) OK>70 mph (113 km/hr)

Structure OK>0. 165g Structure Components Flood

C-300 OK OK OK OK

C-310/310-A 0.1 -- 0.165 OK 50 OK

C-315 0.06 -0.165 65 50 OK

C-331/335 OK OK 50 (note 3) Inleakage (note 4)

C-333/337 0.1 -- 0.165 OK 50 Inleakage (note 4)

C-333-A/337-A 0.1 40.165 OK 50 OK

C-360 OK OK 45 (note 5) OK

C-400 0.05 -*0.165 OK OK OK

C-409 OK OK OK OK

C-710 OK OK OK OK

C-720 0.12 -- 0.165 OK OK OK

C-746-Q OK OK OK OK

Tie lines 0.12 -0.165(note 6) OK OK OK

Notes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Range indicates onset of yield with structural integrity to at least the high value
Text deleted
Siding pulled off
Roof ponding
Roof decking pulled off
Structural deficiencies have potentially compromised the support capabilities of sections of the interbuilding tie-line support structures.
The structural failure of the tie-line support structures is possible at loadings below 0.165g. Administrative controls require that the
interbuilding process piping in all interbuilding tie-lines that have structural deficiencies and that contain UF6 be maintained below
atmospheric pressure. Implementation of these administrative controls ensures that any tie-line structural failure due to a seismic event
will not result in an unanalyzed UF 6 release. The interbuilding process piping in the C-331/C-333 tie-line is exempt from this
administrative requirement since the deficiencies in the C-331/C-333 tie-line support structure have been corrected such that the tie-
line structure is adequate to resist service level and natural phenomena loading as described in the SAR for above atmospheric
conditions.

t0



Table 3.15-11. Seismic Capacities of Building C-360 Piping and Equipment.

Equipment, piping and Seismic Annual Probability
components capacity, g of failure Comments

Lift unanchored 0.05 3.8 x 10-3  Movement may break hydraulic lines

All other equipment, piping and components had capacities equal to or greater than the EBE (0.165g).
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Table 4.2-7. Facilities Included in the SAR Review. (continued)

Facility Name Screen in? Nuclear hazard PrHA PSOA
category required? required?

C-710-A Gas Cylinder Storage Building Yes N/A Yes Yes

C-710-B Storage Facility No. N/A No No

C-71 1 Gas Manifold No N/A No No

C-712 Acid Neutralization Pit No N/A No No
C-720 Maintenance and Stores Building and Appurtenant Yes Category 2 Yes Yes

Structures
C-720-A Compressor Shop Yes Category 2 Yes Yes

C-720-B Machine Shop Addition Yes Category 2 Yes Yes

C-720-C Converter Shop Addition Yes Category 2 Yes Yes

C-720-C l Barrier Storage No N/A No No

C-720-D Transformer Building No N/A No No

C-720-E Change House Addition No N/A No No

C-720-F Engineering Trailer No N/A No No

C-720-G Warehouse No N/A No No

C-720-H Warehouse No N/A No No

C-720-J Air Lock No N/A No No

C-720-K Instrument Shop Addition Yes Category 2 Yes Yes

C-720-L Oxygen Facility No N/A No No

C-720-M Engineering Trailer No N/A No No

C-720-N Railroad Scale House No N/A No No

C-720-NI Railroad Classification Yard No. N/A No No

C-720-P Instrument Maintenance Trailer No N/A No No

Continued.
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Facility

C-720-Q

C-720-R

C-720-S

C-721

C-722

C-724-A

C-724-B

C-724-C

C-724-D

C-725

C-726

C-727

C-728

C-729

C-730

C-731

C-732

C-740

C-740-A

C-740-B

C-740-C

C-741

C-742

Instrument Maintenanc

Instrument Training Tr

MSA Mask Repair Tra

Gas Manifold Storage

Acid Neutralization Pit

Carpenter Shop Annex

Carpenter Shop

Sandblast Facility

Lumber Storage Buildir

Sandblast. Building

Sandblast Building
90-day Accumulation A

Motor Cleaning Facilitý

Acetylene Building

Maintenance Service B

Railroad Repair Equipn

Maintenance Materials

Material Yard

Semitrailer Unloading I

Oil Drum Storage Shelt

Miscellaneous Material

Mobile Equipment Shed

Cylinder Storage Buildi

Table 4.2-7. Facilities Included in the SAR Review. (continued)

Name Screen in? Nuclear hazard
category

e Storage Trailer No N/A

ailer No N/A

iler No N/A

No N/A

No N/A

No N/A

No N/A

No N/A

ng No N/A

No N/A

Yes Radiological

,rea for Hazardous and Yes Radiological

Yes Radiological

No N/A

uilding and Adjacent No N/A

nent Storage Building No N/A

Storage Building No N/A

No N/A

Facility No N/A

er No N/A

Storage Yard No N/A

i Yes Radiological

ng No N/A

PrHA
required?

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No.

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

-PSOA
required?

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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All failures were assumed to occur simultaneously as a direct consequence of the seismic event.
Because release conditions are maximized through the operating power assumption, the consequences are
judged to be conservative from a complete site perspective.

C. Source-Term Analysis

The source-term analysis of these cases was based on the structural and equipment evaluations of
the main process and auxiliary buildings described above. Potentially significant UF6 source terms are
associated with estimated damage to the enrichment cascade, located in the. "00" and "000" process
buildings (Buildings C-331 and C-335 and Buildings C-333 and C-337, respectively).

The source-term analysis is presented for both 3040-MW and 2200-MW operating power levels.
The pressure gradients used were based on typical operation at these power levels, using a reasonable
combination of product, feed, and tails flow rates and assays. The actual gradients in use at any specific
power level depend on cascade,, conditions such as recent and projected power levels, available
equipment, and the current product, feed, and tails streams. For most operating conditions, the 2200-MW
power level would limit above-atmospheric pressure to the "000" buildings, while at the 3040-MW level,
above-atmospheric pressure would occur in both the "00" and "000" buildings. Typical cascade pressure
profiles for these two power levels are included in Figures 4.3-34 and 4.3-35 (3040 MW) and Figures
4.3-36 and 4.3-37 (2200 MW).

Structural deficiences have potentially compromised the support capabilities of sections of the
interbuilding tie-line support structures. Administrative controls require that the interbuildng process
piping in all interbuilding tie-lines that have structural deficiencies and that contain UF6 be maintained
below atmospheric pressure. Implementation of these administrative controls ensures that any tie-line
structural failure due to a seismic event will not result in an unalayzed UF 6 release. The interbuilding
process piping in the C-331/C-333 tie-line is exempt from this administrative requirement since the
deficiences in the C-331/C-333 tie-line support structure have been corrected such that the tie-line
structure is adequate to resist service level and natural phenomena loading as described in the SAR for
above atmospheric conditions.

The remainder of this source-term discussion describes estimated source terms that would occur
in the (1) 3040-MW case and (2) 2200-MW case.

Source-Term Analysis-3040-MW Case. Source-term parameters for the 3040-MW case are
listed in Table 4.3-11. The source-term analysis discussion for the 3040-MW case identifies failures from
the process buildings.

The estimated failures in each of the "000" process buildings occur where the tie lines from the
"00" process building.enter and connect to the "000" equipment. Each tie line consists of four major
pipes (two A lines and two B lines). One A-B pair connects the bottom "000" unit with the stripper
section of the "00'" building, and the other A-B pair connects the top "000" unit to the enricher section of
the "00" building. For the 3040-MW case, both of the B lines would be above atmospheric pressure.
Seismic evaluations indicate that breaches of both an above-atmospheric-pressure B line and a below-
atmospheric-pressure A line may occur in approximately the same location. Because the A and B tie lines
are simultaneously severed, UF6 would flow from the B lines while air flows into the A lines. Within a
few seconds, the stages feeding the holes in the B lines would partially fill with air, and the supply to the•
breach would become a mixture of UF6 and air.
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Calculation of the release rate into the "000" building was. based on the equipment flow rate and
the varying concentration of UF 6 in the stage supplying the breach. As air continues to flow in through
the broken A lines, the concentration of UF6 in the B line drops to essentially zero after 10 min.
Approximately 17,500 lb (7950 kg) of UF6 vapor is estimated to be released into each "000" building.

Estimated process failures in the "00" buildings occur in the unit and cell bypass and tie line
headers, which form part of a complicated system, connecting the tie lines from the "000" building to
units in the "00" building. However, unlike the situation in the "000" buildings, only three of the tie lines
would fail: both of the A lines and the B line flowing from the "000" building to the "00'" building. The
B line flowing from the "00" building to the "000" building would not fail; therefore, material from this
line would flow into the "000" building and contribute to the total of 17,500 lb (7950. kg) released into
each "000" building reported& above. With the other B line (flowing from the "000" building to the "00"
building) also failing in the "000" building (as discussed above), there would be no pressure-driven flow
of UF 6 from the tie lines into the "00" building.

Additional UF 6 vapor would flow into the process buildings because gravity would cause UF 6
vapor contained in the severed tie lines to flow into the process buildings. Approximately 2000 lb (910
kg) of UF6 vapor is contained in the tie line connecting Building C-331 to Building C-333. Half the mass
[1000 lb (455 kg)] is assumed to flow into each process building over 10 min. The total mass of UF6
vapor released into Building C-333 would be about 18,500 lb (17,500 lb + 1000 lb) [8400 kg (7945 kg +
455 kg)], yielding an average release rate into the building of 1850 lb/min (14 kg/s). The UF6 is assumed
to react quickly to form U02 F2 and HF, with none of the U0 2F2 and HF being retained in the building.
This is an upper-bound assumption that results in the maximum amount of uranium and HF being
released into the atmosphere. The corresponding release rates into Building C-333 would be 1250 lb/min
(9.5 kg/s) for uranium and 420 lb/min (3.2 kg/s) for HF. The UF6 release rate into Building C-331 from
the tie line break would be about 100 lb/min (0.76 kg/s), with a uranium release rate of 68 lb/min (0.51
kg/s) and an HF release rate of 23 lb/min (0.17 kg/s).

The tie line connecting Building C-335 to C-337 contains approximately 1200 lb (545 kg) of UF6
vapor, of which 600 lb (273 kg) would flow into each building over a 10 min period. The total mass of
UF6 vapor released into Building C-337 would be about 18,100 lb (17,500 lb + 600 lb) [8,218 kg (7945
kg + 273 kg)], yielding an average release rate into, the building of 1810 lb/min (13.7 kg/s). The release
rates of the reaction products into Building C-337 are 1223 lb/min (9.3 kg/s) for uranium and 411 lb/min
HF (3.1 kg/s). The UF6 release rate into Building C-335 would be about 60 lb/min (0.46 kg/s), with a
uranium release rate of 41 lb/min (0.31 kg/s) and an HIF release rate of 14 lb/min (0.10 kg/s).

The A- and B-lines in the unit bypass piping between units I and 2 are predicted to fail in both
C-331 and C-335. The A-line failures do not result in a release of UF 6 to the atmosphere because the
pressure, is below atmospheric. Both B-lines operate below atmospheric pressure and would not release
UF6 at a plant power level of up to 2200 MW. At 3040 MW, the C-335 B-line would still operate below
atmospheric pressure and would not result in a release. However, the C-331 B-line would operate at a
maximum of 16.5 psia, allowing a release of 320 lb (145.5 kg) over a 10 min period With a uranium
release rate of 22 lb/min (0.1 7 kg/s) and an HF release rate of 7 lb/min (0.05 kg/s).
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Under F3 conditions, the uranium chemical toxicity guideline value and the HF exposure comparison
value would be exceeded to a downwind distance of about 0.12 mi (200 in).

Potential for Inadvertent Criticality. With uncontrolled releases of enriched UF 6, there is the
potential for inadvertent criticality. With PGDP's maximum assay limited to 5.5 wt %, considerable
dilution and spread of the material would probably prevent accumulation of material in an unfavorable
geometry. With an unfavorable geometry, a minimum solution depth of a few inches is needed to cause a
criticality. Water systems are not designed for seismic loads and could present a ready moderator.
However, the size of the buildings, the leakage area between floors, and the barriers between the UF6 and
the fire suppression systems make criticality a remote possibility. Nevertheless, emergency procedures
require that appropriate conditions be established for reentry to an evacuated facility. Consequences from
an inadvertent criticality would be similar to the consequences described in the'criticality event scenario
(see Section 4.3.2.6).

Lube Oil Impact. The evaluation basis seismic event may cause a release of lubricating oil used
to service the compressor motors. The tanks and lines connecting to the compressors have been
evaluated as part of the equipment evaluations. The supply tank located on the roof has weak anchors.
Failure of this anchorage would not result in complete loss of restraint of the lube oil tanks. Failure of
the attached piping is possible, however. Failure of this piping could allow oil to leak onto the roof or
down around the lines that run to the individual compressors. Some of this material could spread out on
the operating floor. Failure of equipment and nonstructural support components could lead to electrical
shorting, creating potential ignition sources. In the absence of power, however, either as a direct result of
the event or through operator action to shut down the power in the switchyard, the potential for a ready
ignition source is significantly reduced. The only possible source would then be heat from mechanical
components. Note that the lube oil is a low-flammability blend with a high flash point and is therefore
hard to ignite. Further, the potential for water system breaks is present, and if they do occur, such breaks
would also serve to abate any fire potential from failure of the lube oil system. Therefore, a large fire in
the process building following a seismic event is unlikely.

Overall Seismic Conclusions. The results of the 3040-MW and 2200-MW cases show that the
evaluation guidelines are exceeded beyond the site boundary for the 3040 MW case. Therefore, safety
actions are required to control the potential releases from a seismic event.

The applicable EGs associated with this event are all the EGs for the EBE frequency range and
any initial conditions assumed (i.e., normal operation, EG 5). The essential safety actions associated
with meeting these EGs include (1) primary system pressure control to prevent, mitigate, or minimize any
UF 6 release and (2) emergency response to evacuate the immediate vicinity so that the exposure of on-site
personnel to UF6, its reaction products, or ionizing radiation is minimized.

The consequences of this event are significantly overstated when the plant operates at typical
power conditions. At lower power levels, significantly more of the cascade will be below atmospheric
pressure. In all cases, the most important action is to control cascade system pressure.
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The operating power level of the cascade is routinely varied, depending on the availability of
inexpensive power in the region. The plant has a design power level of 3040 MW. At that level, most of
the "000" equipment and some of the "00" equipment would be above atmospheric pressure on the B
side. However, significantly exceeding 2200-MW would require capital improvements, and operation
above this level is currently considered unlikely. At 2200 MW, operation above atmospheric pressure
would typically be limited to the "000" process buildings, although it would be possible to operate parts
of the "00" buildings above atmospheric pressure.

Cascade system pressure control can be accomplished by tripping power to the compressor
motors. It is expected that a seismic, event of sufficient magnitude to result in significant damage to the
plant would also severely damage the power distribution system external to or within the plant boundary.
No attempt was made to evaluate the plant electrical switchyard or cabling to determine capacities.
Nevertheless, power was assumed to be available throughout the event. All ACR personnel would, if
able, evacuate the affected facilities in direct response to the expected releases and as a result of the see
and flee policy. Direct action would then be required to trip power to the compressors either in the CCF
or directly in the switchyard.

Another significant conservative element in the consequence estimate is that no credit was taken
for building holdup following the release. Particularly for the process buildings, significant holdup
(approximately 40% of the uranium compounds) is possiblewith the cell housings, ventilation system (if
it is assumed to operate through the seismic event), and cell floor. The building siding was analyzed and
found to have sufficient capacity with original design to withstand the seismic event. The siding,
however, may not fully comply with design specifications and therefore was not credited in the
calculations. A similar reduction (approximately 40%) would be expected in the uranium dose off-site if
the siding were credited.

e. Summary of SSCs and TSR Controls

Based on the results of this analysis, the essential controls for this. event are summarized as
follows:

Design and structural capacity of process buildings, piping, and equipment-maintain initial
condition (EG 5);
Administrative controls require cranes be parked in a predetermined standby location when not
in use-maintain initial condition (EG 5);
Administrative controls require that the interbuilding process piping in all interbuilding tie-lines
that have structural deficiencies and that contain UF 6 be maintained below atmospheric
pressure. The interbuilding process piping in the C-33 1I/C-333 tie-line is exempt from
this administrative requirement since the deficiencies in the C-33 I/C-333 tie-line support

structure have been corrected such that the tie-line structure will be adequate to resist
service level and natural phenomena loading (EG5);
S "00", "000" compressor trip capability (if power is available)-- primary system pressure control
to minimize UF6 releases (EGs 1 and 2);
Administrative controls for reentry into areas with potential for criticality-minimize potential
exposure for on-site personnel (EG 1).
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Based on the above essential controls, the resulting important to safety SSCs and TSRs are as
follows:

Design and structural capacity of process buildings, piping, and equipment (C-300, C-310,
C-310-A, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, C-337, C-333-A, C-337-A, C-360, C-400, C-710, C7409,
C-720 (series), C-746-Q1); the process building tie-lines; process building cranes; and the UF6
compressor motor trip systems are identified as important to safety SSCs. See Section 3.15 for
details including safety classification.
TSRs are provided for compressor motor trip systems and for administrative requirements for
procedures and training of workers on actions to be taken.

4.3.2.6 Criticality Events

a. Scenario Description

A criticality accident results in the uncontrolled release of energy from an assemblage of fissile
material. The primary control for preventing an accidental criticality is the implementation of the NCS
Program as described in Section 5.2. Preventing criticality is a central and very prominent objective of all
fissile material activities at PGDP. Operations and equipment modifications are conducted in accordance
with peer-reviewed criticality documentation that provide the limits and conditions that must be followed
to ensure that criticality does not occur. The double contingency principle, a basic principle of criticality
safety, applies to most operations. As described in ANSI/ANS-8.1 (Reference 76), the double-
contingency principle requires a degree of safety such that two or more unlikely independent events
would have to occur simultaneously before criticality could occur. Consequently, the actual frequency of
accidental criticality is well below the 102/yr threshold for EBEs. Furthermore, considering the three
diffusion plants located in the United States, there have been more than 100 years of diffusion plant
operation without a criticality accident.

This section uses conservative methodology to demonstrate that the potential consequences of
accidental criticality, although possibly severe to workers in the immediate vicinity, would be mild to
negligible for other workers on the plant site and negligible for the general public. The approach used is
that outlined by NRC Regulatory Guide 3.34 (Reference 77). The potential consequences are, as a
practical matter, dominated by radiological exposure. For example, a criticality event could, if it occurred
inside a closed vessel, lead to a sudden pressure relief or vessel failure, but that would be less hazardous
to a worker located nearby than the associated radiation exposure. For consequences from the release of
the hazard to the atmosphere, refer to the appropriate release scenarios described in Sections 4.3.2.1 and
4.3.2.2. The radiological consequences are dominated by direct exposure to fission neutrons and gamma
rays (prompt radiation), but the evaluation also considers the gamma radiation emitted by fission
products and the exposure pathway provided by the airborne release of volatile fission products. The
consequence evaluation includes both on-site and off-site exposures.

The potential radiological consequences to close-in workers in a criticality event are decided by
deterministic effects, which are experienced by most individuals within hours or days after an exposure
above the threshold for any given effect. Deterministic biological effects of radiation exposure imparted
within a brief period are a function of the amount and quality of exposure. The quality refers to whether
the exposure is to gamma or neutron radiation or to a mixture; it also depends on' the energy of the rays
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or particles that make up the exposure. In addition, response varies considerably from one individual to
another. The deterministic effects of whole-body gamma irradiation can best be characterized by
grouping them in ranges (Reference 78):

* 0-25 rem-no effects.
* 25-100 rem-mostly no effects, though a few persons may exhibit mild symptoms such as nausea

and anorexia, with prognosis for recovery excellent.
* 100-300 rem-mild to severe nausea, malaise, anorexia, and infection, with recovery probable,

though not assured.
* 300-600 rem-as above, plus hemorrhaging, infection, diarrhea, epilation, and temporary

sterility, with guarded recovery prognosis; exposure of about 400 rem is fatal to 50 percent of
individuals without medical treatment.
600 rem-above symptoms plus impairment of central nervous system and incapacitation for
doses above 1000 rem, with death expected.

The preceding list of ranges and thresholds, as stated, is derived from data on gamma radiation.
However, the results can be extended to mixtures of gamma and neutron exposure if the calculations take
into account the relatively higher biological efficiency of neutron irradiation (i.e., neutron radiation is
generally more harmful than gamma radiation per unit of absorbed energy). In older references the rem
was a product of rad and the relative biological effectiveness (RBE). In high doses and high dose rate
situations, the determination of a RBE is very difficult because of complex dosimetry and radiation
biology interactions. RBEs for neutron exposure also vary significantly based on the energy of the
interacting neutrons. As a result, estimation of neutron radiation dose is usually done using units of
"rad". However, in this analysis, the formulas from Reg. Guide 3.34 were used to provide estimates of
neutron exposure and these are reported in the Reg. Guide in rem. In the consequence evaluations below,
a mixed (gamma plus neutron) exposure of 400 rem is taken conservatively to define the zone of
potential lethality.

b. Historical Record of Accidental Criticality Events

Accidental criticality, with uncontrolled power level, has occurred on 37 known occasions
(according to data available up to 1988) (References 79 and 80). All but eight of these have occurred in
facilities such as critical experiments facilities or reactor facilities and are thus of some interest but of
limited applicability to the industrial processing activities that go on at a gaseous, diffusion plant. The
total yields for these events ranged from 3x1015 to 1.2x10 20 fissions, with a median of about 1.3x10 17

fissions. For the 27 events that were not terminated by automatic shutdown systems, the criticality was
terminated by the negative reactivity effects of the energy released by the unintended fissions. The
shutdown mechanisms can be summarized as follows:

* Density reduction, either via microbubble formation or thermal expansion.
Loss of water moderation by boiling.

* Expulsion of part of the mass.
• Mixing of light and dense layers (dilution).
* Geometry change.
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Airborne Emission Controls

The PGDP environmental program, as described in this chapter, includes a system of process and
administrative controls to prevent the release of radionuclides above regulatory limits and to maintain
airborne effluents ALARA.

Airborne radionuclide emission pointg are described below. In addition, the primary emission
controls are identified. The locations of the individual emission sources are identified in Figure 5.1-1.
Data concerning vent and stack characteristics is presented in Table 5.1-3. This table does not identify
individual laboratory hood exhaust points and individual building ventilation system exhaust vents.

Radionuclide discharges from these sources are summarized in the National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) Annual Report. For the purposes of NESHAP reporting and dose
calculation, some sources have been grouped to facilitate the calculations. The location of the NESHAP
reporting groups are shown in Figure 5.1-2.

The C-400 facility contains several systems. The decontamination spray booth uses high-pressure
water to remove radioactive contamination from equipment using liquid solutions.. The water stream
dissipates within 20 inches of the work surface, and the water is drained from the spray booth. Mist
eliminators remove any droplets of contaminated liquids from the booth exhaust system prior to venting.
For the purposes of determining dose to the public from this source (see Section 5.1.3.1), this emission is'
part of a grouped source from C-400 (Figure 5.1-2, location A).

The uranium precipitation unit uses a rotary vacuum filter to remove precipitated uranium particles
from aqueous solutions. The contaminated solids remain on the filter surface, which uses diatomaceous
earth as the filter media. The filter exhaust air flows through an entrainment separator prior to
discharging through a building roof vent. This source is also part of the C-400 grouped source (Figure
5.1-2, location A).

Clothing laundered in C-400 is dried in large forced-air dryers. The air exhaust is passed through
lint traps prior to venting. This source 'is also part of the C-400 grouped source (Figure 5.1-2,
location A).

Cylinders that have been cleaned are hydrotested periodically using water. The cylinders are dried
in C-400 before reuse using a dry air stream. The air exhaust is vented outside the building. This is
identified as point B in Figure 5.1-2.
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The C-710 Laboratory processes uranium in liquid, solid, and gaseous forms for product and feed
analyses, environmental monitoring programs, waste analysis programs, and other Production Support
activities. Operations involving gaseous UF 6 occur in closed systems with emissions limited by the use
of cold or chemical traps. The C-710 Laboratory is identified as location D in Figure 5.1-2.

The purge cascade uses gaseous diffusion to separate UF6 continuously from lower molecular
weight (light) gases that have entered the process. A diffusion cascade flow sheet is shown in Figure
5.1-3. The UF 6 is returned to the main cascade, and the "lights" are passed through chemical traps. The
C-310 cylinder burp facility is used to vent lower molecular weight gases from product cylinders. The
gases from the cylinder burp facility are also passed through chemical traps. The process system is
depicted in Figure 5.1-4. These gases are continuously sampled prior to venting through the C-3 10 Purge
Vent Stack. This is identified as location E in Figure 5.1-2.

The wet air evacuation system is a maintenance support system. The wet air evacuation system.
consists of vacuum pumps that remove air from diffusion equipment. Each system's exhaust is passed
through chemical traps, pump oil, and mist eliminators before venting. Process buildings (C-3 10, C-33 1,
C-333, C-335, and C-337 each have a wet air exhaust system. In some cases, this vent may be combined
with the building seal exhaust vent. The basic system is depicted in Figure 5.1-5. For the purposes of
determining the dose to the public from emissions from these systems (see Section 5.1.3.1), these are
grouped into a single emission point (Figure 5.1-2, location F).

The enrichment cascade is divided into control areas, each of which has a seal exhaust station. The
seal exhaust air stations collect and vent air that has leaked through the shaft seals of cascade
compressors. This air passes through chemical traps, pump oil, and mist eliminators before venting.
Process buildings C-310, C-315, C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337 are each equipped with a seal exhaust
system. The C-333 system is depicted in Figure 5.1-4. As discussed above, these may be combined with
the wet air exhaust vents. These are also grouped into a single emission point along with the wet air
exhausts (Figure 5.1-2, location F).

The C-335 5.5 wt.% UF6/R-1 14 Separation System is primarily used when relatively large amounts
of R- 114 coolant have entered the cascade and mixed with UF6. The UF6 and R-1 14 mixtures are passed
through the 5.5 wt.% UF6/R-1 14 Separation System to recover and return the UF6 to the cascade. The
discharge from the cold traps passes through chemical traps before the gases are routed to the seal
exhaust/wet air system. The discharge from the separation system passes through additional chemical
traps, pump oil, and mist eliminators via the seal exhaust system before venting. Therefore, emissions
from the separation system are grouped with the seal exhaust/wet air grouping for-purposes of dose
determination.

UF6 is charged to and removed from the diffusion cascade using large cylinders that are connected
to the cascade with short lines called "pigtails". Portable or permanent vacuum systems equipped with
HEPA filters are used to contain any small releases that may have occurred during disconnection
activities. These sources are grouped into a single emission point (Figure 5.1-2, location F). Cylinders
are sampled using similar pigtails at the C-360 facility which is included in location H of Figure 5.1-2.
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The C-409 facility contains several systems for handling materials and solutions that contain
uranium above the assays to which C-400 is limited. Cylinders that have contained UF6 at an assay up to
5.5 percent are washed in C-409 using an appropriate cleaning solution. The exhaust gases from this
system flow through a soda-ash solution scrubber prior to discharge. The cylinders are dried using
compressed air, which is exhausted outside the building. These discharges are part of a grouped source
for NESHAPS reporting (Figure 5.1-2, location G).

Aqueous solutions containing uranium at an assay greater than 1.5 percent are processed in a
precipitation and rotary vacuum filter system. The filter exhaust air flows through an entrainment
separator prior to discharge. This source is part of the grouped source for C-409 (Figure 5.1-2, location
G).

All buildings with radiological areas have building exhaust systems. The Radiological
Contamination Control Program and uranium containment systems provide the primary emission controls
from these facilities. These systems are generally grouped with the seal exhaust and wet air group
(Figure 5.1-2: location F). Some building exhaust systems are grouped with their respective building if
the building has its own emission point or group.

5.1.1.2 Waterborne Effluents

Waterborne Effluent Standards

PGDP maintains and uses liquid effluent treatment systems to maintain releases of radioactive
material in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas below the limits specified in 10 CFR 20.1301 and in
accordance with ALARA principles as described in Section 5.1.1. Compliance with 10 CFR 20.1301 is
demonstrated as required by 10 CFR 20.1302. Section 5.1.3 discusses methods of evaluation and
demonstration of compliance.

Action Levels for Control of Waterborne Effluents

Action levels (i.e., BEQs) for control of liquid radionuclide effluents are based on the ALARA
philosophy. The action levels described in Table 5.1-4 provide indicators which can aid in identifying
operational control system deficiencies. These deficiencies can then be investigated and corrected in a
responsible manner so that the most exposed member of the public remains well below regulatory limits.
The BEQ used in Table 5.1-4 is the maximum statistical effluent expected under normal operating
conditions. There is a BEQ at every USEC leased outfall that is continuously sampled for radionuclides.
At a minimum, these BEQs are reviewed annually. The outfalls and BEQs are listed in Table 5.1-5.

Action levels for non-continuously sampled outfalls are based on previous years' data. Should an
action level be exceeded, or a trend indicate that an action level could be exceeded in the future, an
evaluation shall be conducted for each exceedance and/or trend to determine the need for further
investigation. If necessary, an investigation shall be initiated to identify the cause(s) of the trend or
exceedance and facility operators shall be assisted in taking actions to reduce discharges of radioactive
material as required. If it is determined that an investigation is not required, the reason(s) for not
initiating an investigation shall be documented.

The first action level in Table 5.1-4 is triggered by a single sample exceeding the BEQ. The second
action level is triggered by either one of two situations: (1) If a uranium sampling result is ten times
greater than its BEQ or a technetium sampling result is 80 times greater than its BEQ, or (2) If the
six-month average of sampling results is twice the respective BEQ for uranium or 16 times the BEQ for
technetium.
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The BEQs listed, in Table 5.1-5 are the maximum statistical radiological levels expected during
normal operating conditions. BEQs are established by the Regulatory Affairs organization in
conjunction with the organization responsible for the facility from which the effluent originates. At a
minimum, the BEQs are reviewed annually by Regulatory Affairs.

The manager of the facility from which the effluent originates and the Plant Shift Superintendent are
jointly responsible for implementing the actions specified in this section.

Waterborne Effluent Controls

The PGDP environmental program, as described in this chapter, includes a system of process and
administrative controls to prevent the discharge of radionuclides above regulatory limits and to maintain
waterborne effluents ALARA.

A total of 10 outfalls are leased by USEC. Eightoutfalls, 002, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012, 013, and
016, are sampled for radiological contaminants. Another outfall, 001, is not leased by USEC. However,
because it receives discharges from USEC facilities the USEC contribution to Outfall 001 is sampled for
radiological constituents. Locations are shown in Figure 5.1-6. The primary contributors to each USEC
outfall are listed in Table 5.1-6. Sampling frequencies and parameters for the outfalls sampled for
radionuclides are listed in Table 5.1-7. Sampling frequencies are based upon permit requirements and
historical potential for uranium discharges.

Wastewater streams at PGDP can be classified into several categories as follows:

* Recirculating water (RCW) blowdown
* Nonprocess wastewater
* Process wastewater
* Sanitary wastewater
* Runoff

Nonprocess wastewater includes once-through cooling water from pumps, air conditioners, etc.,
steam condensate, drinking fountain drains, safety shower drains, eyewash bath drains, and other uses of
potable and nonpotable water. Nonprocess wastewaters are kept separate from process wastewaters, and
there is little possibility of radiological contamination of the nonprocess wastewaters unless a release or
other unusual event occurs. Nonprocess wastewaters are discharged directly to the outfalls.

Process wastewaters include decontamination and cleaning solutions, contaminated laboratory
aqueous wastes and other wastewaters which are collected and treated prior to discharge. Process
wastewaters treated for removal of contaminants must be sampled and analyzed prior to discharge.
Where possible, treated process wastewater is reused on-site.

Sanitary wastewater includes all grey-water and black-water discharges and some wastewaters for
cleaning activities (C-728 Motor Cleaning Facility, C-750 Garage Wastewater). Sanitary wastewater is
treated at. the C-615 Sewage Treatment Facility prior to discharge through Outfall 004 which then
discharges through Outfall 008. Plant sanitary flows are shown in Figure 5.1-7.
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Runoff includes all runoff from building roof drains, parking lots, roads, and facility grounds.

Flow diagrams depicting contributors for USEC outfalls monitored for radionuclides, other than
those that handle only surface runoff, are presented in Figures 5.1-8 through 5.1-15.

There is no direct contact between UF6 and water in any of the cascade enrichment facilities. Water
effluents from these buildings are noncontaminated unless a release or other unusual event occurs that
may result in the contamination of an effluent stream. If contamination is suspected, the water is
collected for sampling and analysis and, if necessary, treatment prior to discharge.

Contaminated water is generated in C-400 and, in small quantities, in C-720, C-728, and the C-7 10
laboratory. Contaminated waste streams are identified and are routinely collected for treatment prior to
discharge..

The C-400 and C-409 facilities generate the majority of and process radiologically contaminated
wastewaters. These wastes include solutions for the radiological decontamination of equipment and UF 6
storage cylinders. Prior to discharge, decontamination solutions are processed in one of the waste
treatment units located in C-400 or C-409. Contaminated wastewaters from other sources (e.g.,
laboratory solutions, spill cleanup solutions) are also processed in C-400 or C-409. Treated wastewaters
from these facilities are discharged through outfall 008. Details of these waste treatment systems are
provided in the Radioactive Waste Management program included as part of this application.

Other process wastewaters known to be radiologically contaminated above the limits for release to
unrestricted areas are collected, stored, and then treated in the C-400 wastewater treatment facilities to
remove radionuclides prior to reuse or discharge.

The C-400 laundry and safety equipment cleaning wastewaters are discharged directly to the on-site
sewage treatment plant, which discharges to a sampled outfall, Outfall 008.

Wastewaters treated to remove radiological contamination must meet the limits in Column 2,
Table 2 of Appendix B of 10 CFR 20 prior to discharge.

The C-616 Wastewater Treatment Facility treats the RCW blowdown from the cooling towers for
phosphorous. Effluent from the treatment process discharges to the C-616-F lagoon which then
discharges to the DOE Outfall 001. Nonprocess wastewater, process wastewater, and rain runoff from
various sources are also pumped to. the C-616-F lagoon via the C-616-C lift station located in the
north/south diversion ditch. Figure 5.1-8 provides a flow diagram that identifies these sources.

The C-615 Sewage Treatment Plant treats sewage and various nonradioactive process
effluents identified in Figure 5.1-7 for discharge through Outfalls 004 and 008. The influent
flows through a commutator and grit basket for size reduction into the primary basin. Liquid from the
primary basin
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flows to the trickling filter: From the trickling filter, a portion of the liquid flows to the primary
basin for recycle and a portion flows to the secondary basin. The effluent from the secondary
basin is chlorinated and flows to Outfall 004. Outfall 004 flows in Outfall 008 before being
discharged. A sodium thiosulfate feed station dechlorinates Outfall 004.

The C-611 Water Treatment Plant (Outfall 006) uses a conventional treatment process
coupled with lime softening to treat water from the Ohio River for use in the plant's cooling and
drinking water systems. Sludge from the lime softening process is discharged to the C-611-V
lagoon for settling. The C-61 1-V sludge lagoon overflows into the C-61 1-Y fullflow lagoon and
then discharges through Outfall 006 to Big Bayou Creek. Figure 5.1-10 shows the two lagoons
and the outfall.

Outfall 008 discharges nonprocess wastewater and rain runoff from buildings.and terrain on
the west side of the facility in addition to sanitary wastewater from the C-615 sewage treatment
plant. Figure 5.1-11 shows the configuration of the processes discharging to this outfall. The
008 ditch is equipped with an underflow dam that consists of a dam, quiet zone, and weir.
Adjacent to the dam is an oil containment pond. The dam creates a quiet zone to allow oil and
other buoyant materials to separate from the water. A skirted'oil boom diverts floated materials
to a slightly submerged float-controlled weir. Most of the ditch flow underflows the floating
boom and then overflows the dam. Diverted materials flow tb the containment pond and remain
there for manual skimming as necessary. An underflow dam maintains the water level in the
containment area. A sodium thiosulfate feed station dechlorinates water discharging through
Outfall 008.

Outfall 009 discharges nonprocess wastewater and. rain runoff from building and terrain on
the southwest side of the plant. Figure 5.1-12 schematically shows the sources of the wastewater.
A sodium thiosulfate feed station dechlorinates the water discharge through Outfall 009.

The C-617 lagoon collects water from four outfalls on the east side of the plant (Outfalls
002, 010, 011, and 012) for dechlorination. Sodium thiosulfate is added to the lagoon to
dechlorinate the water, and then the water is discharged through Outfall 010 or 011 to Little
Bayou Creek. Outfalls 002, 010, 011, and 012 collect nonprocess wastewater from buildings on
the east side of the plant. Each outfall ditch is equipped with a lift station to pump the effluents
to the C-617 lagoon. The lift stations are designed to handle normal operational flow only.
When moderate to heavy rainfall occurs at the site, the resulting runoff will overflow the lift
station sumps and will discharge through the four outfalls to Little Bayou. Creek. The
configurations of Outfalls 002, 010, 011, and 012 and the C-617 lagoon are presented
schematically in Figures 5.1-9, 5.1-13, 5.1-14, and 5.1-15.

Outfall 013 collects and discharges rain runoff from terrain on the southeast corner of the
plant including the C-745 cylinder storage yards.
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Outfall 016 collects and discharges rain runoff from the southwest side of the plant and runoff
from fire training activities at the fire training facility. A portable sodium thiosulfate feed station is
used when needed at this outfall during fire training activities to dechlorinate the runoff.

5.1.2 Environmental Monitoring Program Description

PGDP conducts routine environmental surveillances as described in this section in relation
to the operation of the facility. The surveillances provide long-term trending data which is used
to evaluate the effects of plant operations on the environment.

Environmental monitoring locations are chosen to provide a representative measurement of
environmental dispersion of plant emissions and effluents includin upwind and downwind
locations for airborne emissions and upstream and downstream locations for waterborne
effluents. Effluent data are provided in the Paducah Environmental Compliance Status Report.
The Production Sup port organization is responsible for the environmental monitoring program.
Detail concerning the Paducah Analytical Program is provided in the Analytical Program
description.

Sampling frequencies for various environmental samples are specified in this section. These
frequencies are the frequencies with which individual samples are obtained or composites
prepared from individual samples.. Further compositing of samples beyond that established in
this section is not performed. Each sample is analyzed in a timely manner to support both the
demonstration of compliance with 10 CFR 20 and long-term trending of environmental data.

5.1.2.1 Air Emission Monitoring

The air emission monitoring program, as described in this chapter, includes continuous vent
samplers on discharges determined to be "major" sources as defined in 40 CFR 61, Subpart H
(NESHAP), and in accordance with the site "Compliance Plan for National Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for Airborne Radionuclides," January 1992, between
DOE and EPA. For "minor" sources, periodic sampling, use of indirect monitoring, or the use of
emission. estimation methods established in the NESHAP regulations may be used to estimate
source emissions. Continuous sampling is provided on all process vents that have the potential to
emit radionuclides that could result in a 0.1 mrem/yr or greater dose to the public.

Emissions from unmonitored sources are estimated in accordance with NESHAP regulations.
Where possible, methods such as mass balances or analytical method standards are used to
estimate emissions. Emission factors, which are determined in accordance with Appendix D of
40 CFR 61, are also used where direct measurements are not possible.

Evaluation intervals for sources which are not continuously sampled are established in the
NESHAP Quality Assurance Plan. For minor sources for which periodic sampling is used to
determine emissions, the sampling is performed at five-year intervals. For sources for which
indirect measurements/monitoring or NESHAP emission factors are used, each source is
evaluated annually.

A continuous sampling system monitors C-310 Purge Vent Stack emissions from either the
70-foot stack or the 200-foot stack depending on which stack is in service. The continuous
sampling system consists of a series of three caustic (KOH solution) scrubbers, a sample flow
totalizer, and a vent stack flow totalizer.

The first bubbler in the C-310 purge and vent sample train is changed daily. Samples are
sent to the laboratory for analysis, and monthly and quarterly composite samples are prepared
from the daily samples. Table 5.1-8 shows the an~}ysesperformed on the C-310 stack samples.
The gross beta analysis is used as an indicator of Tc. If the gross beta analysis is higher than
normal, an analysis for 99Tc is run. A flow diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5.1-16.
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Several emission sources have been "grouped" as single sources and are modeled as
theoretical stacks for the purposes of calculating the dose to the public from airborne
radionuclides. One such, grouping includes the seal exhaust and wet air vents. Representative
sampling is conducted on these vents at five-year intervals. Sampling results are used to estimate
annual radionuclide emissions from these sources.

Another such grouping includes the C-400 grouped sources (decontamination spray booth,
uranium precipitation unit #5, and the laundry dryers). This grouping is identified as location A
in Figure 5.1-2. Emissions from the spray booth and the uranium precipitation unit are based
upon total radionuclide usage determined from the analysis of liquids processed through the
systems. Emissions from the laundry dryers are based upon health physics surveys of the dryer
lint.

A third grouping consists of the cylinder pigtail connections (included -with the seal
exhaust/wet air systems, location F in Figure 5.1-2). Sampling in 1992 identified no emissions
from the permanent high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter systems used to contain any
small quantities of UF 6 from these systems. Emissions from cylinder pigtail connections are
controlled through the use HEPA filter systems (either permanent or portable). Emissions are
estimated based upon the total number of pigtail disconnections for the respective calendar year
and the volume of each release.

A fourth grouping consists of the C-409 sources. Emissions from the cylinder wash and
precipitation/filtration units are estimated from total radionuclide throughput based on sampling
and analysis of solutions used or processed in the units. Cylinder drying unit emissions are based
on sampling and analysis of the cylinder wash solutions.

Building. ventilation emissions are based on ambient air monitoring programs conducted by
Health Physics. A dose assessment is not performed on the emissions if the annual average air
concentration in the building is determined to be less than 10 percent of the derived air
concentration (DAC) value for 2Np as referenced in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B. This assumes that
all of the alpha activity is due to 23 Np, which has the lowest DAC of any radionuclide present in
the diffusion process.
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Laboratory hood emissions are estimated based on the quantities of uranium used in the
hood on an annual basis.

PGDP maintains a network of on- and off-site permanent stations to collect ambient air
samples continuously. The system consists of high-volume air samplers that use filter paper to
collect particulate radionuclides. The filters are removed weekly and analyzed for gross alpha
and beta deposition. The locations of these sampling points are shown in Figure 5.1-18.

5.1.2.2 Meteorological Monitoring

The site will use either data from an on-site meteorological monitoring system or from the
National Weather Service for the purposes. of dose estimation from airborne emissions. (See
SAR Section 2.3.2).

5.1.2.3 External Gamma Radiation Monitoring

The site maintains external gamma radiation monitoring at various locations.
Thermoluminescence detectors (TLDs) are located at four types of locations: (1) along the site
perimeter fence, (2) at the reservation boundary, (3) at nearby residences and communities, and
(4) at two "remote background" locations distant from the site. The locations are shown in
Figure 5.1-19. The TLDs are collected and read on a quarterly basis.

The only significant sources of gamma radiation at the site are the uranium isotope 235U and
the short-lived 238U daughters.

5.1.2.4 Water Monitoring

Radiological analyses are performed on samples from USEC-leased site water outfalls
originating within the site security area discharging to waters of the United States. The outfall
locations are shown in Figure 5.1-6. The outfalls sampled, the type and frequency of sampling,
and the radiological parameters are shown in Table 5.1-7. These outfalls are identified by the
numbers assigned in the KPDES permit.

The frequencies in Table 5.1-7 represent the frequency of sampling. Weekly and monthly

samples collected with flow proportional continuous samplers are composited to obtain the
sample for quarterly analysis.
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KPDES outfalls have either continuous or intermittent flows. Intermittent flow occurs only
when sufficient rainfall occurs exceeding the absorbent capabilities of the soil and/or the hold-up
areas in the ditches or lift station capacity resulting in a discharge.

Sampling methods used are related to the type of discharge and the potential for having
radiological materials in the effluent. Continuous, flow proportional sampling is used in the
continuously flowing KPDES outfalls. The intermittent or rainfall outfalls are sampled using
grab samples because they discharge on an unplanned basis. The required sampling frequency is
based on data relating the uranium activity to limits established in 10 CFR 20 by comparing the
total uranium activity in the effluent to the sum of the 10 CFR 20, Table 2 limits for 235U and238U (6E-7 RCi per ml). This data is reviewed annually and the sampling frequencies are adjusted
if necessary.

For the outfalls equipped with continuous flow proportional samplers, the following
minimum sampling frequencies have been established:

Percent of Combined 10 CFR 20 Sampling

Limit for 2 3 5
U and 23 8

u Frequency

< 1 Quarterly

>_ 1 Weekly

The minimum sampling frequencies establishedusing the 10 CFR 20, Table 2 limits for
uranium were modified to provide additional capabilities to detect unplanned releases and to
better quantify releases.

For outfalls where grab samples are required, if the past annual data indicates that the total
uranium is less than 1 percent of the combined 10 CFR 20 limit for 235U and 238U, quarterly
sampling is scheduled.' If the total uranium in the outfall is equal to or greater than 1 percent of
the limit, weekly sampling is scheduled. These outfalls are sampled only when there is flow at
the sampling location.

Receiving streams around the plant are monitored for radioactive constituents at designated
sampling locations as shown in Figure 5.1-20. The sampling frequencies, sample types, and
parameters for which surface waters.are analyzed are listed in Table 5.1-9. Action levels (i.e.,
BEQs) for surface water samples are established based on previous years data. In addition, the
surface water data is reviewed to identify trends which could indicate changes in plant effluent
content. Should an action level or BEQ be exceeded, or a trend indicate that an action level or
BEQ could be exceeded in the future, an evaluation shall be conducted for each exceedance
and/or trend indication to determine the need for further investigation. If necessary, an
investigation shall be initiated to identify the cause(s) of the trend or exceedance and facility
operators shall be assisted in taking actions to reduce discharges of radioactive materials as
required. If it is determined that an investigation is not required, the reason(s) for not initiating
the investigation shall be documented.

5.1.2.5 Biological Monitoring

Biological monitoring is done to directly assess the impact of plant operations on food crops
in the immediate vicinity of the plant site. This monitoring supplements indirect assessments
consisting of emission monitoring, atmospheric dispersion modeling, and similar methods. The
monitoring program
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consists of annual sampling and analysis of various food crops grown in the vicinity of the plant
site. Sample locations are selected annually based on meteorological data and the availability of
food crops for sampling. If possible, crops from areas of predicted maximum radionuclide
concentrations are collected. A background location for food crops is located approximately 10
miles from the site in the least prevalent wind direction for comparison to indicator locations.
Food crop sampling locations for 2007 are shown in Figure 5.1-21. These are typical of the
locations sampled annually. However, exact locations may change slightly due to meteorological
changes, and crop plantings vary from year to year. Food crop samples are analyzed for total
uranium and 99Tc.

Action levels for food crop sampling data are established based on previous years data and
the data from background sampling gocations. Should an action level be exceeded, or a trend
indicate that an action level could be exceeded in the future, an evaluation shall be conducted for
each exceedance and/or trend indication to determine the need for further investigation. If
necessary, an investigation shall be initiated to identify the cause(s) of the trend or exceedance
and facility operators shall be assisted in taking actions to reduce discharges of radioactive
materials as required. If it is determined that an investigation is not required, the reason(s) for
not initiating the investigation shall be documented.

5.1.2.6 Soil and Sediment Monitoring

Soil samples are collected and analyzed annually to determine whether airborne emissions
from the site are influencing the soil surrounding the site. Sediment sampling at the site .is
conducted annually to assess potential radionuclide accumulation in the surrounding receiving
streams. Soil and sediment sampling locations are shown in Figure 5.1-22. For trending
purposes, soil samples are collected from the same areas each year. The soil samples are
obtained from locations which are, in general, in the four cardinal compass directions and just
outside the reservation boundary, and from two "remote" locations to the west and southwest of
the plant. Sampling points S1, S2, and S5 (east and north locations) are in the prevailing
downwind directions from the plant site. The other sampling points (southwest and 2y/est) Ate in
thep•vailing upwind direction. Sediment samples are analyzed for total uranium, Pu, Np,

35U',Th, and 9Tc. Soil samples are analyzed for total uranium.

Action levels for soil and sediment sampling data are established based on previous years
data and the data from upstream (sediment) and background (soil) locations. Should an action

• level be exceeded, or a trend indicate that an action level could be exceeded in the future, an
evaluation shall be conducted for each exceedance and/or trend indication to determine the need
for further investigation. If necessary, an investigation shall be initiated to identify the cause(s)
of the trend or exceedance and facility operators shall be assisted in taking actions to reduce
discharges of radioactive materials as required. If it is determined that an investigation is'not
required, the reason(s) for not initiating the investigation shall be documented.

5.1.2.7 Data Management

The Production Support Organization is responsible for the collection and verification in
accordance with establish ed procedures of field and analytical data from the Environmental
Monitoring Program necessary for the demonstration of compliance with 10 CFR 20 dose limits
as described in Section 5.1.3, and other requirements of this section. Personnel are responsible
for the maintenance of field notebooks, field data and other supporting quality control (QC)
documentation. The Laboratory (see Section 5.7) is responsible for sample analysis and the
logging of analytical results and quality assurance/q uality control (QA/QC) documentation. Data
for the demonstration of compliance described in Section 5.1.3 are also provided by other plant
organizations. These data are obtained in accordance with applicable procedures.

On-site radiological analysis requests are initially placed into the laboratory information
system through which the laboratory electronically inputs analytical results. These data, with the
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exception of C-310 stack data, are then transferred electronically to the environmental data base for
quality assurance checks and data verification. The environmental data base is the final storage area
for verified data. Data are checked to ensure that units, sample numbers, etc. are correct.

The initial evaluation of data is the responsibility of the Regulatory Affairs Organization. Data
from water effluent and gaseous emission points where BEQs have been established are compared to
the BEQs and are also trended. Data from the high-volume ambient air sampling systems, external
gamma radiation, surface water, biological, soil, and sediment sampling programs are also reviewed to
identify trends over time. In addition, results from monitoring points in the vicinity of the plant site
are reviewed against data from background monitoring points.

Field sample data, including notebooks, calculations, and analytical data and information are
reviewed for completeness.- Data and information are also reviewed by environmental monitoring
personnel to ensure that data acceptance criteria are met. Regulatory Affairs personnel review data
and calculations and approve the data and reports for distribution. Regulatory Affairs personnel also
review data for trends over time and exceedances of BEQs.

The C-3 10 stack sampling results are used for emission trending and the assessment of potential
impacts of emissions on the public. When the laboratory results are obtained from the laboratory, the
uranium emission data. from C-3 10 are calculated and the results are communicated to the plant
cascade coordinator.

When a result exceeds an established limit, results of other parameters that may be related to the
parameter in question are checked to confirm the result. If the result is still in question, the
responsible lab is contacted to verify the reported results. An initial verbal investigation includes
checks for calculation or transcription errors. If this does not detect any problems, the lab may be
requested to reanalyze the sample in question. Results of the laboratory investigation are returned to
the Regulatory Affairs Organization.

5.1.2.8 Quality Control

QC activities for environmental samples and data address both sampling and data management.
Sampling QC activities include the use of field blanks, duplicate samples, and chain-of-custody
procedures to identify sampling and sample preparation problems, and to ensure sample integrity.
Data review and verification, as described in Section 5.1.2.7, form the basis of the data management
QC program.

The QA/QC activities for the laboratory analysis of samples are managed by the Production
Support Organization.

5.1.3 Methods of Evaluation and Demonstration of Compliance

5.1.3.1 Airborne Radionuclides

Characterization of the radiological consequences of radionuclides released to the atmosphere
from PGDP is accomplished by calculating the committed effective dose equivalents (CEDE) to the
maximally
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exposed person and to the entire population residing within 80 km (50 miles) of the plant. The
dose calculations are made using the CAP-88 package of computer codes. This package contains
the most recently approved versions of the AIRDOS-EPA and DARTAB computer codes and the
ALLRAD88 radionuclide data file. The AIRDOS-EPA computer code implements a steady-state,
Gaussian plume, atmospheric dispersion model to calculate concentrations of radionuclides in the
air and on the ground. It uses Regulatory Guide 1.109 (October 1977) food-chain models to
calculate radionuclide concentrations in foodstuffs (e.g., vegetables, meat, and milk) and
subsequent intakes by individuals.

Inputs to the computer model include actual and estimated radionuclide emissions. The
uranium isotopes 235U is determined from isotopic analysis. 234U and 238U are calculated based on
the 235U content. Other radionuclides-- 99Tc, 230Th, 237Np, and 239Pu-are included when the
analysis of emissions or of inventories used in the emission estimates indicate their presence.

Other inputs include distances and directions to the nearest receptors and available wind
rose data collected from either an on-site meteorological monitoring system or from the National -

Weather Service.

The default values for rural sources in CAP-88 are used for the consumption of meat, milk,
and vegetables.

Radionuclide emissions used to determine the CEDE are quantified -by continuous
monitoring, periodic sampling, or estimation methods set forth in 40 CFR Part 61, Appendix D
(NESHAPS) as described in Section 5.1.2.1.

Annualized meteorological data used in the calculations consist of joint frequency stability
array (STAR) distributions of wind direction, wind speed, and atmospheric stability that is
prepared from data collected from an on-site meteorological monitoring system or from the
National Weather Service.

Specific emission and dose data is presented in the Environmental Compliance Status and
Environmental Monitoring Report.

5.1.3.2 Waterborne Radionuclides

Water is sampled at USEC-leased site water outfalls and at selected surface water locations.
There are no intakes of surface water for domestic or routine livestock watering purposes in Big
or Little .Bayou Creek. There are also no water intakes on the Ohio River within 15 miles
downstream of the plant. As there is no exposure pathway associated with any of the surface
water streams to which plant effluents are discharged, no dose from liquid effluent releases is
calculated.
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5.1.3.3 Direct Radiation

As described in Section 5.1.2.3, the site monitors direct radiation levels at several points
within the vicinity of and remote from the plant., There are three monitoring points, EG5, EG6,
and EG16 (see Figure 5.1-19), near the location of the DOE site reservation boundary that is the
boundary between the controlled area (the DOE reservation) and unrestricted areas as described
in the Emergency Plan. The USEC contribution to direct radiation levels at the boundary of the
unrestricted area will not exceed the limits of 10 CFR 20.1301.

5.1.3.4 Radionuclide Effluent Data

Radionuclide effluent data are summarized in the Paducah Environmental Compliance Status
Report.

5.1.4 Items Addressed by Compliance Plan

Section deleted.

5.1.4.1 Trending of Environmental Data,

Section deleted.

5.1.4.2 Establishment of Ambient Air Monitoring Action Levels

Section deleted.
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Table 5.1-3. Air emission point data.

Source

Purge stack (200 ft)

Alternate Purge Stack (70 ft)

Seal exhaust

Productwithdrawal pigtail exhaust

Seal exhaust

Tails withdrawal pigtail exhaust

Seal exhaust

Wet air

Seal exhaust/wet air

Seal exhaust/wet air
5.5 wt.% UF 6/R-1 14 Separation
System
Seal exhaust/wet air

Pigtail system HEPA filters

Sample cabinet exhaust

Cylinder drying station

Spray booth

Laundry dryers

Rotary vacuum filter

Cylinder drying station

Cylinder wash scrubber

Rotary vacuum filter

Location

C-310

C-310

C-310

C-310

C-315

C-315

C-331

C-331

C-333

C-335

C-335

C-337

C-360

C-360

C-400

C-400

C-400

C-400

C-409

C-409

C-409

C-710

Release
Height (m)

60.96

21.34

18.28

20.12

12.14

.20.12

21.33

.20.73

26.21

21.34

21.95'

26.21

15.2

15.2

2.40

17.37

12.19

11.28

2.62

5.95

2.34

7.09 (Avg)

Diameter (in)

0.305

0.254

0.127

0.61 x 0.76

0.051

0.61 x 0.81

0.103

0.103

0.103

0.103

0.103

0.152

0.254

0.254

0.050

0.254

Not applicable

0.102

0.013

0.106

0.076

Not applicable

P

P

E
EF
E

E
E
E
E

E

NESHAPsEmission Determination NGroupMethod (Fig.:5.1-2)

Continuous sampler E

Continuous sampler E

Periodic sampling F

Estimated F

Periodic sampling F

Estimated F

Periodic sampling F

Periodic sampling F

'eriodic sampling F

eriodic sampling F

periodic sampler F

Periodic sampling F

Estimated H

Estimated H

estimated B

,stimated A

.stimated A

.stimated A

stimated G

stimated G

stimated G

I '
Laboratory hoods Estimated D

FBuilding ventilation system exhaust Radiological
Areas

Variable Variable Health Physics air
monitoring

-I

0
0
00



Table 5.1-4. Plant action levels for waterborne radionuclide effluents.
C4I

*Sample Results
Required Actions b

Uraniuma Technetiuma

Baseline Effluent Baseline Effluent Review emission data for previous six months to identify trends. If an
Quantity Quantity increasing effluent concentration is identified, initiate investigation into the

cause(s) for increased effluent concentrations and take corrective action, as
• (BEQ) (BEQ) appropriate.

10 x BEQ 80 x BEQ Determine whether increased releases are ongoing or a single spike.
or or Initiate investigation into cause(s) of increased releases,

2 x BEQ 16 x BEQ Evaluate whether mitigative and/or corrective measures are necessary to
averaged over 6 averaged over 6 reduce public dose.

months months Implement mitigative and/or corrective measures as needed.

EPA. Reportable EPA Reportable Notify plant shift superintendent.
Quantity (RQ)c Quantity (RQ)c Trace source of abnormal releases and establish control or shutdown as

(0.1 Ci in 24 hours) (10 Ci in 24 hours) needed.
If releases cannot be mitigated within 24 hours, elevate to next level.

1 Cid 8 Cid Close affected outfalls until control of effluent is re-established e

('I

a. Uranium has an approximately 8-fold greater dose response than 99Tc.

b. Required actions for any level include all required actions listed under lower effluent levels.

c. Reportable quantities (RQs) do not include permitted releases.

d. See Table 5.1-7 for analysis intervals.

e. The shift superintendent has the authority to restore operations.

0
0
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Table 5.1-5. Water effluent point BEQs.

BEQs

Effluent Point

C-616F Lagoon

008

009

010a

olla

U aniym"
0.024

0.052

0.0058

0.039

0.039

99 T
(pCi~l)

33

36

26

38

38

a Only one of these outfalls receives continuous flow at any time. The BEQ applies to the
outfall receiving continuous flow.
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Table 5.1-6. Major contributors to USEC KPDES outfalls.

KPDES Outfall Major USEC Effluent Sources

C-616F Lagoon
Effluent

002

004

006

.008

009

010

011

C-616 Liquid Pollution Abatement Facility (including. C-616-E and -F
Lagoons)
C-600 Steam Plant
C-335 Air Plant
C-335 and C-337 Cascade Buildings
C-535 and C-537 Switchhouses and Switchyards
Coal Pile Runoff

C-360 Toll Transfer Facility
C-337 Cascade Building
C-637 RCW System Pumphouse

C-615 Sewage Treatment Plant

C-61 1 Water Treatment Plant

C-744 Lubrication Storage Building
C-745-A 14-Ton Cylinder Yard
C-600 Steam Plant and Coal Pile Runoff
C-400 Building
C-310 and C-331 Cascade Buildings
C-720 Maintenance Facility
C-724 and C-725 Paint Shops
C-615 Sewage Treatment Plant
Fire training water
C-409 Building

C-800 and C-81 i1 Parking Lots
C-310, C-331, and C-333 Cascade Buildings
C-720 Maintenance Facility
C-710 Laboratory Facility
C- 100, C- 101, C- 102 Administration Buildings
C-200 Fire and Guard Office Building
C-300 Central Control Facility
C-302 Office Building
C-750 Garage

C-331 Cascade Building
C-531 Switchyard

C-533 Switchyard and C-532 Switch House
C-315, C-331 and C-333 Cascade Buildings
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Table 5.1-6. (Continued)

KPDES Outfall Major USEC Effluent Sources

012 C-633 RCW Pumphouse
C-533 Switchyard and Switch- House
C-333 Cascade Building
C-333-A Feed Vaporization Facility

013 Surface runoff from the southwest corner of the plant
C-633 RCW Drift and Windage

016 Fire Training water
Surface runoff from southwest corner of plant
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Table 5.1-7. Radiological liquid effluent monitoring program.

Parameter Frequency of sampling

Continuous samplers Rain runoff (grabs)

C-6 16-F Lagoon

Total uranium

% 235U

9 9Tc

237Np

239pu

23 0
Th

Dissolved alpha

Dissolved beta

Suspended alpha

Suspended beta

C-616-F Lagoon-
Effluent & 010a

quarterly/weeklyb

quarterly/weeklyb

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly/weeklyb

quarterly/weeklyb

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly/weeklyb

quarterly/weeklyb

weekly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly/weeklyb

quarterly/weeklyb

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

quarterly

I.

002,012,
008&009 olla 013,016

a. Depending upon operational factors either 011 or 010 will be sampled using the continuous
sampler. The other outfall will be sampled during periods of rain runoff.

b. Frequency determined based on annual review of monitoring results. I
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.Figure 5.1-1. PGDP NESHAP emission points.
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Figure 5.1-2. PGDP NESHAP air discharge groupings.
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Figure 5.1-18. High-volume ambient air sampling locations.
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0Figure 5.1-19. External gamma radiation sampling points.
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Figure 5.1-20. Surface water sampling locations.
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Figure 5.1-21. Food crop sampling locations.
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accordance with TSR time limits. Independent inspections verify the remediation of PEH equipment to
UH levels. Mass, moderation, and interaction are the parameters controlled to ensure criticality safety.'

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. For instance, the. most likely upsets that could occur while the equipment is being
moved or stored is a violation of the spacing requirements, or for some source of water to be introduced
in the vicinity of the equipment. Moderation intrusion could occur from moist air, sprinkler activation, or
a RCW leak while the equipment is unattended and uncovered, potentially leading to a criticality.
Therefore, the double contingency principle is met for equipment with deposits -less than safe mass. For
equipment with deposits greater than safe mass, administrative controls for interaction and moderation
are used to assure the safety of operations.

There are no AEFs identified for contaminated equipment removed from the cascade.

1.3 Contaminated Legacy Equipment Removed from the Cascade

Occasionally, legacy equipment is identified that requires characterization for uranium hold-up.
Since this equipment is potentially contaminated with uranium bearing material, NDA or visual
inspections are performed on equipment larger than favorable geometry to determine if deposits of
uranium bearing material exist within the equipment.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the contaminated legacy equipment. The equipment is categorized as either PEH,I UH or
Limited Spacing (LS). Mass, moderation, and interaction are the controls used to ensure criticality
safety. Minimum spacing is required between PEH equipment, UH equipment, and other fissile material.
Equipment tagging is used as a means to identify the equipment and to distinguish between-newly
removed equipment and old equipment already in storage. Uncharacterized equipment cannot be shown
to meet double contingency; however, once it is inspected and shown to contain less than the, safe mass
of uranium, double contingency can be established. Furthermore, equipment discovered to contain
greater than a safe mass cannot be shown to be double contingent. Controls to systematically inspect the
equipment and establish double contingency are consistent with the discussion of PEH equipment above.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Since mass and interaction control are the only controls provided for large process gas
equipment classified as UH or LS, upset conditions will either involve equipment containing greater than
the mass limit or a spacing violation between equipment that requires spacing. The addition of water
would cause the fissile material to become more reactive due to increase in moderation. Introduction of
water by means of rain water or sprinkler activation could also serve as a means to dissolve and wash the
uranium into" an unfavorable. geometry collection point within the equipment. The double contingency
principle is met for equipment with deposits less than safe mass. The double contingency principle is not
met for equipment with deposits greater than safe mass. Administrative controls for interaction and
moderation are used to assure the safety of equipment with deposits greater than safe mass.

There are no AEFs identified for contaminated legacy equipment removed from the cascade.
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1.4 Surge Drums and C-335 Bottom Surge Drums

In the context of this section, the cascade surge drums include the surge drums located in
the four main process buildings and the C-335 bottom drums. The drums serve as a storage and
evacuation volume in four primary functions:

* Cascade operational stability: Provide storage for large volumes of UF6 or lights (e.g.
N 2, 02, and coolant mixtures),

* Cell maintenance: Provide evacuation and storage volume to support obtaining UF 6
negatives and storing purge gases,

* Cell Treatments: Provide storage volume for storing evolved UF 6 and various
treatment by-product gases,

• Load follow: Provide storage volume to support planned and unplanned swings in
cascade inventory and power changes.

The stored gases can be processed further (e.g. in the C-3 35 UF 6/R- 114 separation
system) or they can be returned to the cascade at a later time. The bottom drums in C-335 are
typically used as a surge volume to ensure proper inventory control of the top overlap flow and
the bottom of C-335. The surge drums and C-335 bottom drums are analyzed and controlled in
the same manner for NCS; no differences in their typical use are credited.

Administrative controls and passive barriers haveý been incorporated to prevent a
criticality from occurring in the surge drums. Criticality is not credible at PGDP enrichment
levels in the gaseous phase regardless of the gaseous moderation ratio. Criticality is also not
credible at PGDP enrichment levels in the solid phase, unless the solid material is moderated.
Moderation is considered credible from oil or water spills, wet air in-leakage, and possibly from
HF condensation.

The robust mechanical design of the drums and passive design features for their
mechanical mounting ensure that drum breach is unlikely to occur under anticipated normal
operating conditions and credible process upsets. Sources of liquid moderator (i.e. hydrogenated
oil and water) are independentlycontrolled by facility design features and administrative controls
to ensure that liquid moderator will not enter a drum even in the unlikely even that it is breached.

The NCS analysis assumes that non-volatile heel material (e.g. U0 2F 2) could always be
present in a drum interior. When a drum is breached by planned or unplanned events, it will be
exposed to some level of wet air in-leakage. Although the anticipated environment in the drum
room(s) should be resistant to significant hydration due to typically high temperatures, it is
considered credible for long-term exposure to wet air to lead to bulk hydration of non-volatile
uranium deposits (e.g. U0 2F2). Administrative controls are in place to limit the exposure time of
drums and to ensure that breaches in the surge drum wall will be detectable by routine drum
pressure monitoring. While significant hydration is credible over the course of months (if not
years) the drums are controlled to ensure that hydration is limited to only surface hydrates, which
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are easily removed with routine evacuation and use. When maintenance activities require
excessive exposure times, drum deposition (if present) will be removed or a non-hydrating
environment confirmed before returning the drum to service.

The final moderator of concern for surge drum operation is condensed HF. HF
condensation requires the concurrent conditions of high total gas pressure, with a high HF partial
pressure and low condensing temperature. For instance, even if the condensing temperature is
assumed to be as low as 80'F, HF condensation of the UF6*HF system will not occur unless the
total pressure exceeds 20 psia with an HF partial pressure of at least 18 psia. It is unlikely that
drum temperature in an operating facility would be as low as 80'F, and it is not considered

credible that it would fall -below 65°F. Drum pressure is routinely monitored to ensure it is
controlled below atmospheric pressure, so that HF condensation will be unlikely even at the
lowest credible drum temperature. The condensing conditions (80'F, 18 psia HF, and 20 psia
total UF69HF) are not credible if the drum has been opened to atmosphere. Likewise, PGDP UF 6

compression systems such as stage or low-speed compressors have no significant compression
ratio with high concentrations of light gases. Compressor systems such as high-speed purge and
evacuation systems would also not be capable of reaching the condensing conditions for HF.
However, even if the high-speed compression systems could reach the condensing pressures and
temperature, the credible sources of sufficient HF inventory to be of concern in a surge drum
would also include excessive concentrations of non-condensable gases which would vapor lock
the closed-ended surge drum and prevent condensation.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is satisfied. There are no AEFs
identified for the surge drums and C-335 bottom drums.

1.5 Freezer/Sublimers

The freezer/sublimer is designed to facilitate rapid cascade power changes by adding or
removing UF6 from the cascade. The freezer/sublimer consists of a shell which encloses a lattice of
finned tubes through which R-1 14 is circulated which has been water-cooled in a separate heat
exchanger. Water, a
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To assure the maximum allowable water inventory of the autoclave is not exceeded, dual
condensate level probes are mounted at the same elevation in the condensate drain, slightly below the
autoclave floor. Any abnormal accumulation of condensate in the drain line reaching the level of these
probes automatically isolates the autoclave steam supply and prevents the addition of more water. These
probes are therefore vital for insuring an acceptable water inventory to avoid an overpressure condition
resulting in a release from the autoclave and to prevent a criticality when the autoclave is handling
isotopically enriched UF6 of up to 5.5 wt% 235U. The Water Inventory Control System, an AEF, ensures
that at the time the UF6 is liquified there is not enough water in the autoclaves to support a criticality.

In the event of a release, reaction products of UF6 and water are detected by a conductivity cell
(not relied upon for criticality safety) and/or pressure instrumentation (an AEF), either of which effect
containment by closure of isolation valves at the penetrations (with the exception of the autoclave relief
line). During a release of UF6 in an operating autoclave the pressure rises rapidly. Consequently, the
autoclave isolation system is initiated by the pressure sensor for those releases having a large and rapidly
rising pressure. The Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System constitutes an AEF.

Perhaps the most inopportune time for a UF6 release to occur during any autoclave operation is
during that portion of the sample or transfer operations when the autoclave must be open to operate the
cylinder valve. Cylinder rolling is necessary to position the cylinder valve below the level of liquid UF 6.
This is accomplished with the autoclave open. Administrative controls require the pigtail to be
disconnected during rolling or tilting operations to prevent damage. The cylinder roll interlock system is
an AEF which prevents the rolling of a cylinder while the pigtail is pressurized.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Two major barriers are in place to meet double contingency and to prevent a nuclear
criticality in an autoclave: (1) ensuring the integrity of the UF6 system, thereby precluding the
intermixing of the UF6 being heated and the steam/water providing the heat source, and (2) in the
unlikely event that the UF 6 and water do mix, ensuring operability of the water inventory control system
to minimize the amount of water available for reaction with the UF6 and for neutron moderation.
Operational and configuration controls of the autoclave system are the primary means to ensure
prevention of the described scenario.

The UF6 Release Detection System in C-337A isolates all autoclaves when any combination of
four or more output signals are received from UF 6 detector head actuatations. This AEF provides a
reliable means of detecting and isolating large UF6 releases while minimizing undue thermal transients
on the autoclave process equipment. This is used to control the mass of uranium released in the event of
equipment failure. This system provides isolation of the autoclaves by activating the Autoclave Manual
Isolation System. The components of this system include the UF6 detector heads, alarm circuitry and
detector circuit electrical power. Isolation components such as the UF 6 valves themselves are considered
to be within the boundary of the Autoclave Manual Isolation System.

The AEFs identified for autoclave consist of the Autoclave Water Inventory Control System, the
Autoclave High Pressure Isolation System, Cylinder Roll Interlock System, the Autoclave Steam
Pressure Control System, the High Cylinder Pressure System, and the C-337A UF6 Release Detection
System. See Section 3.15 for details including safety classification.

Section Deleted
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In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the gas source mass spectrometer stations.

4.8 Uranium-Contaminated Waste Oil Handling

The uranium-contaminated waste oil collection facility provides collection services for uranium-
contaminated waste oil generated by the laboratories.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the uranium-contaminated waste oil handling. A combination of limits on mass,
concentration and interaction are used to ensure criticality safety. Oil contaminated with uranium to such
an extent that the oil will not flow freely and violations of the spacing requirements between waste oil
containers and liquid salvage carboys are the primary scenarios for a criticality accident. There are no
single event initiators that would be necessary and sufficient to create conditions conducive to a nuclear
criticality.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double. contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
uranium-contaminated waste oil handling.

4.9 C-409 RCRA Laboratory

Section deleted.

4.10 ICP Laboratory

The ICP Laboratory receives various samples to process and analyze for metal impurities.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the ICP Laboratory. Mass is the primary control used to ensure criticality safety in the ICP
lab. The only process upset that has the potential to lead to a criticality accident is if the accumulation of
235U exceeds the limit specified in NCS controls. Administrative controls ensure the number of samples
allowed in the lab are controlled.
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In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the ICP Laboratory.

4.11 Radiochemistry Laboratory

Small samples are received in the lab from the subsampling and environmental compliance lab
for determination of isotopic contents. A small portion of these samples are labeled potentially fissile
(PF).

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the Radiochemistry Laboratory. A combination of limits on volume, geometry and
interaction are used to ensure criticality safety in the lab. The criticality concerns are spacing of PF
samples on the workbench and storage of PF samples in the cabinet. Sample container volume and the
number of sample containers per batch are limited as specified in NCS controls. A minimum safe
spacing is required between PF sample batches being handled and used on the workbenches and tables
and between sample batches and other fissile/potentially fissile material during transportation.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the Radiochemistry Laboratory.

4.12 Process Infrared and Process Gas Chromatography Laboratory

The principle function of the process gas chromatography lab is to prepare line recorder
standards. The primary uses of the infrared lab are to detect the presence of hydrocarbons in UF6

samples and the presence of drying gases and UF6 in other samples.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the Process Infrared and Process Gas Chromatography Laboratory. All of the process upsets
identified for these labs have been shown to be subcritical. Volume, geometary, and interaction are the
primary controls used to ensure criticality safety in the labs.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the Process Infrared and Process Gas Chromatography Laboratory.

4.13 Drain System in the C-710 Facility

Most of the laboratories which involved significant quantities of uranium are housed on the first
floor of the building. The main lines used for the first floor drains lead into the C-712 neutralization pit,
commonly known as the acid pit.
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6.10 C-335 HEPA Vacuum Cleaner Servicing Area

The C-335 HEPA vacuum cleaner servicing operation is used to temporarily store and empty
vacuum cleaners that have ,been used to vacuum fissile material. There are regular HEPA vacuum
cleaners which are exposed to fissile material and HF HEPA vacuum cleaners which are used in
situations where UF6 and subsequently HF could be released.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
* occurring in the HEPA vacuum cleaner servicing area. The vacuums are cleaned in a glovebox and the

contents are placed into a maximum 5.5-gal drum. Criticality can occur due to interaction of fissile
materials, accumulation of fissile material in the glovebox (which is not a geometrically safe vessel),
unsafe masses of fissile material, and introduction of a moderator. Geometry and interaction are the
primary controls used to ensure criticality safety. Geometry is controlled by limiting the servicing and
storage of vacuums to those approved for fissile use and limiting the volume and diameter dimensions of
the waste drums. The number of HEPA vacuums and waste drums that can be stored in the glovebox at
one time are limited. Minimum spacing is required between vacuums and waste drums. Various tags are
used to identify in-process and emptied vacuums.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
the HEPA vacuum cleaner servicing area.

6.11 Seal Test Buggy Calibration and Repair in C-720

Seal Test Buggies are brought to the C-720 instrument shop for calibration and repair. These
buggies are used to test the efficiency of seals in cascade operations.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the calibration and repair of Seal Test Buggies. The buggies contain small components that
can accumulate only small amounts of uranium. Criticality safety during calibration and repair is
maintained through the control of volume and interaction of any waste generated during this process.

AVolume is controlled through the use of waste containers with a maximum volume of 5.5 gal. Interaction
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is controlled, through the use of secondary containment devices which provide a minimum safe spacing
between the waste containers in these devices.

In order for a criticality to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, the double contingency principle is met and there are no AEFs identified for
calibration and repair of Seal Test Buggies.

6.12 Pressure Transmitter Cleaning Operations

The pressure transmitters are used to monitor pressures at many locations throughout the plant.
In many cases these transmitters are not exposed to uranium contamination systems, however some of the
uses are related to processes which have the potential of contaminating the transmitter with uranium.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the pressure transmitter cleaning operations. The criticality concern with the cleaning of
these transmitters is the accumulation of the uranium contaminated solution from the cleaning operation
in a large unsafe volume or geometry. The worst case scenario involves water highly contaminated with
uranium from a number of collection cylinders placed in a waste drum other than. the required maximum
5.5-gal waste drum. Another scenario involves the violation of spacing requirements. The cleaning
station and waste containers must have minimum spacing between each other. The maximum volume of
cleaning solution allowed in the cleaning station is controlled.

Volume and interaction are the controls used to ensure criticality safety. In order for a criticality
to be possible, multiple contingency events would need to occur simultaneously. Therefore, the double
contingency principle is. met and there are no AEFs identified for the pressure transmitter cleaning
operations.

6.13 C-331 Instrument Maintenance Shop

The C-33 1 instrument maintenance shop maintains a variety of equipment, including valves,
vacuum pumps and instruments.

Administrative controls and passive barriers have been incorporated to prevent a criticality from
occurring in the C-33 1 instrument maintenance shop. There are several operations performed in the shop
which have the potential to involve fissile material. No single piece of equipment brought into the shop
has the potential to be contaminated with a critical mass of fissile material. Controls focus on the
prevention of the accumulation of material from multiple instruments into a critical configuration.
Geometry, volume, and interaction are the primary controls are used to maintain criticality safety of this
system.
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equipment is required to be worn and special bioassay samples are collected. The standard ICRP
uranium biokinetic model will be used to assess dose from intakes of Class W uranium.

Urinalysis results are reviewed by HP to determine unusual trends. If bioassay sample results
indicate an internal exposure 'that exceeds action levels, additional analyses and removal of the individual
from further exposure are considered.

5.3.2.4 External Dosimetry

Persons requiring radiation exposure monitoring per 10 CFR 20.1502(a) will be issued and will be
required to wear beta-gamma-sensitive dosimeters (TLDs) that are processed and evaluated by a
processor holding current accreditation from the NVLAP of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). These personnel exposure monitoring dosimeters will be exchanged at least
quarterly (± 2 weeks). The beta-gamma dosimeters may be supplemented, as appropriate, by other types
of dosimeters (e.g., finger rings, direct-reading dosimeters, and neutron dosimeters), and by radiation
measurements made with radiation survey instruments. Self-reading or alarming dosimeters will be used
for entry into HRAs.

External dosimetry results are reviewed by BP to determine any unusual trends or exposures. If the
external exposure status of an individual is uncertain, the individual is removed from further exposure
until HP determines the exposure status and advises management of any special controls or restrictions to
be applied.

5.3.2.5 Radiological Surveys

The radiological survey program consists of routine surveys, work support surveys, and material
release surveys. Surveys are conducted to support facility activities in a manner that ensures radiological
hazards associated with each activity are properly identified and relative radiation levels and
concentrations of radioactive material are determined. Routine survey frequencies are established based
on the stability of operation as demonstrated by theconsistency of survey results. Radiological surveys
for the purposes of evaluating the need for personnel protection equipment or for posting requirements
are performed by qualified HP personnel.

The routine survey program involves surveys of the facility to determine workplace radiological
conditions, effectiveness of contamination control measures, and proper identification and posting of
radiological hazards. Areas within the facility will be categorized and scheduled for survey
commensurate with their relative radiological hazard and contamination potential. Survey frequencies
are based on area occupancy, potential for spread of contamination, and process knowledge. The routine
survey program is reviewed annually by the RP Manager and documented, maintained, and modified to
reflect changes in radiological conditions.

Due to the large physical size of each process building (as much as 60 acres under each roof) and
the facility design (control rooms and locker rooms are located inside the Restricted Area), the primary
focus of the routine survey program is to quickly identify any breakdown in contamination control.
Areas
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having the highest survey frequency are those that serve as the boundary between areas of different
radiological conditions or are adjacent to radiological areas and permit personnel activities where the.
spread of radioactive material is likely to occur.

Large area wipes may be used to supplement standard smear techniques. If an evaluation indicates
that an area wiped is contaminated, a thorough contamination survey is performed. Large area wipes are
reported in units of activity/swipe (i.e., <200 dpm/wipe alpha). If the results of a large area wipe are less
than detectable for the instrument used, the results of the large area wipe are documented as less than the
minimum detectable activity of the instrument.

Actions for cleanup of the various areas are listed below:

1. Contamination Areas - In the event removable contamination exceeding 100 times the levels as
specified in Table 5.3-6 is identified on accessible surfaces, the area will be re-posted as a High
Contamination Area. If access is required to the area and additional personnel protective equipment
will be required for entry, decontamination of the area will be initiated as soon as practical with
consideration of ALARA principles. Decontamination will commence after the evaluation of the
associated hazard is complete. The recommendation to decontaminate will comefrom the
evaluation which considers the remaining work evolutions and personnel access requirements.

2. Contamination Control Zones (CCZs) - In the event removable contamination is identified on
accessible surfaces exceeding the levels specified in Table 5.3-6, when averaged over an area of one
square meter or more, the area will be re-posted as a Contamination Area or High Contamination
Area and actions taken to locate the source of contamination and an evaluation of the radiological
hazards posed by the contamination conducted. If access is required to the area, decontamination of
the area will be initiated as soon as practical with consideration of ALARA principles.

3. Noncontaminated Areas - In the event removable contamination is identified exceeding the levels
specified in Table 5.3-6, the area will be re-posted as a Contamination Area orHigh Contamination .

Area and actions taken to locate the source of contamination and an evaluation of the radiological
hazards posed by the contamination conducted. If access is required to the area, decontamination of
the area will be initiated as soon as practical with consideration of ALARA principles.

Work support surveys are a fundamental element of the RWP process. In-process surveys are
conducted as necessary to verify radiological conditions at various points in the work activity and to
ensure exposure potentials are maintained in accordance with the ALARA principle. When required by
work activities, surveys are conducted to support decontamination efforts and the release of tools,
equipment, and waste material from the work area. Work support surveys are performed either, by RP
personnel or by other workers who are qualified to perform them.

Shipments of radioactive materials arriving at the USEC site are surveyed by qualified personnel in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.1906. Outgoing shipments of radioactive materials are surveyed by qualified
personnel and packaged in accordance with 10 CFR 71 and 49 CFR 173.

In the event that radiological surveys indicate radiation levels above the posted limits for the area,
the area is re-posted and the cause of the increased radiation investigated.
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Table 5.3-6. Summary of contamination levels.

Removable Total (Fixed + Removable)
Nuclidea (dpm/100 cm 2)bpc (dpm/100 cm 2 )b

U-nat, 235U, 238U, and associated 1000 5000
decay products, Transuranics <- 2%
by alpha activity, 99Tc, and beta-
gamma emitters

Transuranic modified materials 200 1000
containing > 2% and < 8%
transuranics by alpha activity,
Th Nat, 232Th, 223Ra, 224Ra, and 232U
226Ra, 228Ra, 230Th 228Th, 231Pa, 20 500227Ac, 125I, 129I, and transuranics
-> 8% by alpha activity

a. The values in this table apply to radioactive contamination deposited on, but not incorporated into,
the interior of the contaminated item. Where contamination by both alpha and beta-gamma-
emitting nuclides exists, the levels established for the alpha and beta-gamma-emitting nuclides
apply independently.

b. The levels may be averaged over 1 m2 provided the maximum surface activity in any area of 100
cm 2 is less than three times the value specified. For purposes of averaging, any square meter of
surface will be considered to be above the activity guide G if: (1) from measurements of a
representative number (n) of sections, it is determined that 1/n &, Si _> G, where Si is the dpml/ 00
cm 2 determined from measurements of section i; or (2) it is determined that the sum of the activity
of all isolated spots or particles in any 100 cm2 area exceeds 3G.

c. The amount of removable radioactive material per 100 cm 2 of surface area should be determined by
swiping the area with a dry filter or soft absorbent paper or cloth, applying moderate pressure, and
then assessing the amount of radioactive material on the swipe with an appropriate instrument of
known efficiency. When removable contamination on objects of surface area less than 100 cm2 is

determined, the activity per unit area should be based on an estimate of the actual area and the
entire surface should be wiped. Except for transuranics > 8% by alpha activity, 228Ra, 227Ac, 228Th,
23 2312'Th, Pa, and alpha emitters, it is not necessary to use swiping techniques to measure removable
contamination levels if direct scan surveys indicate that the total residual contamination is within
the levels for removable contamination.

II

I.
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are located in the CCF. The plant power system is monitored and controlled through a communication
network with the power suppliers. Typical operational activities that are monitored and controlled from
the CCF include determining and establishing optimal plant power level, executing or altering the
maintenance work plan if necessary, and maintaining necessary manpower level to support plant
operations.

Staffing levels for the shifts are not fixed but are based on the expected or planned activity for the
shift period. Staffing levels take into account the routine monitoring of plant equipment including
operator rounds, expected operational activity level, facility size, and Technical Safety Requirement-
(TSR) specified staffing requirements. When special activities are included in the work plans, the
staffing will be increased as required to perform the planned activity. The required minimum staffing,
level for Paducah is approximately 43 as detailed in Section 3 of the TSRs. This is a fraction of the
normal average shift staffing of approximately 80 persons.

Each shift organization is composed of a PSS; a cascade coordinator (CC) who directs overall
cascade activities; shift engineer; first-line managers for the cascade buildings,, UF6 handling facilities,
security, fire services, maintenance and power operations and utility operations; health physics
technicians; Security Shift Commander; Fire Services Shift Commander; and operators, instrument
mechanics, Security Police officers, and firefighters. Less than this normal shift staffing is permitted for
short periods with the concurrence of the PSS to allow for call-ins or other compensatory actions.

The PSS provides a direct chain of command from the Operations Manager, Shift Operations
Manager, Plant Manager and General Manager to the shift operating staff and serves as the senior shift
manager in directing activities and personnel. The operations line organization is accountable tothe PSS
for reporting plant status.

The CC provides managerial oversight, operations coordination, and assures adequate staffing for
all cascade operations on a 24-hour basis. This person approves, directs, and integrates all significant
cascade operational activities under the oversight of the PSS.

The remaining members of the shift organization provide the needed functions for round-the-clock
operations. First-line managers provide management for, coordination of, and assurance for proper
execution of assigned tasks. The shift engineer provides engineering support for technical issues
involving operations. Health physics technicians provide support for 24-hour shift operations. The first-
line manager. for Security supervises the activities necessary to ensure the protection of plant facilities,
government property, and classified information. The first-line manger for fire services supervises shift
fire services work activities and responds to plant emergency events.
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There are diverse systems for operational communications. Commercial telephones, an internal
plant telephone system, radio network, a plant public address (PA) system, emergency signals, and a
pager system are available to provide necessary communications in operating the plant. The CCF is the
focal point for all emergency reporting and initiating of all emergency responses. A special emergency
telephone network is available in the CCF. Fire alarm and sprinkler indicator systems, criticality alarm
panel, seismic alarms as well as numerous operational alarms are monitored in the CCF. As described in
the Emergency Plan, the PSS will initiate off-site notifications and plant personnel call-ins when
required.

In accordance with the corrective action program, plant personnel are required to report abnormal
events or conditions that may have the potential to harm the safety, health, or security of on-site
personnel, the general public, or the environment. Plant personnel are also required to immediately
report conditions which may require emergency response. The PSS reviews potentially reportable or
inoperable safety system equipment reports and determines proper disposition.

6.5.2 Cascade Operations Organization and Administration

The cascade is the UF6 enrichment portion of the plant. The cascade is composed of six major
process buildings which houses two parallel enrichment'cascades that share common product and tails
withdrawal facilities. There are auxiliary facilities such as the recirculating water pump houses which
are also under the direct control of cascade operations.

The Operations Manager is responsible for overall operations. This includes operation of cascade
equipment, planning for power usage, control of feeds, product and tails material including sampling,
operating plant utilities, radiological decontamination, equipment cleaning, uranium precipitation, waste
management, and operation of plant laundry. The Operations Manager is supported by managers in the
following groups: Shift Operations, Cascade, Chemical, Utilities, Power, and UF6 Handling. These
group managers have subordinate managers assigned to functional areas to provide oversight of the day
shift operations.

The optimum cascade arrangement for specific power levels, cascade configuration, product and
tails assay levels, and feed availabilities is determined by the technical staff. Recommendations for these
operating conditions are made by the technical staff to appropriate Operations:Management and
implemented by the operations staff in conjunction with the shift organization. The shift organization
follow daily instructions and work plans developed and communicated by Operations Management.

The Utilities Manager, in conjunction with key building managers, provides the plant with sanitary
water, chilled water, steam, air, nitrogen, and sewer services. These must be supplied on a continuous
basis to meet the cascade requirements. Any outage is coordinated with customers to assure proper
planning to provide temporary services as necessary.
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2.17.2 Responsibilities

The Production Support Manager is responsible for the development, maintenance, and
implementation of the records control system consistent with the requirements set forth in this section of
the QAP.

Organization/Group Managers are responsible for (1) identifying quality assurance records
initiated by their organization/group including those received from suppliers of items and services;
(2) controlling the records within their jurisdiction; and (3) transferring records, for which their group
previously had record copy responsibility, to the Production Support Manager for retention consistent
with governing procedures meeting the requirements established in this section of the QAP.

2.17.3 Requirements

Procedures for the identification and control of quality assurance records are established to
ensure the following:

1. Applicable design specifications, procurement documents, test procedures, operational
procedures or other documents specify the records to be generated, supplied, or maintained.
These documents are designated to become records and are legible, accurate, and complete;

.2. Methods of authentication or validation of documents as records are identified;

3. Documents shall be considered valid records only if stamped, initialed, or signed and dated by
authorized personnel or otherwise authenticated;

4. Establishment of a records indexing and classification system, including record retention
times,
and the location of the record within the record system, which meets the requirements of the
Technical Safety Requirements document, the provisions of 10 CFR Part 76, and other
regulatory requirements;

5. Methods are established to permit identification between the record and the item(s) or
activity(ies) to which it applies;

6. Corrections to records are approved by the originating organization and the corrections
include the date and the identification of the individual authorized to issue the correction;

7. Establishment of a record receipt control system which meets the requirements of Supplement
17S-1, Section 3 of ASME NQA-1, 1989;

.8. Requirements for records storage, preservation, and safekeeping satisfy the requirements of
Supplement 17S-1, Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 ofASME NQA-1, 1989;
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9. Quality Assurance records are stored in facilities which meet the requirements of Supplement
17S-1, Section 4.4 of ASMIE NQA-1, 1989, except as noted in Appendix C of this QAP;

10. Record requirements for procured non-commercial items or services are identified in
applicable procurement documents. These documents contain provisions for the following:
a. Assuring that supplier methods for the collection, storage, and maintenance of records

is commensurate with the above requirements,

b. Identification of required records and the required retention periods,

c. A record index which includes sufficient identifying information for record retrieval,

d. A record submittal plan,

e. The availability, accessibility, and if applicable, the disposition criteria of records
retained by the supplier, and

f. The accessibility of the supplier's records prior to final transfer to the purchaser and
the method of transmittal.

11. The storage system provides for retrieval of information in accordance with planned retrieval
times based upon the record type. A list is maintained designating those personnel who have
access to the files within the storage system;

12. Single copy records shall only be allowed out of permanent storage if they cannot be copied
and then only for a maximum of 90 days.

2.18 AUDITS

2.18.1 General

An audit system is established for Q items and activities and services within the scope of this
QAP as described in Section 2.2. The audit system is in accordance with Basic Requirement 18 and
Supplement 18S-1 of NQA-1, 1989. This system establishes planned and periodic audits to verify the
compliance and the effectiveness of this QAP in meeting quality requirements. Audit personnel have
sufficient authority and organizational freedom to make the audit process meaningful and effective.
Audits are executed in accordance with established procedures and are performed by personnel having no
direct responsibilities in the areas being audited.
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Fluorine (F2) is a poisonous gas and oxidizer that is used to passivate metal surfaces prior to
exposure to UF6 and for cell treatment on an as-needed basis. F2 is purchased and stored in
multi-tube trailers that contain a high pressure gas mixture that is composed of 20 percent
F2 and 80 percent nitrogen (N2) by moles. A multi-tube trailer nominally contains 1800 lbs
of F2 contained in 8 separately isolated tubes (i.e., nominally 225 lbs of F2/tube) at a
nominal pressure of 2000 psig. One nominally full and one nominally empty (i.e., heeled)
multi-tube trailer may be stored in both the C-745-A and C-745-B storage yards. A multi-
tube trailer at C-410-K and the three nominally 1000 ft3 storage tanks in C-410-D are used
to feed the F2 distribution header in C-410-D.

Chlorine (C12) is a poisonous gas used for water and sewage treatment. An important function of
the water treatment process is prechlorination for removal of disease-carrying organisms. C12 is
purchased and stored in 1-ton containers and 150 lb cylinders. One-ton' chlorine containers are
used in building C-61 1 water treatment plant (6 total containers) and in buildings C-63 1, C-633, C-
635, and C-637 water treatment pump houses and appurtenant structures (12 cylinders total). Eight
one-ton containers are normally stored in the C-745-A cylinder storage yard. The quantity of
chlorine kept at C-61 5 is administratively controlled below the 29. CFR 1910A:19, Appendix A,
process. threshold quantity. A maximum of six 150-lb cylinders are stored and used at the building
C-615 sewage treatment plant.

Text Deleted

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY AND SITE

The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant is located at latitude 37006'49" N. and longitude
8804T39" W. measured at the center of the plant, on a 3,423-acre tract in McCracken County, Kentucky.
The site is generally in a rural area and was previously part of the Kentucky Ordnance Works.
Approximately 2079. acres of the site are leased to the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources. The largest cities within a 50-mile radius are Paducah, Kentucky, located approximately 12
miles to the east, and Cape Girardeau, Missouri, located approximately 40 miles to the west. Portions of
28 counties are located within a 50-mile radius of the plant. Of the 28, 11 are in Kentucky, 4 are in
Missouri, 10 are in Illinois, and 3 are in Tennessee. Figure 1-1 shows the regional area surrounding
PGDP. The general location is an area of low relief with elevations predominantly below 500 ft. The
region contains many rivers and streams. The largest rivers in the area are the Mississippi to the west,
the Ohio to the north, and the Tennessee and the Cumberland to the east. The p!ant site and surrounding
area elevations vary from 290 ft above sea level at the Ohio River to 380 ft above sea level at the plant
site 3.6 miles away. The average slope of 23.7 ft/mile is typical of both the immediate vicinity and the
region southof the Ohio River.

There are no institutional or residential structures within the plant property, nor are any military
installations located near the site. DOE is engaged in numerous activities related to cylinder
,management, construction of a depleted UF6 conversion facility, and decommissioning and
decontamination both within the fenced plant protected area and on the surrounding DOE reservation.
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Roadways within the fenced, limited access or protected area of the plant consist of approximately
23 miles of paved surface. Several paved roads branch to the periphery of the plant area. Water Works
Road'extends from the southwestern corner of the secured area west to the water treatment, plant. The
plant access road extends from the main plant entrance to Kentucky Highway 1154 (Woodville Road),
which in turn connects with U.S. 60. One intersection exists on the plant entrance road. At this location,
South Acid Road leads to the west, and Dykes Road wraps around the eastern side of the plant. Dykes
Road and McCaw Road, which enters the area from the east, are access routes for shipments to and from
the toll enrichment facility, C-360.

Rail is a means used for cylinder movements and coal shipments. The existing rail system is
approximately 17 miles in length. The rail spur enters the site west of C-720 and branches to several
areas inside the fence. With the exception of the metals plant (C-340) and the water treatment plant (C-
611), all the process buildings and most of the support facilities have direct rail service.,

No rivers or major streams traverse the plant area. However, two small tributaries 'of the Ohio
River, Little Bayou Creek on the east and Big Bayou Creek on thewest, provide surface drainage from
the PGDP site. These creeks have little flow other than treated effluents from the plant except during the
wetter months of the year. The two streams join north of the site and discharge to' the Ohio River. An
extensive -system of dikes and inverted pipe dams are in place, to contain on-site spills of hazardous
substances that might otherwise enter these waterways. Cooling water for plant processes is taken from
the Ohio River and discharged through Big Bayou Creek.

PGDP is situated on a fenced approximately 650-acre (controlled access area)' site, which is part of
the 3422.95-acre DOE reservation as shown in Figure 1-6 and on the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
Facility Lease' Status map. More than 115 buildings and structures are located at PGDP accounting for a
cumulative gross floor area of 8,183,718 ft2. Process buildings C-333 and C-337 contain the most' space,
each having a gross area of 2,130,120 ftW. The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Facility Lease Status
map shows the plant layout at PGDP. The plant'includes six major process buildings, a series of
electrical switchyards, storage areas, cooling towers, a steam plant, a water treatment plant, a sewage
disposal' plant, a pollution abatement facility, service and maintenance buildings, and facilities for
administration, medical, fire, and security.

The plant contains four large process buildings, which are referred to as the cascade buildings.
These are designated C-331, C-333, C-335, and C-337. Two small buildings, C-310 and C-315, are
referred to as the purge and product withdrawal building and the surge and waste building, respectively.'
Some of the instruments and controls in these buildings are duplicated in the C-300 Central Control
Facility (CCF). This facility also contains the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and the headquarters
of the Plant Shift Superintendent (PSS). A description of the cascade/process buildings and key support
buildings is as follows:

The four main process buildings are grouped in two pairs, C-331 and C-333 and C-335 and C-337,
which are located in the eastern portion of the plant site. Such a grouping permits easy connection of the
multitude of overhead and underground piping and service lines required between the process buildings.
The purpose of the process buildings is to house the equipment and much of the support systems
necessary for the isotopic separation of uranium. Buildings C-33 1 and C-335 are essentially identical, as
are C-333 and C-337.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As part of its application for a certificate of compliance, Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 76.35(g) requires that United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) provide an
environmental compliance status report describing the status of federal, state, and local environmental
permits, licenses, approvals, and other entitlements, as well as the compliance status with applicable
environmental quality standards and requirements described in 10 CFR 51.45(d) that are applicable to
USEC operations. In addition, 10 CFR 76.35(g) requires that the compliance status report contain
current environmental and effluent monitoring data. This report covers the compliance status of the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) with applicable federal, state, and local permits, licenses and
other entitlements through the end of calendar year (CY) 2007 except for public' dose assessments. Due
to the required schedule for submission of this document, the public dose assessments for CY 2007 will
not be available in time for inclusion here. Consequently, the dose assessments for CY 2006 are
provided instead.

2. DESCRIPTION AND COMPLIANCE STATUS OF PERMITS,
REGISTRATIONS, ANDOTHER ENTITLEMENTS, AND

OTHER APPLICABLE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS

USEC is required to operate PGDP in compliance with a number of federal and state environmental
permits, registrations, other entitlements, and other applicable environmental quality standards and
requirements. The following matrices (Tables 1 and 2) identify each of the environmental permits that
govern USEC activities at PGDP. They also identify the principal permit limits, provide a summary of
monitoring and emissions/effluent data for each permit, and contain a summary statement on the status of
USEC compliance.

2.1 CLEAN AIR ACT

Pursuant to the Federal Clean Air Act (CAA), as amended, and corresponding Commonwealth of
Kentucky laws and regulations, USEC currently has the responsibility for several air permits issued by
the Kentucky Division for Air Quality (KDAQ):

I. Permit number 0-110-85, was issued in September of 1985 to the Department of Energy (DOE).
Based on the lease agreement, responsibility for a number of these points has been transferred to
USEC. KDAQ will issue a new air permit for these sources during the Title V permitting process.
Until the new Title V permit is issued, the permit conditions and limitations, contained in 0-110-85,
remain in effect unless a modification is needed before the Title V permit is issued.

2. Permit number S-95-036, Revision 1, was issued to USEC on November 26, 1997 for plantwide
hydrogen fluoride (HF) emissions.
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3. Permit number F-97-004, was issued to USEC on September 26, 1997 for Boiler No.1. The existing
boiler had deteriorated necessitating replacement.

On December 11, 1998, USEC submitted a plantwide Title V permit application. After the submission of
additional information, KDAQ determined the application was complete on March 3, 1999. Included in the
Title V permit application were sources covered under the 40 CFR 61 radiological NESHAP regulations. The
submission of a complete Title V application provides a permit shield under which USEC may operate until
KDAQ issues, a final permit. All previous permits remain effective until superseded by the Title V permit.

Updates to the Title V permit application have been submitted as required. There have been several
updates including; high assay operation, emergency generators, and maximum achievable control technology
(MACT) standards for industrial boilers. MACT standards pertaining to industrial boilers were proposed on
January 13, 2003 and finalized on September 13, 2004. As part of the process, USEC submitted a 40 CFR 63,
Part 1, application on May 10, 2002. The rule was remanded and vacated by the D.C. Circuit Court on July
30, 2007 before the compliance deadline. USEC is awating further action on the boiler MACT. In the fall of
2007, KDAQ began actively working the Title V permit. Additional information has been submitted as
requested. A permit has not been issued.

As required by KDAQ regulations, USEC submitted annual plantwide compliance certifications starting
with CY 2001. Each year, certifications are due by January 30 for the previous calendar year. The annual
certifications are based on current permit conditions and information submitted in the Title V permit
application. The CY 2007 certification was submitted in January 2007. Air emission sources were certified to
be in compliance with no deviations noted. Table 1 contains permit and compliance information.

USEC is in compliance with federal regulations issued pursuant to the CAA that govern management of
asbestos.

Finally, the PGDP Fire Services section conducts its own fire training exercises on property leased by
USEC from DOE. USEC is in compliance with KDAQ regulations goveming open burning.

2.2 CLEAN WATER ACT

Previously, USEC and DOE jointly held a Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (KPDES)
permit reissued pursuant to state laws and regulations and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended (commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act [CWA]). The permit was initially issued by the
Kentucky Division of Water (KDOW) to DOE in September 1991, with an effective date of November 1,
1992. In June 1993, KDOW added USEC as a joint permittee of the KPDES permit.Subsequently USEC and
DOE were issued individual permits. The newly issued USEC KPDES permit became effective on April 1,
1998 and was to expire on March 31, 2003. A new KPDES permit application was submitted on October 3,
2002 and was determined to be complete on December 30, 2002 by KDOW. USEC continues to discharge
under the 1998 permit until KDOW issues a new permit in response to the application submitted in 2002.
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The KPDES permit encompasses 10 outfalls discharging into two creeks.. Permit limits for USEC
outfalls. are summarized in Table 2. Data on the discharge of radionuclides are provided below in
Sections 3 and 4. Information and data on outfalls for which DOE is responsible are not included in this
report. During 2007, USEC was in compliance with the permit limits with the following exceptions:

I phosphorus exceedance Outfall 002
1 phosphorus exceedance Outfall 008

1 toxicity exceedance Outfall 008

2.3 RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT

Until April 1996, USEC and DOE jointly held a permit issued pursuant to the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), as amended, and applicable Commonwealth laws and
regulations promulgated thereunder. In April 1996, USEC was removed from the RCRA permit and was
issued a separate generator identification number. DOE retained all of the responsibilities set forth in the
permit.

USEC generates hazardous and mixed waste, and complies with requirements for generators,
including accumulation of waste in satellite accumulation areas and accumulation of waste in 90-day
accumulation areas (90-DAAs). DOE operates the permitted treatment and storage facilities under the
RCRA permit. USEC did not receive any NOVs for RCRA noncompliance during 2007.

USEC is currently shipping the majority of USEC-generated hazardous and mixed waste directly
from 90-DAAs to off-site treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) facilities.

An Agreed Order (AO) between USEC and the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet became effective on November 15, 1995. This AO established requirements for the
management of mixed waste. USEC completed all obligations under the AO on December 1, 2005.
Final approval for closure of the AO and discontinuation of all reporting requirements was received from
the Kentucky Division of Waste Management on November 30,2007.

2.4 STORAGE TANKS

USEC operates two fuel underground storage tanks (USTs). The tanks are registered under and in
compliance with Kentucky Department of Environmental Protection regulations governing USTs.

USEC also operates approximately 36 aboveground tanks, including 2 large fuel oil tanks and
various smaller tanks holding gasoline, diesel fuel, kerosene, and transformer oil. A Spill Prevention,
Countermeasures, and Control Plan has been submitted to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) and KDOW for these tanks pursuant to the CWA, and a Facility Response Plan has
been submitted pursuant to the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.

3
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2.5 POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS

USEC leases transformers and capacitors from DOE that contain greater than 50 parts per million
(ppm) polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Matters regarding the management of equipment, as well as
the storage, disposal, and attention to past spills of PCBs are the responsibility of DOE pursuant to the
lease agreement between DOE and USEC.

2.6 EMERGENCY PLANNING AND COMMUNITY RIGHT-TO-KNOW ACT; RELEASE
REPORTING UNDER THE COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE,
COMPENSATION AND LIABILITY ACT

USEC is in compliance with requirements of the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-
Know Act (EPCRA), including the preparation of an emergency response plan under Section 302,
hazardous chemical reporting under Sections 311 and 312, and toxic chemical release reporting under
Section 313. In addition, USEC is in compliance, with release reporting requirements for reportable
quantities of hazardous substances under Section 103 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), as amended.

3. NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS
AIR POLLUTANTS (NESHAP)

Under the requirements of 40 CFR 61 (NESHAP) Subpart H, emissions of radionuclides to the
ambient air from DOE facilities must not exceed those amounts that would cause any member of the
public to receive an effective dose equivalent (EDE) of 10 mrem/year in any year. The dose standard is
for the DOE PGDP site and not from individual USEC and DOE operations. In January 1992, DOE and
EPA finalized a compliance plan setting forth the process by which PGDP would demonstrate
compliance with the NESHAP standards.

In 2006, as result of both USEC and DOE operations at PGDP, the calculated EDE due to airborne
radionuclide emissions for the maximally exposed individual located approximately 2,350 meters north
of the north side of the plant security fence was 0.12 mrem. Off-site ambient air samples obtained during
2007 did not indicate the presence of any significant contamination above normal levels.

The calculated CEDE from airborne releases was 0.06 person-rem. .
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING DATA

In addition to the data required by environmental permits and regulations, USEC monitored
environmental. media for the purpose of identifying possible effects of plant emissions on the surrounding
area. The activities included ambient air, soil, and sediment sampling, sampling of locally grown food
crops, and monitoring of direct radiation from plant sources. The data obtained from this program during
2007 are summarized in Tables 5 through 11.
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Table 1. Air permits - 2007. I

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summarya

40 CFR 61, Subpart H, Total EDE to the most exposed member of the public NEI (CY 2006)
National Emission Standards for < 10 mrem/year
Emissions of Radionuclides Other
Than Radon from Department of
Energy Facilities

0-85-110 Opacity 20% NEI
KDAQ Permit to Operate Particulate matter 0.242 lbs/mmBTU
C-600 Steam Plant 125 tons/yr
Boiler Nos. 2 and 3 Sulfur Dioxide 3.1 lbs/mmBTU

1,604 tons/yr
Hydrogen Fluoride 1.50 lbs/hr

Coal/Oil Handling Operations Coal 84,520 tons/yr
Oil 2,700,000 gal/yr

F-97-004 Nitrogen oxides 39.9 tons/yr NEI
KDAQ Permit to Operate Sulfur dioxide 39.9 tons/yr
C-600 Steam Plant Boiler No. I Particulate matter 24.9gtons/yr

Particulate matter 14.9 ton/yr
< 10 microns (PM1 0)
Oil consumption 1,000,000 gal/yr

Natural gas:
Opacity 20%
Nitrogen oxides 0.0517 lbs/mmBTU
Sulfur dioxide 0.0006 lbs/mmBTU
Particulate matter 0.0100 lbs/mmuBTU

Fuel oil:
Opacity 20%
Nitrogen oxides 0.20 lbs/mmBTU
Sulfur dioxide 0.5 fuel weight percent
Particulate matter 0.10 lbs/mmBTU

0-85-110 Opacity 40% NEI
KDAQ Permit to Operate Particulate matter 22.3 lbs/hr
C-6 11-B Chemical Unloading 0.268 tons/yr

0-85-110 Opacity 40% NEI
KDAQ Permit to Operate Particulate matter 22.3 lbs/hr
C-616 Chemical Unloading 0.268 tons/yr
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Tablel. Air permits - 2007. (Continued)

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summary'

S-95-036, Revision 1, Hydrogen Fluoride: NEI
KDAQ Permit to Operate Operating scenario 1 - 37.2 lbs/12 hr
Gaseous Diffusion Purge Vent Operating scenario 2 - 84.0 lbs/12 hr
(200-foot stack) Operating scenario 3 - 0.00 lbs/12 hr

S-95-036, Revision 1, Hydrogen Fluoride: NEI
KDAQ Permit to Operate Operating scenario I - 0.00 lbs/12 hr
Gaseous Diffusion Purge Vent Operating scenario 2 - 0.00 lbs/12 hr
(70-foot stack) Operating scenario 3 - 7.68 lbs/12 hr

S-95-036, Revision 1, Hydrogen Fluoride: Not in operation
KDAQ Permit to Operate Operating scenario I - 17.64 lbs/12 hr
C-335 Surge Drum Operating scenario 2 - 0.0 lbs/12 hr
Purging Vent Operating scenario 3 - 7.68 lbs/12 hr

S-95-036, Revision 1, Hydrogen Fluoride: Not in operation
KDAQ Permit to Operate Operating scenario 1 - 0.0008 lbs/12 hr
C-409 High Assay Operating scenario 2 - 0.0008 lbs/12 hr
Cylinder Wash Operating scenario 3 - 0.0008 lbs/12 hr

S-95-036, Revision 1, Hydrogen Fluoride:
KDAQ Permit to Operate Operating scenario 1 - 0.09 lbs/12 hr NEI
C-410-KFluorine Operating scenario 2 - 0.09 lbs/12 hr
Manifold Facility Operating scenario 3 - 0.09 lbs/12 hr

NOTES:
a. NEI - No exceedances identified.

I
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued) I

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summarya

KPDES KY0102083 Temperature report daily maximum (IF) In compliance
(Outfall 002) Temperature 89 monthly average (IF) NEI

pH 6.0 minimum NEI

pH 9.0 maximum NEI

Phosphorus 1.0 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Phosphorus 1.0 daily maximum (mg/L) 1 exceedance

Hardness report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Hardness report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Oil and grease 1 0 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Oil and grease 15 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Trichloroethylene report monthly average (jtg/L) In compliance

Trichloroethylene report daily maximum (jig/L) In compliance

PCBs report monthly average (jtg/L) In compliance

PCBs report daily maximum (jtg/L) In compliance

Flow report monthly average (MGD) In compliance

Flow report daily maximum (MGD) In compliance

Chlorine residual report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Chlorine residual report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Quarterly parameters 9Tc report monthly average (pCi/L) In compliance
99Tc report daily average (pCi/L) In compliance

Total uranium report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total uranium report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Acute toxicity report monthly average In compliance

Acute toxicity 1'00 daily maximum NEI

Total metals? report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total metalsb report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits -*2007. (Continued)

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summarya

KPDES KY0102083 Flow report monthly average (MGD) In compliance
(Outfall 004) Flow report daily maximum (MGD) In compliance

BOD (5-day) 30 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

BOD (5-day) 45 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Fecal coliform 200/100 mL monthly average (100 mL) NEI

Fecal coliform 400/100 mL daily maximum (100 mL) NEI

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summarya

KPDES KY0102083 pH 6.0 minimum NEI
(Outfall 006) pH 9.0 maximum NEI

Suspended solids 30 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Suspended solids 50 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Hardness report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Hardness report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Oil and grease. 10 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Oil and grease 15 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Flow report monthly average (MGD) In compliance

Flow report daily maximum (MGD) In compliance

Chlorine residual report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Chlorine residual report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Acute toxicity report monthly average In compliance

Acute toxicity 1.00 daily maximum NEI
Total metalsb report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total metalsb report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

0
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued)

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summarya

KPDES KY0102083 Temperature report daily maximum (0F) In compliance
(Outfall 008) Temperature 89 monthly average (0F) NEI

pH 6.0 minimum NEI
pH 9.0 maximum NEI
Phosphorus 1.0 monthly average (mg/L) NEI
Phosphorus 1.0 daily maximum (mg/L) 1 exceedance
Hardness report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance
Hardness report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance
Oil and grease 10 monthly average (mg/L) NEI
Oil and grease 15 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI
Trichloroethylene report monthly average (pg/L) In compliance
Trichloroethylene report daily maximum (Vtg/L) In compliance
PCBs report monthly average (itgfL) In compliance
PCBs report daily maximum (gtg/L) In compliance
Flow report monthly average (MGD) In compliance
Flow report daily maximum (MGD) In compliance
Chlorine residual report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance
Chlorine residual report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Quarterly parameters 99Tc report monthly average (pCi/L) In compliance
99Tc report daily average (pCiiL) In compliance
Total uranium report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance
Total uranium report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance
Chronic toxicity report monthly average In compliance
Chronic toxicity 1.00 daily maximum I exceedance
Total metalsb, report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance
Total metalsb report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued)

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits I Summary'

KPDES KY0102083
.(Outfall 009)

Quarterly parameters

Temperature

Temperature

pH

pH

Phosphorus

Phosphorus

Hardness

Hardness

Oil and grease

Oil and grease

Trichloroethylene

Trichloroethylene

PCBs

PCBs

Flow

Flow

Chlorine residual

Chlorine residual

99Tc
99

Tc

Total uranium

Total uranium

Chronic toxicity

Chronic toxicity

Total metalsb

Total metalsb

report.daily maximum (°F)

89 monthly average (°F)

In compliance

NEI

6.0 minimum

9.0 maximum

1.0 monthly average (mg/L)

1.0 daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

10 monthly average (mg/L)

15 daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (jig/L)

report daily maximum (jig/L)

report monthly average (jig/L)

report daily maximum (jig/L)

report monthly average (MGD)

report daily maximum (MGD)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (pCi/L)

report daily average (pCi/L)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average

1.00 daily maximum

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

NEI

NEI

NEI

NEI

In compliance

In compliance

NEI

NEI

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

NEI

In compliance

In compliance
1
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued)

Compliance
Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summary'

KPDES KY0102083
(Outfall 01 0)c

Quarterly parameters

Temperature

Temperature

pH

pH

Phosphorus

Phosphorus

Hardness

Hardness

Oil and grease

Oil and grease

Trichloroethylene

Trichloroethylene

PCBs

PCBs

Flow

Flow

Chlorine residual

Chlorine residual

"Tc

"Tc,

Total uranium

Total uranium

Chronic toxicity

Chronic toxicity

Total metalsb

Total metalsb

report daily maximum (°F)

89 monthly average (°F)

6.0 minimum

9.0 maximum

1.0 monthly average (mgfL)

1.0 daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

10 monthly average (mg/L)

15 daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average ([tg/L)

report daily maximum (pg/L)

report monthly average (ig/L)

report daily maximum (tg/L)

report monthly average (MGD)

report daily maximum (MGD)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (pCi/L)

report daily average (pCi/L)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average

1.00 daily maximum

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

In compliance

NEI

NEI

NEI

NEI

NEI

In compliance

In compliance

NEI

I exceedance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

NEI

In compliance

In compliance
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued) I

Compliance
Permit/Description Pr incipal Permit Limits I Summa rya

KPDES KY0102083
(Outfall 011)'

Temperature

Temperature

pH

pH

Phosphorus

Phosphorus

Hardness

Hardness

Oil and grease

Oil and grease

Trichloroethylene

Trichloroethylene

PCBs

PCBs

Flow

Flow

Chlorine residual

Chlorine residual
99

Tc

9'Tc

Total uranium

Total uranium

Acute toxicity

Acute toxicity

Total metalsb

Total metalsb

report daily maximum (0 F)

89 monthly average (°F)

6.0 minimum

9.0 maximum

1.0 monthly average (mg/L)

1.0 daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

10 monthly average (mg/L)

15 daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (jig/L)

report daily maximum (Gig/L)

report monthly average (Vg/L)

report daily maximum (tg/L)

report monthly average (MGD)

report daily maximum (MGD)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average (pCi/L)

report daily average (pCi/L)

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg/L)

report monthly average

1.00 daily maximum

report monthly average (mg/L)

report daily maximum (mg,/L)

In compliance

NEI

NEI

NEI

NEI

NEI

In-compliance

In compliance

NEI

NEI

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

In compliance

NEI

In compliance

In compliance

Quarterly parameters
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued)

Compliance

Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summarya

KPDES KY0102083 Temperature report daily maximum (°F) In compliance
(Outfall 012) Temperature 89 monthly average (0 F) NEI

pH :6.0 minimum NEI

pH 9.0 maximum NEI

Phosphorus 1.0 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Phosphorus 1.0 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Hardness report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Hardness report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Oil and grease 10 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Oil and grease 15 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Trichloroethylene report monthly average (jtg/L) In compliance

Trichloroethylene report daily maximum (jtg/L) In compliance

PCBs report monthly average (jtg/L) In compliance

PCBs report daily maximum ([tg/L) In compliance

Flow report monthly average (MGD) In compliance

Flow report daily maximum (MGD) In compliance

Chlorine residual report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Chlorine residual report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Quarterly parameters 99Tc report monthly average (pCi/L) In compliance

9Tc report daily average (pCi/L) In compliance

Total uranium report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total uranium report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Acute toxicity report monthly average In compliance

Acute toxicity 1.00 daily maximum NEI
Total metalsb report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance
Total metalsý report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued)

Compliance

Permit!Description Principal Permit Limits Summarya

KPDES KY0 102083 pH 6.0 minimum NEI
(Outfall 013) pH 9.0 maximum NEI

Hardness report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Hardness report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Oil and grease 10 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Oil and grease 15 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Trichloroethylene report monthly average (lag/L) In compliance

Trichloroethylene report daily maximum (Itg/L) In compliance

PCBs report monthly average (ttg/L) In compliance

PCBs report daily maximum ([tg/L) In compliance

Flow report monthly average (MGD) In compliance

Flow report daily maximum (MGD) In compliance

Quarterly parameters 99Tc report monthly average (pCi/L) In compliance

99Tc report daily average (pCi/L) In compliance

Total uranium report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total uranium report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Acute toxicity report monthly average In compliance

Acute toxicity 1.00 daily maximum NEI

Total metalsb report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total metalsb report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance
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Table 2. KPDES water discharge permits - 2007. (Continued)

Compliance

Permit/Description Principal Permit Limits Summary'

KPDES KY0102083 pH 6.0 minimum NEI
(Outfall 016) pH 9.0 maximum NEI

Hardness report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Hardness report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Oil and grease 10 monthly average (mg/L) NEI

Oil and grease 15 daily maximum (mg/L) NEI

Trichloroethylene report monthly average ([tg/L) In compliance

Trichloroethylene report daily maximum (jig/L) In compliance

PCBs report monthly average (jIg/L) In compliance

PCBs report daily maximum (jig/L) In compliance

Flow report monthly average (MGD) In compliance

Flow report daily maximum (MGD) In compliance

Quarterly parameters 99Tc report monthly average (pCi/L) In compliance
99Tc report daily average (pCi/L) In compliance

Total uranium report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total uranium report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

Acute toxicity report monthly average In compliance

Acute toxicity 1.00 daily maximum NEI

Total metalsb report monthly average (mg/L) In compliance

Total metals report daily maximum (mg/L) In compliance

NOTES:
a. NEI - No exceedances identified.
b. Total metals include: antimony, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, lead, mercury, nickel,

selenium, silver, thallium, and zinc.
c. Assumes C-617 Lagoon is discharging to Outfall 010.
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Table 3. Summary of radionuclide emissions from monitored vents - 2007.

Emissions (Ci)

Sampling Number:
Radionuclide Frequency of Samples Maximuma Minimuma Averagea Totala

C-310 Purge and Vent Stack

Uranium Daily 366 7.37E-6 2.72E-8 3.50E-7 1.21E-4

99Tc Monthly 12 3.81E-5 5.22E-6 1.53E-5 1.84E-4

230Th Quarterly 4 8.OOE-7 < MDA <7.58E-7 <3.03E-6

237Np Quarterly 4 <MDA <MDA <MDA <MDA
239pU Quarterly 4 <MDA <MDA <MDA <MDA

NOTES:
a. MDA - Minimum Detectable Activity
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Table 4. Summary of estimated radionuclide emissions - 2007.

Total Emissions
Source Radionuclide Basis of Estimate (Ci)

C-709/C-710 Laboratory Total uranium Inventory estimates, 6.21E-4
Group 237Np EPA emission factorsa 4.39E-7

99Tc 0

Seal ExhaustfWet Air Group Total uranium 2007 NESHAP sampling 1.30E-3
237Np data, inventory estimates EPA 1.33E-4239Pu emission factors.' <MDA'
99Tc 1.71E-4
23 0

n <MDA

C-400 Group Total uranium Inventory estimates, 2.25E-4
237Np EPA emission factorsa 1.96E-5
239pu 6.13E-8
99Tc 7.07E-3230Th 6.3 1E-7

C-400 Cylinder Drying Total uranium Inventory estimates, 6.86E-5
Group 237Np EPA emission factorsa 1.23E-62 39pu 5.89E-9

99Tc 1.58E-8
23°Th 1.17E-8

C-409 Group Total uranium Inventory estimates, 1.03E-6
237Np EPA emission factors' 4.07E-9
239pu 5.88E-8

99Tc 1.83E-5
230Th 2A18E-7

C-360 Group Total Uranium Inventory estimates 5.02E-5
237Np 5.54E-6
99Tc 0

NOTE:
a. Emission factors from 40 CFR 61, Appendix D.
b. MDA - Minimum Detectable Activity
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Table 5. Radionuclide concentration in water effluents 2007.

Uranium Concentration (mg/L)

Wt. % No. Of
No. of pCi/L 23Su Samples

Location Samples Maximum Minimum Average Average (average) <MDLa

K002 4 0.016 <MDLa 0.005 NAb NAb I

K008 4 0.012 0.001 0.006 NAb NAb 0

K009 4 0.008 <MDLa 0.003 NAb NAb 2

K010 4 0.017 0.003 0.011 4.59 0.287 1

•KOII 13 0.450 0.019 0.099 35.5 0.178 0

K012 4 0.006 0.001 0.004 NAb NAb 0

K013 4' 0.003 <MDLa 0.001 NAb NAb 3

K016 4 0.003 <MDLa 0.002 NAb NAb 1

C-616-F 4 0.004 <MDLa 0.002 NAb NAb I

99Tc Concentration (pCi/L)

No. of No. of

Location Samples Maximum Minimum Average Samples <MDAc

K002 4 <MDAc <MDAC <MDAc 4

K008 4 <MDAc <MDAr <MDAc 4

K009 4 <MDA' <MDAc <MDAc 4

K010 4 <MDAc <MDAc <MDAc 4

K011 13 <MDAc- <MDAc <MDAc 13

K012 4 <MDAc <MDAc <MDAc 4

K013 4 <MDAc <MDAc <MDAc 4

K016 4 <MDAc <MDAc <MDAc 4

C-616-F 5 <MDAc <MDAc <MDAc 5 I

Radionuclide Released to Surface Waterd

Total Uranium 0.077 Ci

99Tc 0 Ci

NOTES:
a. MDL - Minimum Detectable Level.
b. NA - Not applicable, no assay determined.
c. MDA - Minimum Detectable Activity.
d. Big Bayou and Little Bayou Creeks from continuous flow outfalls.
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Table 6. Annual radiological data summary - surface water sampling - 2007. I

Station SWI - Upstream Big Bayou Creek, Background

No. of No. of Samples
Analysis Units Maximum Minimum Average Samples <MDA/MDL2

Total uranium mg/L <MDAa <MDAa <MDAa 12 12

% 235ub wt % NAc NAc NAc 12 12

99Tc pCi!L <MDAa <MDAa <MDA a 12 12

Gross alpha pCi/L <MDA" <MDAa <MDAa 12 12

Gross beta pCiIL 5.51 <MDAa 1.30 12 9

Station SW5
Downstream Big Bayou Creek

No. of No. of Samples
Analysis Units Maximum Minimum Average Samples <MDA/MDLa

Total uranium mg/L 0.005 <MDAa 0.002 12 13

% 235Ub wt % NAc NAc NA 12 13

99Tc pCi/L <MDAa <MDA8  <MDAa 12 12

Gross alpha pCi/L <MDAa <MDAa <MDAa 12 12

Gross beta pCi/L 31.2 <MDAa 16.33. 12 1

Station SW10

No. of No. Of Samples
Analysis Units Maximum Minimum Average Samples <MDA/MDLa

Total uranium mg/L 0.017 0.001 0.006 12 0

t 235ub wt % NAc NAc NAc 12 12

99Tc pCiIL <MDAa <MDA a <MDAa 12 12

Gross alpha pCiiL 6.44 <MDAa 1.50 12 9

Gross beta pCi/L 13.7 <MDAa 5.23 12 5

NOTES:
a. MDL - Minimum Detectable Level; MDA - Minimum Detectable Activity.
b. Maximum assay reported. Assay is not obtained for samples <MDL and are identified as NA.
c. NA - Not applicable.

I
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Table 7. Radiological data summary - ambient air sampling - 2007.

Gross alpha (pCi/cubic meter) Gross beta (pCi/cubic meter)

No. of
Station Samples Minimum Maximum Average Minimum Maximum Average

BCP 52 <MDAa 0.0017 <MDAa 0.012 0.047 0.021

HBP 52 <MDAa 0.0022 0.0015 0.012 0.047 0.022

HCC 52 <MDAa 0.0019 0.0014 0.015 0.041 0.023

KOW 52 <MDAa 0.0019 0.0012 0.015 0.068 0.025

PSL 52 <MDA a 0.0013 0.0011 0.013 0.076 0.023

VAW 52 <MDAa 0.0013 0.0012 0.012 0.073 0.022

I.

NOTE:
a. MDA -Minimum Detectable Activity
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Table 8. Results of annual food crop sampling - 2007.

Radionuclide

Location Food Crop ' 9 9Tc (pCi/g)a U (pCi/g)a

NW Tomato <MDA <MDA

NW Squash <MDA <MDA

NE Tomato <MDA <MDA

NE Corn, <MDA <MDA

NE Pepper <MDA <MDA

SSE Tomato <MDA <MDA

SSE Squash <MDA <MDA

SSE Cucumber <MDA <MDA

SW Tomato <MDA <MDA

SW Squash <MDA <MDA

SW Cucumber <MDA <MDA

SSW Tomato <MDA <MDA

SSW Corn <MDA <MDA

SSW Cucumber <MDA <MDA

ESE Tomato <MDA <MDA

ESE Cucumber <MDA <MDA

ESE Pepper <MDA <MDA

Background Food Crops

BKG Tomato <MDA <MDA

BKG Cucumber <MDA <MDA

BKG Squash <MDA <MDA

NOTE:
a. MDA - Minimum Detectable Activity
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I isTable 9. Radionuclide concentrations in sediments - 2007.

Point

SS1

SS2

SS20

SS21

Location

Downstream,
Big Bayou Creek

Downstream,
Little Bayou Creek

Upstream,
Big Bayou Creek

Upstream,
Little Bayou Creek

Below North/South
Diversion Ditch in
Little Bayou Creek

Massac Creek
at Hwy 62

"Tc
(pCi/kg)

1170

736

2700

<MDAa

2TNp
(pCi/kg)

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

23 9 PU

(pCi/kg)

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

230Th
(pCi/kg)

318

402

300

372

722

<MDAa

U-Total
(pg/g)

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

<MDAa

235U

(wt %)

NAb

NAb

NAb

NAb

NAb

NAb

SS27

SS28

1240

<MDAa

NOTES:
a. MDA - Minimum Detectable Activity.
b. NA - Not applicable I
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Table 10. Uranium in soils - 2007.

Location U-Total (pg/g)

Property boundary

S I North <MDTAa

S2 East <MDAa

S3 South <MDAa

S4 West <MDAa

8 km from plant

S5 North <MDAa

S6 East <MDAa

S7 South <MDAa

S8 West <MDAa

13 to 15 km from plant

S9 South <MDAa

S10 West <MDAa

I

NOTE:
a. MDA - Minimum Detectable Activity
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Table 11. Summary of external gamma radiation monitoring - 2007.

Direct Radiation (mrem/hr)

TLD Location 1st Qtr. 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr Average

EG1 Plant North 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.004

EG2 Plant East 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.006

EG3 Plant South 0.113 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.036

EG4 Plant West 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.007 0.006

EG5 Boundary North 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.003

EG6 Boundary East 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.004

EG7 1 Mile North 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.003

EG8 1 Mile East 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004

EG9 1 Mile South 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004

EG1O I Mile Southeast 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.005

EG11 1 Mile West 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.005

EG12 Grahamville 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.004

EG13 Magruder Village 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004

EG14 Paducah 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.005

EG15 Oaks Road 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006

EG16 Boundary South 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.006

EG17 Boundary Southeast 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.005
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5.3 LIQUID WASTE CHARACTERIZATION

5.3.1 Aqueous Wastes

Aqueous wastes meeting applicable release requirements of 10 CFR 20.1301 may be discharged
through the plant drainage system or through the sewage treatment plant as described in SAR Section 5.1.
Wastes with radioactivity exceeding the limits of 10 CFR 20.1302 are treated to reduce the radioactivity
levels to less than those limits or are managed and/or disposed of as radioactive waste in accordance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 20.2001.

Aqueous waste from areas notcontrolled for transferable radioactive contamination in accordance
with SAR Section 5.3 may be discharged without sampling and analysis.

5.3.2 Nonaqueous Wastes

Nonaqueous liquid waste generated in areas controlled for transferable radioactive contamination,
for which volumetric/bulk contamination is a reasonable possibility, will be managed as low-level
radioactive waste. Unless utilizing a DOE-disposal facility, request for disposal of such materials as not
being low-level radioactive waste will be submitted to the NRC under the provisions of 10 CFR 20.2002,
should USEC desire to dispose of such materials in a manner other than as specified in 10 CFR 20.2001.
Disposal of such materials in a DOE-disposal facility will meet the waste acceptance criteria for the DOE
facility.

Nonaqueous wastes from areas not controlled for transferable radioactive contamination in
accordance with SAR Section 5.3 may be released to unrestricted areas and may be disposed of or
recycled at on-site or approved off-site locations.

5.4 RADIOACTIVE WASTE CLASSIFICATION

Wastes not suitable for release to unrestricted areas are classified in accordance
with 10 CFR 61.55 prior to disposal.

6. WASTE MANAGEMENT

6.1 WASTE SEGREGATION AND COLLECTION

USEC-generated wastes are collected and packaged, where feasible, by the waste generator.
Wastes are accumulated at the source in drums, tanks, or bulk containers appropriate to the type of waste
generated prior to treatment or transfer to a waste storage facility. Hazardous and mixed wastes are
transferred to a 90-day hazardous and mixed waste accumulation area or directly to a DOE-storage
facility. From a 90-day hazardous and mixed waste accumulation area, the hazardous and mixed wastes
are transferred to a DOE-storage facility until treatment/disposal options are available, or shipped off-site
or treated on-site if options are available. USEC mixed waste may be also temporarily, stored in DOE
facilities to facilitate shipments to off-site facilities.

5
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Wastes known to be suitable for release to unrestricted areas based on the point and process of
generation are segregated at the source, when possible, from wastes not suitable for release to unrestricted
areas. Wastes from areas controlled for transferable radioactive contamination are considered to be
potentially contaminated until characterized. Wastes requiring characterization to determine whether they
may be released to unrestricted areas are segregated upon completion of such characterization.

Wastes known to be potentially fissile are collected, packaged, and characterized per Nuclear
Criticality Safety Approvals. FissilerControl Areas are established for short/long term accumulation and
characterization. Waste may be characterized as either fissile, NCS Spacing Exempt, or, low-level
radioactive waste.

6.2 WASTE PACKAGING AND LABELING

Containers, known to contain radioactive waste, including packaging, are labeled in accordance
with SAR Section 5.3.1.7 or are managed in accordance with SAR Section 5.3.4.1.

Wastes are packaged for shipment and/or storage in appropriate containers to meet Department of
Transportation (DOT) and applicable 10 CFR 71 requirements. Some general types of waste packaging
are as follows:

Solid waste Sealand boxes; 5-, 30-, or 55-gal drums

Liquid wastes Poly tanks; 5-, 30-, or 55-gal drums

Corrosives, acids United Nations (UN) approved for corrosives; 5-, 30-, or 55-gal drums

Scrap metal Sealand, Metal Melt or other similar boxes, various drums

In addition, 85-gal plastic and metal overpacks may be used for appropriate wastes and damaged
containers.

6.3 RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING AND STORAGE

Those USEC wastes that are regulated for radiological content are stored at designated USEC
waste storage facilities after pickup from the generating organization by the Chemcial Operations Group.
The permanent storage facilities are listed in SAR Section 3.10.2 and are identified on the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant Facility Lease Status map. Other areas may be utilized as waste storage facilities I
as required by facility operations. If outdoor storage is necessary, radioactive wastes with transferable
contamination are packaged in containers, or wrapped and covered to prevent the release of radioactivity.
Storage areas are posted and controlled in accordance with SAR Section 5.3.

Access to LLRW or mixed waste storage containers is restricted to qualified radiological workers,
or personnel are escorted by qualified radiological workers. Containers and tanks in waste. storage areas
are inspected at least monthly to identify and correct any leaks or other problems. Mixed waste
containers in USEC-operated 90-day accumulation areas are inspected weekly.

6
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SECTION 2.4 SPECIFIC TSRS FOR ENRICHMENT CASCADE FACILITIES

2.4.4 GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

2.4.4.11 CASCADE PRESSURE LIMITATION

LCO 2.4.4.11 The cascade stage high side pressure shall be < 25 psia.

APPLICABILITY: Modes: Cascade 1, 2

ACTIONS:
Condition Required Action Completion Time

A. Cascade stage high side A.1 Establish pressure < Immediately
pressure discovered > 25 psia 25 psia.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Surveillance Frequency

SR 2.4.4.11-1 Verify operating cells have high-side pressures Daily
< 25 psia.

SR 2.4.4.11-2 Calibrate unit, cell, and freezer/sublimer datum. Annually

BASIS:

The accident analysis provided in SAR Section 4.3.2.1.3 and 4.3.2.1.7 assume that cascade high
pressure accidents proceed to their conclusion which, in many cases, results in some form of
breach in the cascade system. It is at this point that the consequences are evaluated and the
identification of any mitigating actions takes place. It should be noted that the cascade was not
designed to directly measure cell pressures in the ACR or to measure pressures that approach 40
psia. Motor load and other process indicators in the ACR alert the operator to significant cascade
transients which require appropriate actions be taken, including cell shutdown, to preclude
cascade pressures from exceeding 40 psia which is the postulated rupture pressure of cascade
piping. The monitoring of the cell pressures from the local cell panels is sufficient to ensure that
the steady state pressures do not exceed 25 psia. Due to the ability to perform a channel check
across the 8 to 10 stage pressure indicating controllers (PICs) per cell and the fact that within an
operating cell any stage high side pressure increase will quickly cascade throughout the cell (i.e.,
raise the other stage high side pressure), it is not necessary that all the PICs are functional to
determine the cell pressure. The calibration of the unit, cell, and freezer/sublimer datums will'
ensure an adequate level of accuracy (cell averaging) and therefore the calibration of individual
PICs is not necessary. As part of the cascade

2.4-39




